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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

January – March 2016 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth 

Consumer 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Poverty 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:54 1/1/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're learning more about  the victims of a new year's eve  crash in 
ontario. chp investigators say the driver  of the silver toyota yaris  
somehow lost control while  exiting the 10 freeway last  night. the 
yaris then struck a red  toyota sedan killing four  people, including 
30-year-old  anthony flores and his  37-year-old girlfriend monica  
flores.  

0:24 1/1/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire forced more than a  dozen families out of their home  on this 
new year's day. this blaze broke out in a pomona  apartment 
building just after  3:00 in the morning. it damaged 16 units and  
destroyed one. everyone managed to escape. 

0:18 1/1/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and take a look at this row  of palm trees fully engulfed in  flames in 
echo park. firefighters responded to the  call on clinton street just  
after midnight.  

0:15 1/4/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we  learned a hover board is the  reason behind a house fire in  van 
nuys, fire crews got the  fire under control and kept the  flames from 
spreading, no one  was hurt.  

0:19 1/4/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters rush in the a burning house and revive one  of the dogs 
that was trapped  inside. crews managed to pull two dogs  out of the 
fire and saved one of them.  

0:38 1/6/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're facing a tragedy this  evening. edison workers tonight  
emotional and visibly shaken  after one of their own was  
electrocuted while responding to  a power outage. it was an area 
soaked by heavy  rains today. 

0:39 1/7/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the race to save 17 minors  trapped in an underground mine  is over 
and they all are safe. 17 stories underground, these  miners 
huddled in freezing  temperatures and stuck because  of an elevator 
and waiting in  the darkness below.   

0:26 1/7/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you've seen it in movies and  now it happens in real life. trapped in 
a trash compactor,  screaming for help. video show as homeless 
man who  was sleeping in a dumpster when  everything in that 
dumpster  including him was dumped into a  garbage truck. 
although he was screaming the  men in the truck didn't hear him  for 
at least four stops. amazingly that man is in fair  condition tonight.  

0:19 1/8/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now we're following  breaking news out of huntington  beach. 
mystery surrounding a body  pulled from the water there near  
huntington harbor. the orange county sheriff's  department says a 
kayaker  spotted the body this evening. 

1:59 1/11/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a plane just landed on the  freeway. guys, i'm freaking out. we 
looked for the best place  to land, and the highway was the best 
place. scare in the sky ends on the  ground. a plane forced to land 
in the  middle of the freeway.  

0:42 1/11/16 11:21p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

all right, fritz, we're  going to take you to the scene  of breaking 
news right now. a deadly hit and run involving a motorcycle. this is 
going on in reseda.  

0:22 1/12/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news out of  wilmington, a man found dead  after he was 
discussed crushed  between two large containers at  a storage 
facility. we're told by an employee that  was driving the truck, he 
may  have pinned him the between the  containers.  

0:47 1/12/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an oakland plumber, trying  to fix a sewer line remains  trapped 
tonight, after a trench  collapsed on him. the contractor stuck there  
nearly 12 hours. firefighters initially found him ten feet down and 
waist-deep in  mud. 
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0:41 1/13/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

customers waiting for the  water to be turned back on in  west 
hollywood after a water  main break this evening. it happened near 
palm avenue. thousands of gallons of water  rushed into the streets 
and some  of the surrounding parking  garages.  

2:43 1/13/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

people in torrance are upset  with their anger aimed at  exxon-
mobil. they are learning the debris  from the blast came close to  
hitting a tank filled with  poisonous and a potentially  deadly 
chemical. outside torrance city hall with  more on that near disaster 
case. reporter: that's right. there is about 300,000 people  who live 
in the neighborhood  surrounding the refinery. they were very 
concerned about  operational safety procedures at  the facility. 

0:28 1/14/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

crews back in the waters of  emerald bay searching for a  missing 
diver today. laurel silver disappeared on  december 29th. she was 
diving for lobsters when  the boat she was on reportedly  left her 
behind.  

0:26 1/15/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

search and rescue teams  racing against the clock to find  a missing 
ski instructor at a  northern california resort. 23-year-old carson may 
was last  seen yesterday skiing at sugar  bowl resort near donner 
pass.  

0:27 1/15/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

another deadly crash on a  beverly hills street that is  well known for 
dangerous and  deadly accidents. a driver lost control of his  small 
flatbed truck, hit a  parked car, a tree, and finally  a wall on loma 
vista. 30 minutes later, he was pried  from the truck and rushed to 
the  hospital, but he never  recovered. 

0:44 1/15/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

still looking for 12 missing  marines after two helicopters  collided off 
the coast of  hawaii. military officials say the  marine helicopters 
carrying six  crew members each crashed off  the hawaiian island of 
oahu  thursdays evening during a  nighttime training mission.  

0:45 1/18/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

three families tonight now linked by a tragedy is their teenage 
children are killed in a crash over the weekend and one of them had 
just turned 13. 16-year-old anthony, 18-year-old tate herman, and 
13-year-old kyle kennedy were killed when their vehicle hit a 
guardrail and then rolled into a field on saturday.  

0:22 1/18/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

search teams are not giving up in their efforts to find a missing ski 
instructor in lake tahoe. may disappeared last thursday. his phone 
pinged in an avalanche area.  

0:17 1/19/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman flips  her car in hollywood and still  somehow manages to 
walk away  from the crash. you can see the firefighters  helping the 
woman out of the car  window there. after the accident on west 
santa  monica boulevard.  

0:42 1/19/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a greyhound bus driver  behind the wheel of a deadly  crash admits 
he was tired. the bus flipped over and killed  two women during 
drive time this  morning. the chp says the 58-year-old was  driving 
the bus that left from  l.a. headed to oakland.  

0:25 1/19/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

after five days, the  miltary is going to call off the  search for 12 
marines who  vanished after two helicopters  collided in hawaii. 
family members were told this is  now a recovery and salvage  
operation.  

0:22 1/20/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hoping a camera from a  greyhound bus will shed light on  what 
caused this deadly crash on  the 101 on san jose. after the bus hit a 
guardrail  and flipped it ejected two  passengers who died and they  
want to interview the driver,  who told the officers he was  fatigued 
before that crash.  
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0:37 1/21/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we'll show you something you  don't want to wake up to. flames 
burning through a car  port. more than a dozen vehicles at an  
apartment building. we have cell phone video.  

0:34 1/21/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

talk about a scary situation,  la zoo. an employee broke his leg  
falling 20 feet into a gorilla  pit before opening. crews air lifted the 
55-year-old  man to safety a half-hour after  he fell.  

0:31 1/21/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera, a toddler  runs onto a highway and narrowly  
escapes cars speeding by. take a look at this. this is a 2-year-old. 
dash-cam video captured amazing  moments in oregon. a deputy 
scoops him up. slams on the brakes. didn't hit the 2-year-old.  

0:15 1/22/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we are learning new details  about the person killed in a  house fire 
in norwalk. detectives tell us the victims  58 years old. curtis ruprect. 

2:04 1/25/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a commuter clash unfolds on  camera and goes on youtube. the 
video shows a close call  between a bike rider and a  driver. but 
there's a twist. nbc 4's gadi schwartz catches up  with both men for 
the first  time.  reporter: outrage online in  the cycling community an 
this  video was posted on youtube. 

0:41 1/26/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a driver not expected to face  charges after hitting and  killing a 
pedestrian in a  pharmacy parking lot. the 74-year-old man not 
named  yet was in the crosswalk when he  was hit by a car. he died 
at the hospital, the  81-year-old woman who was behind  the wheel 
stayed at the scene.  

0:44 1/26/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two base jumpers are  believed to be dead after  leaping off the 
bridge in big  sir. we've learned one of them was  katy connell. she 
landed in the water overcome  by large waves. her partner then 
jumped in after  her. neither one of them was seen  again. 

0:32 1/26/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera here, a man  is alive after being mowed down  by 
a car and if you see this  video, you'll understand why the  survival 
is so amazing. i want to warn you going in, the  video is pretty 
graphic. surveillance cameras capture the  car hitting the man so 
hard he  flips over the car and launched  at least ten feet down the  
street. 

0:33 1/26/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

she plugged in her hoover  board to charge it and the next  thing 
she knew it exploded  sending bits and pieces flying. the girl's father 
was upstairs  and heard his daughter's hoover  board explode down 
stairs.  

0:29 1/27/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a pick  up truck slams in to a charter  bus, injuring at least a dozen  
people, most of the passengers  seniors headed to the antelope  
valley to be dropped off from  the casino 

0:41 1/28/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

harrowing rescue to show you after a car exploding in flames  with 
the driver unconscious only  a few feet away. a police chief was the 
first to  arrive on scene after a  dispatcher got a chilling 911  call 
about a potential suicide.  

0:17 1/29/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now a space x employee is recovering after an explosion in the 
company facilities in hawthorne. a canister exploded there. a worker 
was taken to the hospital with minor injuries. 

0:17 2/1/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we now have the name of  the mountain biker whose body  was 
found in altadena. a hiker found the body of  49-year-old evan 
sessions on  saturday morning near the miller  campground. rescue 
teams were called out  about friday night after he had  been 
reported missing.  
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0:30 2/3/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters discovered two  bodies in a burned out garage  and they 
don't believe it was a  working smoke alarm there where  they live. 
news chopper 4 stopped the names  from spreading. a man who 
used to live in the  same garage believes a hot plate  triggered the 
fire.  

0:40 2/3/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a terrifying moment caught on  camera as two men are struck by  
lightning. oh, my god! what is that! that had to be an exciting  
moment as you heard the bang and  saw the flash of light. they 
were standing in a shed. this was oyster bay and the bolt  hit the 
ground in front of them. 

0:37 2/3/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is not something you see  often. a car on a roof. the question is 
how did it get  there? they hit a parked car launching  into the air 
and landing on the  roof of this home in palos  verdes. after the 
accident this  afternoon, the driver apparently  had a sort of medical 
emergency  before this unusual chain of  events.  

1:52 2/5/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a search  underway for three people after  two planes collide midair 
and  vanish off the coast of san  pedro.   hetty chang has new  
information about the people  missing in those two planes.  reporter: 
the divers have  gone home for the night but the  search effort 
continues by air  and by boat. the biggest challenge about the  night 
is going to be the  darkness. but rescuers are confident and  hopeful 
they are searching for  three survivors because of the  relatively 
warm water. flickers of blue light show the  rescue effort is far from 
over  off the san pedro coast.   

0:18 2/5/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now breaking new in  cerritos. at least one person and the  deputy 
were injured in this  crash. investigators are trying to  determine 
how many cars were  involved and what caused the  crash.  

0:13 2/5/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
at least two are injured  when a fedex van crashes through  an east 
los angeles business. three vehicles are involved.  

0:50 2/5/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight we're hearing  from the man who shot this  incredible 
home video of a large  crane as it collapsed in new  york city. one 
person sitting in a parked  car below was killed. three others were 
injured.   he's moving fast now. he dropping it really quick.    

0:26 2/5/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you are looking at a  dangerous rescue in washington. a man being 
hoisted off the side  of a dam here after being stuck  on the 
mountain. visitors started hearing screams  five days ago. but the 
fire department didn't  get a 911 call until thursday  morning.  

0:22 2/8/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news in orange  county in laguna beach right  now. a 
crash shut down pch in both  direction. five people injured including  
possibly a 10-year-old girl. the accident happening on pch.  

1:37 2/8/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

catastrophe on camera. the metal roof over this gas  station 
collapses with workers  standing above. beverly white is in torrance  
tonight where this all played  out.  reporter: building and safety  
inspectors and fire crews have  come and gone leaving clean up  
crews to mop up this structure  failure from eight hours ago. a noisy 
and dusty clean up job  at this torrance chevron where a  canopy 
fell down on pumps and  cars at 3:30 p.m.  

0:37 2/8/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

popular hiking trails are  closed after two hiking deaths  in one 
week. icy conditions are making them  way too dangerous for 
hikers. yesterday, a man died after  slipping and last tuesday, a  23-
year-old man fell to his  death trying to help a friend  who lost liz 
footing.    

0:33 2/9/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a family and their pets  narrowly escaped fire in north  hollywood 
tonight. firefighters managed to keep the  fire from spreading to the  
entire home. this happened just before 6:00  this evening 
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0:22 2/9/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an unconscious woman is  carried to safety before her car  is 
engulfed in flames. this is a video that shows a  missouri state 
trooper and a  good samaritan at the scene of  the accident. 

0:36 2/10/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're  unraveling a bizarre reason  thousands of people lost their  
power in hollywood tonight. an nbc4 viewer shared this image  of a 
man on a power pole looking  out her window she saw him on  top 
of the pole, appearing it to  shake it. without warning, sparks started  
flying.   it was crazy. really scary. we thought there was live wires  
everywhere. 

0:36 2/10/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right in the middle of the  train tracks it is the last  place you want 
your car to break  down, but that's what happened  to the driver of a 
toyota suv  with the amtrak surf liner  coming right at him.   what 
was going through my  mind as the train was coming at  me?  

0:29 2/10/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

here's what you're looking  at, a dramatic rescue out of  sacramento 
from the  firefighters' point of view. helmet cameras camera the 
crew  battles these intense flames  coming out of duplex earlier  this 
morning. 

0:23 2/11/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a highway patrol trumaner is  hit head on by an suv that  swerved 
off the highway there. we froze the video before the  graphic impact. 
moments later, people rushed to  his side. 

1:10 2/12/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a crash and  collapse, a gas station under  water when an out of 
control  driver triggers a wild chain of  events.   hetty chang has the 
video you  will see here for the first  time.  reporter: what a mess 
this  is. it looks like a tornado ripped  through this gas station. there 
used to be a canopy over  this area but that dui crash did  cause an 
unfortunate chain  reaction. the video cameras caught the  moment 
when the water coming out  of the fire hydrant caused the  canopy 
to come down. 

1:54 2/12/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

she just had a feeling. we brought you live coverage of  this crash at 
6:00. we we let you know what happened  inside a psychic's home  
business. robert kovacik has more.  reporter: this is what is  left of 
what is left of the  property. the insurance company is trying  to 
shore it all up.  

0:21 2/12/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a romantic  hike takes a dangerous turn with  a couple hanging off a 
clip. a helicopter hoisted one to  safety near a water fall.  

0:40 2/12/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a chp officer in president  obama's motorcade managed to  walk 
away from a crash on the  405 freeway just as the  president left 
town today. this is the officer's motorcycle  skidding out of control on 
the  405 in west l.a. this morning. 

1:19 2/15/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news, thousands of  people in the dark after sparks  fly on 
valentine's day.   nbc 4's hetty chang is in  south los angeles with 
what  happened and how long before the  lights are back on there.  
reporter: this is turning out  to be a major problem here in  the heart 
of south los angeles. we're going to show you how dark  it is out 
here. people not realizing that the  traffic leichts are out are  
barrelling through the  intersections not knowing where  to stop. we 
have found crews working to  fix the problems and edison  saying 
three metallic balloons  that got tangled in the power  lines that 
caused the outage.  

0:20 2/15/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
another daring rescue by air  for stranded hikers. they were hoisted 
to safety. news chopper 4 was overskyline  drive for the rescue.  

0:21 2/15/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the coast guard is searching  the waters for what may be a  downed 
parasailor. someone looked like they fell  into the ocean and 
disappeared. 
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0:26 2/15/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

dozens of skiers stranded  including an 8-month-old baby  inside 
two aerial trams. the cars were going up a  mountain and stalled 40 
feet off  the ground and crews had to  rappel the skiers to the 
ground  through a trap door. 

0:19 2/16/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new details on the search  for a hiker in the angeles  national forest. 
a body discovered near highway 2  belongs to the hiker who  
disappeared yesterday.  

1:36 2/17/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

lapd says this was  a bad weather domino effect that  ended up with 
those  transformers, those huge  transformers that weigh about  
8,000 pounds a piece crashing  down on a man about 30 feet  
underneath. chaos in the rain as first  responders try to rescue a 
man  crushed under a huge electrical  transformer until they realize  
it was too late. it started as a separate crash.   i tried to get the 
lights  because they turn red.   first, we'll go to gadi  schwartz with 
what led up to a  bizarre accident.  

0:29 2/17/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

out to breaking news, a power  outage in glendale. chris?  reporter: 
you're taking a  live look along pacific avenue. good swath of 
glendale just west  of the galleria malls pretty  much without power. 
you can see the flashing lights  there.  

0:09 2/17/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
another outage. rain likely to blame for downed  power lines. the 
power back on at hillcrest.  

1:03 2/18/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

all tours at the uss arizona  memorial in pearl harbor are  
suspended indefinitely after  this chopper crash sent five  people to 
the hospital there  today. this was a family of four on a  sightseeing 
tour. all of a sudden, their  helicopter plunges into the  water near 
the arizona memorial. 

0:26 2/18/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and dramatic video captures a  scary moment, a school bus full  of 
high school students almost  hit by a train. this happened in 
houston, the  driver stopped in the middle of  the tracks as the train 
was  coming. 

0:30 2/18/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deadly pedestrian accident  in west covina.  reporter: an you 
fortunate  and what appears to be a fatal  tragic crash here. the 
pickup truck striking a  pedestrian on north citrus at  the 10 freeway, 
shut down here  as the police investigate this  vehicle versus 
pedestrian  accident.  

0:23 2/22/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a massive fire and explosion  tearing through a building. witnesses 
say they heard  explosions coming from the fire. this is happeninger 
in  wilmington avenue and gatwick.  

2:21 2/22/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

clipping cars and smashing  everything in its parish, a  pilot's crash 
landing caught on  video.   nbc 4's robert kovacik is  live for us 
tonight with the  video and a close call for the  pilot and drivers.  
reporter: take a look. this is just just one of the  cars damaged, 
clipped when the  plane went down. fortunately with this car and a  
few others, it was parked and no  one was inside at the time. but for 
one young man who was  behind the wheel, he did manage  to save 
his own life and perhaps  others and managed to avoid what  could 
have been a fiery  explosion when he acted quickly  to avoid a 
plane crash here on  san fernando road.    

0:19 2/22/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this video just in of the  moment a metrolink train hit a  stalled suv 
on the tracks in san  fernando. this happened during rush hour  
today. the suv lost a wheel and the  driver and his dog made it out  
just in time.  

0:45 2/22/16 11:19p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a child trapped in frigid  waters and an amazing  coincidence may 
have saved her  life. this is cell phone video showing  the 10-year-
old after falling  through a snow bridge that  collapsed. her family 
tried to pull her out  but she fell back into the  water.  
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1:56 2/23/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deadly test drive. a car salesman is killed when a  perspective 
buyer takes a  corvette for a spin and hits a  tree. he is known as 
the terrific guy,  life of the party. scotty schwartz is live in  ontario 
where we are getting  disturbing details about the  driver there. 

0:21 2/23/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

break news. a large building on fire. this is in ontario. gadi schwartz 
is bringing us  this picture live. other structures are also in  danger. 
there will be more on this on  today in l.a. in the morning 

0:15 2/24/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this crash was so bad that  paramedics had to call in  additional 
help. the two cars collided in garden  grove. we still don't know how 
serious  their injuries are or what  caused the crash.   

0:21 2/24/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a freak accident, a  17-year-old boy riding his  skateboard to school 
is hit by  an out of control driver, police  say the man swerved onto 
the  sidewalk after losing control,  hit the teen, then the car flips  on 
its side slamming into the  wall.  

0:17 2/24/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in, a fire breaks out  in a van and then spreads to  this home in 
el monte on gilman  road. flames lit up the sky, residents  ran out of 
the building just in  time.  

0:27 2/24/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man walks into a store and  suddenly his pants burst into  flames 
all caught on camera. he said it was an ecigarette  battery that 
exploded in his  pocket at the convenience store. others can't figure 
out what is  going on here until somebody  grabs for to help.    

1:05 2/24/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're looking at breaking  news out of redondo beach right  here. 
are we seeing stretchers? yes, apparently, four boaters  believed to 
be boaters who fell  in the water have been pulled  out of the water. 
one of those victims has  apparently lost their life.  

0:45 2/25/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight we know more about  this amazing water rescue out of 
redondo beach. you are about to hear from a man who risked his 
life to dive into the surf to save a family. the waves knocked a family 
off  the rocks into the water in king harbor. 

1:33 2/26/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire ball tonight. new cell phone video shows the  flames that 
destroyed a  two-story home. bever lif white is live in bell  flower 
where arson investigators  have been called to the scene.   reporter: 
the fire department  came back following this  destructive house fire 
that  neighbors believe may have been  deliberately set.  

0:20 2/26/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a cycle list left for dead  after a driver hits him and  takes off. we're 
told the 66-year-old  victim was hit from behind by a  blue f 250 
truck and the driver  kept going.  

0:31 2/26/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

rare glimpse inside. the cell phone video shows  intense moments 
inside a paper  plant when a massive fire  started. this happened 
before 5:00 this  evening.  

0:42 2/26/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

drivers have a lot to deal  with tonight. chris christie over the scene 
as  the car scene on the 5.  it's south of the two freway. l.a. city fire 
just pulling up. this car was completely engulfed  in flames. we're 
told the car slam into the  center median and burst into  claims. they 
put this fire out in the  last 30 seconds.  

0:23 2/26/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video out of texas shows  a dump truck plowing through  
several cars after blowing  through a red light. police say this 
happened this  morning in austin.  

1:11 2/29/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is video of firefighters  rushing to rescue people in an  
apartment complex in south l.a. robert kovacik just arrived on  
scene of that apartment fire.  reporter: when firefighters  arrived 
here on east 54th street  at this housing project a man  was outside 
trying to put out  the blaze with a garden hose and  that's when the 
lafd went to  work. and into the blaze they went.  
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0:26 2/29/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this video shows a run away  car crashing into a gas pump and  
burst into flames. the sedan hit with such force it  dislodged the 
pump from its base  and the car hits another vehicle  parked at this 
gas station in  texas. 

0:49 3/1/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

from northridge. let's get right to chris cristi.  you can see the dwp 
crews  tenning to this power outage  just down the street from 
where  a car slammed into a utility  poll this weekend. the campus 
to the right side. pretty big. the residential neighborhood in  the dark 
including a good clunk  of student housing in the that  student 
housing.  

0:17 3/1/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

meantime work the people  were seriously injured. just outside a 
shopping central. a man hit them as they were  crossing newport 
boulevard in  front of the triangle square  there.  

0:27 3/1/16 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it is a dangerous problem. this is just one example of the  
hazardous situations that the  lapd is warning about. people are 
tapping into street  lights and power poles to run  electricity into 
homeless camps. what they probably don't know,  these lines can 
contain more  than 100,000 volts of  electricity which can kill  
someone 

0:39 3/1/16 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two children i know what a  firefighter and a police officer  
recovering after a fire in a  townhouse in pomona. the fire broke out 
before 3:00  this afternoon at the home on  san antonio avenue. 

0:19 3/1/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you can see her running,  trying to get into a hardware  store you 
but the doors were  long. she was untouched. the woman said it 
was like she  was in a bubble and god kept her  safe.  

0:30 3/1/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

amazing video to see. a camera captures a terrifying  moment. the 
toddler falls out of the  back of a van in china. his grandfather 
doesn't even  notice until he's gone. you see him in the middle of 
the  road.  

0:46 3/1/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hanging on by an ankle. a hiker's quick reflex saves a  woman from 
falling some 2,700  feet to her death off a cliff in  arizona. we have a 
photo who shows the  woman hugging the man who saved  her life 
at camel back mountain. 

4:19 3/2/16 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

every 18 minutes there's one of these. a hit-and-run in los angeles  
county. now, we've already told you  about one deadly incident in  
this newscast. and now tonight, for the first  time, our team is 
tracking  hit-and-run hot spots. robert is here now with some of  the 
most dangerous. robert?  chuck, we are along long  beach 
boulevard here in lynnwood near the 105. why is this important? this 
area has earned the  distinction as the number one  spot for hit-and-
run.  

0:17 3/3/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters tackled a  medical building fire in buena  park today. 
smoke and flames shooting  through the roof of the medical  clinic. 
firefighters evacuated dozens of  people before putting out the  
flames.  

0:18 3/3/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

crews race to save some  puppies trapped down an  eight-foot 
drainage tunnel in  fresno. firefighters managed to pull out  three 
puppies, their mother and  another young dog from a crawl  space 
underthis building.  
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1:53 3/7/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a commuter crash, a train partly sunny judged into a creek with 
hundreds on board.  some are in the hospital and some are still out 
in the cold. robert kovacik has the video and frightening moments 
shared by the passengers.  reporter: the two front cars derailed. let 
show you video just in to our nbc 4 newsroom. now one of those 
cars, the front car, fell into a swollen creek and half of it is 
submerged in water. it appears ten people injured. no one killed in 
this accident about 45 miles southeast of san francisco in alameda 
county.  

0:14 3/7/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man rescued by a life guard near the newport pier. emergency 
responders believe he jumped into the water and started screaming 
for help. a life guard brought him back to shore.  

0:23 3/7/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one person is injured when this car drives up and over a curb and 
into a pharmacy in north ridge. it happened just before 6:00 this 
evening. firefighters say there was one person in the store at the 
time. they were not seriously hurt.  

0:36 3/7/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

first an explosion an a warehouse erupts in flames and firefighters 
find the body of an employee. it took 70 firefighters more than an 
hour to knock down the flames. this is a cosmetics company there is 
a possibility that something in the items stored there contributed to 
the fire.   

0:46 3/7/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video of the burning car in the middle of the road. a chp officer 
saw the scene unfolding and rushed from his police car to help.  
take your kid. what are you doing? come on?  the officer saw smoke 
and flames coming from the hood of the car and quickly reacted.  

0:19 3/7/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video from new york. cameras are rolling as a small plane 
dropped from the sky. the plane's engine had died. this happened 
saturday on long island.  

0:16 3/7/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and this garbage truck crashed through a guardrail and fell 100 feet 
to the ground. the truck landed upright in this parking lot here. 
witnesses say it is a miracle the driver survived.  

0:23 3/7/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have new video of that commuter train that derailed and plunged 
into a creek in alameda county. a large tree fell on the tracks 
causing the accident.  

0:19 3/8/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we just obtained this video  of this crash in van nuys this  morning. 
five cars involved and six  people were hurt.  

0:22 3/9/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there's not much left of this silver bmw, the body of the  driver had 
to be cut out of the  car on east cedar street, police are not 
releasing his name. staying only that the two  drivers knew each 
other. 

0:37 3/9/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, all nine  firefighters injured in this  explosion and a seattle  
neighborhood are out of the  hospital and now investigators  say 
this blast was an accident. 

2:06 3/10/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an  alarming close call for  firefighters as walls were  collapsed in 
flames. firefighters are still on that  major emergency. we are on 
scene as well.   reporter: that's right. it's a long night head for 120  
l.a. city firefighters as they  do battle with this massive  warehouse 
fire with the  undetermined cause.    

0:22 3/10/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

just in flames in a  neighbor, a woman rescued and a  house 
destroyed. several nbc 4 viewers sent us  photos of the fire. a 
neighbor was probably there to save the life of another helping to 
pull the woman out of that  burning house. 
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0:24 3/11/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

they never hesitated. two maryland police officers run  into the 
flame of a burning car  to save an unconscious driver. with the car 
doors locked and  seconds to act, firefighter  breaks the window and 
opens the  door and they drag the man to  safety.  

0:22 3/11/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

from inferno to ashes, we  are taking you inside the  warehouse 
destroyed by the  massive fire we brought you last  night at 11:00. 
the building served as a storage  spot for clothing and merchants  
and those items are all ruined. 

0:46 3/11/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two hikers climbed into a  tree to avoid being swept away  by flash 
flooding. we were there as two young women  were escorted to 
safety. the pair was hiking on betty  deering trail off mulholland  
drive when the skies opened up  and they found themselves in a  
downpour. 

0:39 3/14/16 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators on the ground  in kansas city tonight after an  back 
track train derailed there. it flew off the tracks in the  middle of the 
night. the train was headed from los  angeles to chicago and 
derailed  just after midnight 20 miles  outside of dodge city, kansas.  

0:37 3/14/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

eight firefighters  recovering after part of a house  collapsed on 
them. the frantic moments all caught  on camera.  oh. oh. oh, 
[ bleep ].   these firefighters in  maryland were clearing the  
townhouse when as you just saw a  back draft caused the entire  
facade of the town hall to fall  leaving them trapped underneath. 

0:52 3/15/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we'll take you out to  the scene of breaking news in  van nuys. this 
is where a medical  transport flight, a twin engine  plane, forced to 
make a belly  landing.  reporter: some really tense  moments earlier 
at the van nuys  airport as the pilot of that  turbo chop experienced 
a belly  landing 

1:48 3/16/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a refinery lighting up the  south bay sky.   you can see the flames 
for  miles around southern  california. live from the exxon mobil 
plant, was this dangerous at all?  reporter: there's no danger  right 
now. live images from news chopper 4. as you mentioned, it could 
be  seen for several miles. and the residents all concerned  tonight. 
a big ball of fire at the exxon  mobil refinery.  

0:23 3/16/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

search crews battling the  surf and the dark after reports  of a 
missing surfer. lifeguards say a beachgoer  reported seeing a 
swimmer in  distress late this evening. that bright light that you see  
right there is a  remote-controlled rover,  allowing rescuers to 
employ  sonar technology underwater. 

0:25 3/16/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this dash cam video out of ohio that shows the exact 
moment a freight train  collides with a van stuck on the tracks there. 
police dash cam video captured  the crash on march 10th in brook 
park, ohio. 

2:04 3/17/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new details tonight on the  deadly fall from downtown l.a.'s  tallest 
high-rise building. we've learned tonight the  incident was not work-
related.  nbc 4's heddy chang joins us  with new information.  
reporter: robert and colleen,  that's right. turner construction officials  
confirming to us tonight that  now the initial investigation  reveals 
this was not a  work-related incident at all,  and now there are 
questions  being raised about whether that  worker had clearance to 
be high  up on the 53rd floor.  

0:26 3/17/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a firefighter recovering  after getting hurt in a fire  that collapsed a 
roof in south  l.a. cell phone video shows just how  intense the 
flames were at this  welding shop. one of the 55 firefighters on  
scene suffered a minor leg  injury after that roof gave way.  
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0:23 3/17/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera. a high school pep rally turns  scary after a man 
performing  with fire catches on fire  himself. officials at this florida 
school  say the seasoned performer was  trying to blow fire at the 
pep  rally when somehow the flames  overtook him.  

1:54 3/18/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 737 passenger jet crashes  while landing in russia, killing 
everyone on board. the impact captured on camera.  nbc 4's beverly 
white joins  us live in the newsroom with new details about the 
possible  cause. beverly.  robert, the preliminary  investigation 
indicates 55  passengers and six crew members  were killed on 
board this doomed fly dubai 737-800. and a flight tracking service  
says the aircraft made one  failed landing attempt before  the 
disaster. a facebook page for fly dubai,  it's a budget carrier based 
in  united arab emirates-s draped in black and gray tonight  

0:49 3/18/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 over breaking news in baldwin park where  there's 
been a serious accident  involving a bicyclist and a ups  truck. let's 
go to chris christie  overhead. chris.  reporter: robert, that  bicyclist 
has been taken to the  hospital while that bicycle  remains mangled 
on the sidewalk  here along baldwin park  boulevard just off of the 
10  freeway.  

0:32 3/18/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a mystery  at uc irvine medical center. workers are trying to find the  
family of a woman there. they don't know her name. they've been 
treating that woman now for more than two weeks.  

0:40 3/18/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have some new video that  shows the moments before a  
performer accidentally set  himself on fire. this all happened during 
a high  school pep rally. ricky charles says he's been  doing stunts 
like this for 35  years and never had a single  accident until 
yesterday.  

0:26 3/18/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera, an  explosion goes off just inches  away from the 
head of a baker in massachusetts and amazingly,  he's not hurt at 
all. two different angles show the  fire as it erupts from the  bakery's 
oven.  

2:01 3/21/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video reveals a  deadly crash in san bernardino  may have 
started as a street  race. we covered it as breaking news  at 5:00 
today and now  investigators believe this video  could help locate 
the second car  involved in the accident. jane yamamoto is live at 
the  scene of the crash with the  latest on the crash.  reporter: san 
bernardino  police identified the victim as  a 19-year-old. at this hour 
a seconds of ninth  street is still shut down east  of waterman and 
this is the  reason why, some power and phone  lines were brought 
down during  the deadly crash.  

0:24 3/21/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have an update on the  crash of that microlight  aircraft in 
hawthorne, police  confirmed the pilot has died. the crash happened 
just after  noon with the open cockpit plane  slamming to a road 
next to the  airport 

0:35 3/21/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a manhole explodes in new  york steps away from where  parents 
were picking their kids  up from daycare. surveillance video shows 
the  explosion. parents were inside, some of  them but mostly the 
teachers  were getting the kids ready for  dismissal when it 
happened.  

0:24 3/22/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an accident in west  hollywood. a construction worker is crushed  to 
death by a crane on the  sunset strip. police say that southern  
california edison contractor was  stuck between the crane and a  
trailer and was crushed 
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0:26 3/22/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new details on the crash of  the microlight aircraft  yesterday. the 
pilot was on "the bachelor"  in 2008. the open cockpit aircraft that  
looks like a glider with an  engine slammed into the road  next to the 
airport. 

0:38 3/23/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

on 4:00 this afternoon, four  people were rushed to the  hospital, 
two of them were  seriously injured.  i'm safe, by the faith of  god, 
that's all i can say.  i was, watching about the  terrorist attacks and 
then there was a loud explosion, i thought  they were at my door 
and it was  a car through the bottom  apartment.  

0:42 3/23/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

as you take a look at this  video, these are the moments  that reveal 
true heroes,  deputies risking their lives to  save a woman trapped 
in a  burning car, this happened to be in florida.  ma'am can you 
hear me!  well the woman in the car was surrounded by flames and 
she was stuck in her seat, because her  seat belt was behind the air  
bag.  

0:39 3/23/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 5-year-old girl in texas is being called a hero after saving her mom 
from drowning. surveillance video shows little  allison jumping in a 
pool when  her mother had a seizure in the  water, she managed to 
pull her  mom to the shallow end and get  her head above water 
and get out and call for help.  

0:31 3/24/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man -- a man  detonates a home-made bomb and  blows off his 
leg, we want to  warn you, this video is  disturbing. he packed a 
lawn mower with  three pounds of explosives and  fires a gun at it 

0:25 3/24/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

thick smoke, you see it  there, you can see police  officers saving a 
man's life,  it's all caught on dash-cam,  according to the officers the  
driver could not, or would not  get out of the vehicle.  

0:19 3/24/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this, a  baltimore driver plunging off of a parking 
garage, she was  parking her audi suv in the  garage when the 
vehicle lunged  forward and you saw, it crashed  through the 
concrete barrier and fell on the sidewalk below.  

0:13 3/25/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
two skiers are alive tonight  after being caught in an  avalanche. 

2:53 3/28/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

passengers trapped in a pile  up crash with a metro bus.   we went 
to pull them out.   new at 11:00, the witnesses  who stepped up to 
save strangers  from a burning car.   nbc 4's robert kovacik is  live 
for us in south los angeles  tonight with the heroes and the  possible 
cause of the crash.  reporter: an update from the  lapd. first of all, 
breathe a sigh of  relief that there were no  passengers on board 
this  afternoon. not one but two cars hit that  bus. one of them didn't 
stay impacted  on to the bus and instead veered  off and hit two 
other cars. but that mercedes benz became a  ball of fire as it hit 
that bus  and people, so many people did  not stand idly by.   

0:20 3/28/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you can certainly hear it,  fierce and dangerous wind  triggering a 
15-car pileup on  highway 18 in the lucerne  valley. 28 people were 
hurt and three  were taken to the hospital. a major dust storm 
causing  almost zero visibility out  there. 

0:35 3/28/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire rips through a  multimillion dollar home and the  homeowner 
tries to take matters  into his own hands. he jumped up on to the 
roof  trying to put out the flames  with a garden hose. neighbors say 
the flames were so  high they shot right past the  trees.   
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0:52 3/28/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we've seen fallen trees  before but it's not often this  we see and 
hear a tree that  actually comes down.  there goes. oh, [ bleep ]! 
holy moly.   and there you see what  happened. the tree fell on the 
hood of a  car in sacramento today. the driver is okay and says she  
didn't see it coming. the only person who heard the  cracking sound 
was the man who  shot the video and a state  senator.   

0:26 3/31/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a standout high school athlete and honor student is swept away 
by a wave and killed while she was helping in a santa monica beach 
cleanup project. the body of the student was found in the ocean just 
an hour after she disappeared.  

0:20 3/31/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

flames could be seen for quite a ways. this is a garage on fire in the 
mid city tonight. news chopper 4 over the scene. you can see the 
response on the ground keeping this fire from spreading to the 
nearby "buildings and they are very," very close  

0:24 3/31/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two people were killed in a vicious accident in lancaster today just 
after 3:00. a speeding honda blew a stop and slammed into a toyota 
corolla.  

0:42 3/31/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it could be several weeks before we know what caused the death of 
a scuba diver from san diego. shaun thompson was exploring the 
"blue hole, a well-known" underwater cave system in the eastern 
part of new mexico.  

0:57 3/31/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

people enjoying a day of fun in the sun were forced to scatter as a 
tour boat crashed into a pier in san diego.  they could see it coming. 
seven people suffered minor injuries. this happened just before 1:00 
this afternoon at the broadway pier.  

0:38 1/6/16 11:17p 
Business & 

Industry 

it doesn't seem to end. another shock wave for chipotle. there were 
e. coli. nbc 4 was first on cover it. and today a grand jury tied to  it 
food borne illnesses across  the country.  

0:29 1/12/16 11:06p 
Business & 

Industry 

beverly mentioned the  coliseum will be the temporary  home for the 
rams this fall. the area near the stadium is  buzzing about the 
potential  business boom there.  

0:39 1/15/16 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 
the man seen in a viral video  attacking an uber drive in costa  mesa 
is now suing that driver  for $5 million. 

0:29 1/15/16 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

chipotle is shutting down all  of its restaurants for one day  next 
month to conduct food  safety meetings. all staff members will be  
briefed on the new food safety  procedures following a string of  
recent food poisoning outbreaks. 

0:30 1/15/16 11:18p 
Business & 

Industry 

mount waterman is set to open  its ski lifts this holiday  weekend for 
the very first time  in five years. the resort had been closed since  
2010. no snow there, but the recent  storms helped change all that. 

0:19 1/15/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

get ready. your next road trip to las vegas  may cost you a bit more. 
mgm resort properties will be  the first to charge visitors for  parking 
on the strip. 

0:44 1/20/16 11:05p 
Business & 

Industry 

a new lawsuit claims  chipotle tried to cover up the  norovirus 
outbreak in simi  valley from 200 people who  claims they got sick 
after  eating in august. it claims they knew one employee  was sick 
august 14th but didn't  report that until four days  later.  

0:31 1/25/16 11:07p 
Business & 

Industry 

we have new details on a  case involving hot yoga founder. it's a 
story the nbc 4 i team  bloke last year. a jury now forcing the guru to  
pay a former employee nearly $1  million.  

0:30 1/25/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

in-n-out just got  competition from shake shack. they opened a pop 
unone night  only restaurant. they are known for burgers,  shakes 
and a huge following. did it live up to the hype?  
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0:28 1/26/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

soon if an uber driver is  going too fast or driving  dangerously, the 
company will  know about it. they are testing a program that  will 
track their drivers  checking the gps and  acceleration meters on a 
cell  phone.  

0:22 1/27/16 11:20p 
Business & 

Industry 

outrage over  trees, they were cut down  illegally because they were  
blocking a billboard in silver  lake. the billboard county out front  
media said they fired the person responsible after the trees were 
hacked without permits.  

0:31 2/9/16 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

a deaf man is threatening to  sue mcdonald's for refusing to  serve 
him at a drive through. here's what's happening. he cannot speak 
so he honks his  horn. 

0:33 2/11/16 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

if you've ever used  uber, you could be in line for  part of a 
multimillion-dollar  settlement. the popular ride sharing company  is 
agreeing to pay out more than  $28 million to settle a class  action 
lawsuit.  

0:23 2/15/16 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

facebook is going after  legal marijuana dispensary. they have 
suspended pages. facebook says it promotes or  encourages drug 
use. some dispensaries are trying to  challenge the move and get 
their  pages back online.   

0:28 2/15/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

you can chalk this up to  billboard revenge. trees were blocking a 
billboard  in silver lake. some were so upset they covered  up the 
billboard. someone hung a banner from the  billboard. the trees 
were hacked without  permits.  

0:33 2/17/16 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

a major hollywood hospital  is confirming what nbc 4 first  reported 
last week. hollywood paid maccers a ransom. malware shut it down. 
the hospital's ceo got the  program to remove the virus  after he 
paid the hackers during  the hospital crisis.  

0:24 3/4/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

whole foods is facing  backlash for selling peeled  oranges in plastic 
containers. her tweet went viral and shared  more than 76,000 
times.   

0:23 3/9/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

amazon is leasing 20  freighter aircraft in  competition with fedex 
and  u.p.s. the planes will deliver packages from fulfillment centers, 
much  like fedex or u.p.s. the company is doing home  deliveries in 
their own trucks. 

0:23 3/10/16 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

uber launched a recruiting  campaign here in southern  california 
today. the company wants 12,000 drivers to communities who don't 
have  access to uber service. representatives made the  
announcement at a recruiting  event.  

0:26 3/14/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

feeling hungry? tomorrow a new contender enters  l.a.'s battle for 
the best  burger. shake shack is opening its first  store in west 
hollywood. and some customers got an early  taste of the menu. 

0:29 3/16/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

nike is going back to the  future with self-lacing shoes  like the ones 
marty mcfly made  famous in the movie. they revealed the sneaker 
that  they called the nike hiber  adapt.  

0:29 3/17/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

major announcement from  seaworld following years of  criticism 
from animal rights  groups about their treatment of  orcas. seaworld 
will begin to phase out  all shows involving the killer  whales and will 
no longer breed  the sea mammals.  

0:25 3/21/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 
we now know which kohl's  stores will close in june. nationwide 18 
locations will  close for good on june 19th. seven in california.  

0:42 3/24/16 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

a million dollar lawsuit a  woman is suing a clinic claiming they 
threw away her embryos by  accident. this is nothing that a woman  
who wants to be a mother should  experience.  
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0:32 3/25/16 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

it's been happening a lot  lately and this time it's  verizon. it's been 
hacked. the telecommunications giant  says its enterprise solutions  
division discovered and then  fixed the security issue. that unit 
provides i.t. services  to big companies.  

0:47 3/29/16 11:13p 
Business & 

Industry 

a local woman claims she went in for a pedicure and ended up 
losing a toe. she says it was cut by a manicurist at a santa clarita 
nail salon. "there was bleeding, pain and" infection. doctors said 
they had to amputate her toe and her attorney is suing.   

0:35 3/30/16 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

lines are forming for the new less expensive tesla model 3. in fact 
this is the line in burbank outside the dealership there. "tonight, 
tesla will start taking" thousand-dollar deposits.  

1:56 3/31/16 11:06p 
Business & 

Industry 

a lot of people waiting for this. hawthorne based tesla reaping the 
rewards of anticipation as they reveal the all electric car for the 
masses. beverly white is live with a look at a car that you can't even 
drive for a year and a half.  reporter: that's right. but for the lovers of 
electric "car, hawthorne was the center of" the universe tonight. they 
saw the release of the tesla model 3 live or online by invitation only.  
you want to see the car? we don't have it for you tonight. i'm just 
kidding.   

0:48 1/5/16 11:12p Children & Youth 

five teenage girl rush to  the hospital in pasadena and  paramedic 
believe they may have  overdosed on some sort of  substance. 
pasadena school district says  four blair high school students  left 
the school, met with a  friend at allendale park today.  

0:17 1/22/16 11:33p Children & Youth 

more than 100 teenagers will  sleep on the streets of santa  monica. 
the overnight sleepout to focus  awareness on the homeless. each 
participant tonight will  donate $5 along with items,  gloves, scarves, 
toiletries  which will be given out to those  without a home.  

0:25 1/27/16 11:03p Children & Youth 

a fight breaks out during a  high school basketball game in  santa 
clarita and one is facing  possible charges. this is video that was 
taken  after the fight was broken up. two players got in a fight, and  
others joined in. 

0:27 1/27/16 11:14p Children & Youth 

a 14-year-old boy nearly died playing a new game that is  popular 
among teenagers. skyler was hospitalized with 48  stitches, a 
shattered eye socket and a brain aneurism, the  players are taped 
up and whoever removes the tape the quickest  wins.  

0:48 1/27/16 11:15p Children & Youth 

it was supposed to be a  magical night at disney on ice  that turned 
in to a nightmare  for two san diego teenagers  because of their 
height. jessica and jenniferer got  decked out for frozen. they wore 
costumes to the event.  

0:44 1/27/16 11:33p Children & Youth 
rare achievement for a l.a.  high school student that earned  a 
perfect score, perfect now, on his ap calculus exam. he spent hours 
preparing for the test and it paid off.  

0:39 2/8/16 11:33p Children & Youth 

a special homecoming for a  group of musicians featured in  the 
super bowl halftime show. heroes welcome for the youth  orchestra 
of los angeles. friends and family cheering them  on outside the walt 
disney  concert hall.    

1:30 2/19/16 11:06p Children & Youth 

a star wrestler pushed to  the point of having a stroke. a lawsuit 
says he was forced  into a dangerous condition  dropping weight 
suddenly by the  coach. hetty chang is in has yanda  heights right 
now with what she  learned about the student and  the coach.  
reporter: we have spoke with  several members of the wrestling  
team and they describe the  former coach as a good coach,  stern 
and demanding but they say  in this case he may have gone  too 
far.  
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1:36 3/17/16 11:02p Children & Youth 

a student at  an elementary school taken away  in handcuffs, 
accused of  stabbing a classmate on campus. beverly wyatt outside 
the bridge  street school with more on the  investigation.  reporter: 
colleen, the  stabbing of one schoolboy by  another schoolboy 
allegedly has  not been confirmed by l.a.  unified tonight, but a letter  
stating one student injured  another student was sent home  with 
students today, signed by  dr. roberto salazar, the  principal of the 
bridge street  school. 

0:24 3/17/16 11:05p Children & Youth 

an  investigation under way in  riverside county into a video  
possibly depicting high school  students involved in sex acts. 
sheriff's investigators say the  students from eleanor roosevelt  high 
school in eastvale may be  behind the recording of this  video.  

0:55 3/21/16 11:09p Children & Youth 

a 6-year-old girl who lived  with her foster family for four  years in 
the only home she's  known is taken away because she  is part 
indian. a judge wants her raised by her  relatives in utah. many who 
are protesting the  action are being held a vigil  tonight.   

0:26 3/22/16 11:17p Children & Youth 

bring lexi back. a community rallies on behalf of  a 6-year-old girl 
who was taken  from her foster family. 20 people held signs in front 
of  the u.s. courthouse in downtown  l.a. the paige family wanted to 
adopt  her. 

0:26 3/29/16 11:08p Children & Youth 

members of a swim team are back home after learning a difficult 
lesson today. this was supposed to be a training session for the 
team until they ran into conditions they hadn't counted on. 20 team 
members were treated for exhaustion and hypothermia after a 
warning not to swim in the "ocean, they went in anyway."  

0:46 3/29/16 11:14p Children & Youth 

children are encouraged to have imagination but a plan in alaska 
has parents disturbed tonight. they planned to kill a fellow first grade 
classmate. administrators at the charter school say the girls were 
going to use silicon gel packs from their lunchtime seaweed to 
poison a victim. another student found out and the principal was 
alerted.  

0:29 1/5/16 11:32p consumer 

in this el nino year, your  property damage could rise as  quickly as 
the water. it is one of the reasons fema is  urging californian who's 
don't  have separate flood insurance  policies to think about getting  
one.  

0:25 1/6/16 11:33p consumer 

new document, an alert from  time warner cable. thieves may have 
stolen e-mail  passwords of something like  320,000 customers. the 
company has not figured out  how the information was obtained  
and there is no information of  anyone's personal information  being 
stolen.  

0:40 1/8/16 11:14p consumer 

we're getting a  look at a human fingertip that  ended up in an 
applebee's salad  served to a pregnant woman. a warning, the 
image is not  pleasant. the woman said she discovered  the fingertip 
while eating at  the applebee's in paso robles  last month.  

3:09 1/13/16 11:14p consumer 

painful blisters and little  bumps and the embarrassment of  having 
all that on your face. one local woman claimed it  happened to her 
after using a  common and popular lip balm. we have details on a 
class  action lawsuit and for the first  time, you will hear from the  
young woman who is demanding  changes.  

0:14 1/13/16 11:33p consumer 

now is the time you need to  watch out for phone calls,  e-mails and 
letters claiming you  won. the better business bureau is  part of a 
scam to gape access to  your bank account and personal  
information.  

0:18 1/26/16 11:14p consumer 
if you've been paying a  cleaning service, check your  bill. west 
coast mads and california  maids accusing them of  overcharging 
customers that left  negative reviews on yelp. 
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0:21 1/27/16 11:15p consumer 
check your credit card  statement if you used a debit  card or credit 
card at wendy's. they are working with law  enforcement to find the 
source  of the problem.  

0:27 1/28/16 11:18p consumer 

new details as a class action  lawsuit against a popular lip  balm 
reaches a settlement. now, we shared with you one  woman's 
miserable experience  with eos lip balm just a few  weeks ago. she 
complained that she got  painful blisters using that  product, but the 
lawsuit was  filed two weeks ago. 

0:22 2/2/16 11:18p consumer 

have you noticed higher gas  bills lately? a councilman wants the 
state  public utilities to look into  race increases. the company says 
that it's  because of the colder winter  months we have been  
experiencing.   

0:42 2/3/16 11:13p consumer 

an orange county man is  recovering from second and  third-degree 
burns from an e  cigarette that exploded in his  pocket. some of the 
photos are graphic. spencer beck said at first he  didn't realize how 
seriously he  was injured.  

4:19 2/8/16 11:13p consumer 

promises to control  secondhand smoke at l.a.x. seem  to have 
gone up in smoke. it was last summer that the nbc  4 i team 
exposed how airport  police are turning a blind eye  to illegal 
smoking at l.a.x.  eight months later, joel grover  is back at l.a.x. to 
see if the  problem is any better.  reporter: we used this laser  beam 
to see if smokers are  illegally lighting up at l.a.x.  and if the cops 
are going their  job to protect us from hazardous  secondhand 
smoke. the air around l.a.x. is filled  with fumes from people 
smoking  near the doors.   you are not supposed to smoke  within 
20 feet of the doors.   

0:24 2/11/16 11:33p consumer 
a warning for anyone selling  their smartphone. the buyer was 
unhappy with the  purchase managed to hack into  his system 
changing the  passwords for his new iphone and  laptop. 

0:50 2/19/16 11:17p consumer 

we all know how upsetting it  is to find something that  doesn't 
belong in your food but  one woman found something in a  can of 
green beans. she was preparing for a church  dinner in utah when 
she found a  severed snake head in the middle  of her beans. she 
contacted the manufacturer,  western family which pulled the  cans 
from stores. 

0:27 2/19/16 11:33p consumer 

a new tool to protect  yourself from scammers who may  be 
operating in your  neighborhood. we're talking about the people  
who call pretend they are with  the irs or offer you a lot of  money for 
doing easy work at  home. 

2:17 2/24/16 11:05p consumer 

this could be the first  of its kind, l.a.'s top attorney  will prosecute 
two men for  shoulder surfing. and a warning on how anyone can  
become a victim of this crime. nbc 4's robert kovacik is live  in 
tarzana.   reporter: chuck, we don't  know how many atms they 
targeted  or how many people they  targeted, but we do know the  
l.a. city attorney and crimes  division wants to make sure  you're not 
next. you need cash from the atm.  

3:19 2/25/16 11:14p consumer 

an underground rental world. x rated films renting homes and  
owners have no clue.  reporter: there's not much we can show you 
from this film. not even its title. she rented out her house on  airbnb 
never told it would be  used for this. she realized after lucas left.  
enma kits in the bathroom,  what turned out the be male  steroids, 
they found a sex toy  under one of the beds.  reporter: and pictures 
of her house on social media. she asked her attorneys to  interview 
with us.   she is correct i didn't tell  her.  
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0:31 2/26/16 11:32p consumer 

if you got a parking ticket,  you want to check it out before  you pay. 
here's an example why. one woman says she got a parking  ticket in 
the mail before  illegally parking in koreatown. the problem, she and 
her car  were in the bay area. they discovered 14,000 tickets  by 
mistake between july 2014 and  june 2015.  

5:55 2/29/16 11:09p consumer 

if you are make the biggest  investment of your life, would  you buy 
a home next to one of  the most contaminated sites in  california? 
more than 450 new homes are  rising on a beautiful hillside  west of 
los angeles in the  shadow of a former nuclear  rocket test site. as 
our i team has learned, the  government has allowed new homes  to 
be built on land that some  tests show is contaminated. joel grover 
is here now to  explain.  reporter: the developer says  the land is 
safe, so do state  regulators and city government. but we found 
evidence and  experts who raise questions  about whether families 
should be  living so close to a toxic site. hundreds of families will 
soon  call this home. arroyo vista at the woodlands. a development 
in runkel canyon  over the hill from the field  lab. 

0:32 3/10/16 11:15p consumer 

when you filler up, you  expect to get exactly what  you're paying 
for, but  apparently that was not  happening at a gas station in  
eagle rock. the los angeles city attorney is filing criminal charges 
against  the owners of the former 76  station and the company that  
supplies the gasoline. 

0:46 3/28/16 11:16p consumer 

a billion dollar scam is  targeting online daters and  possibly you can 
be a victim as  well. thieves use social media online  research and 
convincing  techniques to outwit their  victims. a woman who just 
lost her  husband when taken by the scam  and says she was 
cheated out of  $24,000 after an online  boyfriend convinced her he  
needed cash for his business  overseas.      

2:43 1/1/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the most important thing is  family. i'm just not ready to let him  go.   
a single father struggles  with the tragic death of his  youngest son. 
jane yamamoto is live in  hawthorne and spoke with  neighbors who 
heard the crash. jane? a neighbor tells me he heard  a very loud 
crash out here along  the street where he says cars  are constantly 
speeding by. about half a dozen people who  knew the victim are 
gathered out  here. the number has grown in the past  few minutes. 
lyft drivers are out here along  120th street to remember their  fellow 
driver killed, prodsided  by an alleged drunk driver. 

0:23 1/1/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now the 710 freeway in  east l.a. is open but that  wasn't the 
case just an hour  ago. a woman suspected of dui crashed  her car 
on the freeway near the  third street exit. that crash caused a major 
oil  spill that had to be cleaned up. the freeway was shut down for  
several hours and cars backed up  for miles.  

0:32 1/1/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man recovering after being  hit by stray new year's eve  gunfire. 
the victim juan olivares was hit  in the foot while outside  ringing in 
the new year. neighbors say it's a situation  that could have been 
much worse.  

0:52 1/1/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is in custody for  murder after killing his father  who had just 
fatally shot three  people in rowland heights. 33-year-old christopher 
mori  wrestled his father for the gun,  then shot and killed him on 
new  year's eve.  

0:52 1/1/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crime spree from carson to  long beach ends with several  people 
wounded and one suspect  on the loose. it all started with the 
pursuit  of a stolen sedan on the 105 in  carson. one suspect 
jumped out and  carjacked a burgundy suv. they followed the suv to 
long  beach where the suspect then  broke into a home 
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0:48 1/1/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a restaurant owner in  rochester, new york, was the  intended target 
of a terror  attack stopped by the fbi. john page says three members 
of  the joint terrorism task force  informed him on thursday that  his 
merchants grill was targeted  by a 25-year-old emmanuel  lichman.  

0:28 1/1/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the so-called affluenza teen  and his mother had a gun with  them 
while hiding in puerto  vallarta. that's according to staff at the  hotel 
they were staying. the gun was left in a drawer  after they changed 
rooms.  

0:30 1/1/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the minnesota dentist who  killed cecil the lion will not  be charged 
in another complaint  he was illegally hurting deal. walter palmer 
was accused of  hurting deer with a truck on his  property in 
november which is  illegal in minnesota and  punishable by fine.  

2:12 1/4/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are over the 5 freeway,  where the northbound lanes are  
closed. we have team coverage, with  more of the suspect, and the  
crime spree that led to that  shootout. reporter: that is right, the  
man accused in the terror was  gunned down in broad daylight by 
cops on the busy freeway, the  incident was caught on tape, we  
have to warn you the vary is  graphic. a driver was rolling when the  
l.a.p.d. shot this man 

0:56 1/4/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now, news  chopper 4 is live over the scene where more than 
seven hours  later, the northbound lanes of  the 5 freeway are still 
closed. an active scene on the 5  freeway, you see the final  vehicle 
being placed a flatbed  that was involved in the final  crash here 
with the pursuit  terminated.  

2:14 1/4/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now a mother and her  three children were in the red  car you see 
on the screen, it  collided head on with the  suspect's car, the silver 
one,  they were on their way home  after the holidays. many people 
back to work and  back to school for the first  take, that mother with 
her kids  in the car down there, we were  the first to get an interview  
with the woman and here is the  report.  

0:43 1/4/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a major step towards  healing in san bernardino rocked by the 
terrorist attack a month  ago. for the first time in weeks, the 
employees walked in to the  inland regional center.  

0:53 1/4/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

drama at a starbucks  drive-thru, a customer confronts an employee 
at the drive-thru,  claiming that the employee stole her credit card 
information. cops are coming up here, they recorded your [ bleep ] 
and  everything. you took a copy, you know what  you did.  

0:45 1/4/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a locals only pursuit has  patrols being upped at a popular surf spot. 
outsiders have been harassed at  the spot. it's been a long time 
problem,  visiting surfers are intimidated by a gang of locals called 
the  bay boys.  

0:28 1/4/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother of a teenage  fugitive will appear in court  for a hearing in 
downtown los  angeles. police call tonya crouch and her son ethan 
last week in mexico.  

0:30 1/4/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people involved in a  deadly street race have been  sentenced 
the driver of the car  that went out of control and  killed two 
spectators will serve 12 years in state prison.  

1:29 1/5/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight for  a gunman who shot and killed a  father 
in his car in ontario  while his two young children  were inside. nbc 
4's beverly white is live  with the latest on this  investigation. 
reporter: it was pouring rain  when shots rang out in traffic  at a fast 
food corner near end  state 10.  
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0:42 1/5/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a family is  desperate to find the family of  hit and kill an 
executive from  l.a. and dragged him several  miles behind the car. 
28-year-old joshua woodruff was  celebrating new years in the  
french quarter of new orleans  when he was hit by a car.  

0:33 1/5/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man was caught in a  shoot-out on police on the 5  freeway 
creating one of the  biggest freeway back-ups we've  seen, is still in 
critical  condition.  

0:29 1/5/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mother of the so-called  affluenza teenager will return  home to 
texas to face charges. tanya waved right to charges. prosecutors 
say she ran off with  her son to mexico after he was  facing drunk 
driving charges. 

1:05 1/5/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

18 missing minutes. the fbi wants to know what the  san bernardino 
absoluters were  doing right after the terror  attack that killed 14 
people. and today we heard from the  deputies who brought down 
the  terrorists in a gun battle that  they'll never forget.  

0:21 1/5/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the county board of  supervisors now offering a  $10,000 reward 
into the deadly  shooting of a 21-year-old woman  in long beach. 
someone shot alicia faith todd  in the torso, the upper torso.  

0:21 1/5/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police are looking  for three gunmen who pistol  whipped a 
clerk in a hold-up in  l.a. this security video given to us  by the lapd. 
it happened december 7th.  

2:13 1/6/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. a teenage girl shot and killed  in her 
car in a shopping center  in marina del rey. and new information just  
confirm for the first time about  this crime. reporter: chuck and 
colleen,  we are talking about a  17-year-old girl shot in the  head 
here at this marketplace  behind me just a few hours ago  and now 
right now, the hundred  for the man who kill her. it all started and we 
have two  separate crime scenes here. at this marketplace, at the 
deli  over there in the corner.  

0:25 1/6/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, 100,000 in  eyewear and it is stolen right  off shelf in 
glendale. here's a look at the damage. the broken glass shattered  
display cases. office equipment destroyed. the owners say this is 
the  second time single march that  his office has been targeted  like 
this.  

0:26 1/6/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new details on a man  found shot in front of a fire  station in the 
crenshaw  district. news chopper 4 over the los  angeles city fire 
station. number 94 on coliseum. during our 6:00 news, the lament  
says two people brought the man  with gunshot wounds to the  
station. he was rushed to the hospital.  

0:32 1/6/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bling bandit. the fbi wants this 25 to  30-year-old woman who has 
taken  millions in five states shelf  hand been caught and she may 
not  be working alone eat. the fbi says she is violent. she's been 
tying up people.  

1:55 1/7/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he made it. he brought to it me again  healthy and happy like the 
same.  now, there is a face that  says it all. reunited, a mother 
overjoyed to  hold her son again after someone  steals her minivan 
with the  child inside.  speaking with the thankful  mother tonight, 
she joins us  live. beverly. reporter: colleen, it's a  clean bill of health 
tonight for  him. he infant was missing this  afternoon after the 
mother left  the keys in the ignition with  three children in the car. 1-
year-old caleb castro back in  his mother's arms.   

0:22 1/7/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news in  lawndale as they just evacuated  the 
service yard at the metro  greenline. we flew over the scene a few  
moments ago. it is not clear what that device  is.  
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2:29 1/7/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crowded mall, busy night  and tragic story of a young girl  
murdered on her first trip to  l.a. still on the run after the  shooting in 
del rey. robert spoke with her father and  joins us live on that. 
reporter: from what we  understand from what the father  tells us his 
daughter from  houston had been here just about  a week visiting 
her sister. 

0:50 1/7/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two separate terrorist  arrests tonight including a  sacramento man 
accused of  fighting for terrorist groups  overseas and lying about to 
it  get back here to the united  states. he dame here as a refugee in  
2012 before traveling to syria  and fighting for known terrorist  
groups there. 

0:14 1/7/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in houston, texas,  another arrest as a 24-year-old  man is accused 
of trying to  provide support and resources to  isis and then lying 
about it  when he was taken into custody. 

1:57 1/7/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an emotional scene tonight  in ontario, days after a father  of six 
was gunned down in his  car in front of his young  children. today, 
that killer is still out  there, still on the run. live in ontario live where 
the  family is talking about this for  the first time. reporter: the family 
who came  out here tonight to light  candles for angel hernandez 
were  absolutely devastated.  

0:23 1/7/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now have new information  on a woman attacked inside this  cvs 
pharmacy. an arrest has been made. the video show as man 
walking up  to a woman and pressing an  object, possibly a sharp 
knife  into her back and she screams  and they ran away.  

0:20 1/7/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

following a pursuit and  standoff in chino, 46-year-old  larry lopez 
barricaded himself  inside a house on san antonio  avenue. it 
happened around 10:00 this  morning. the s.w.a.t team fired tear 
gas. he managed to escape and there  is a warrant for his arrest. 

0:34 1/7/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues for  three men in a chinatown  shootout near 
broadway and  alpine. witnesses described a shootout  between 
them and the security  guard.   

0:32 1/7/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a man that shot  his brother in san bernardino  
and they warned he is armed and  dangerous. he shot his older 
brother and  took off driving over him to get  away in this parking lot. 
investigators say he has a  history of mental health issues.   

0:21 1/7/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

very clear  surveillance photos could be the  key to finding three 
gunmen who  got away with cash from a bank  in covina. one of the 
men forced customers  and employees to the ground on  citrus 
avenue.  

0:15 1/7/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in alhambra, a man was  killed in his 70s when a woman  hit him 
with her car. instead of stopping she dragged  him about a mile 
underneath the  car and then stopped and called  911 but it was too 
late and he  was announced dead at the scene. 

0:58 1/7/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an educator arrested after  disturbing video surfaces  involving a 
special ed student. the video appears to show a  woman smacking 
a 10-year-old boy  in the face while the child is  being held by two 
other people. this happened in oakland.  

0:23 1/8/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, new video that  could help track down the man  who stole a 
minivan with a  1-year-old boy inside. this surveillance video 
captured  a car that picked up the thief  moments after he dumped 
the  stolen van in a mcdonald's  parking lot.  

0:50 1/8/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more tonight  about the man who police say  
ambushed a police officer,  shooting him three times. then he 
pledged his allegiance  to isis. police say richard archer seen  here 
on surveillance video  opened fire on officer jesse  hartnett last 
night.  
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1:55 1/8/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a newhall family is making a  plea tonight for help. they say porch 
pirates didn't  just steal a package but rather  took off with a box full 
of  memories. nbc 4's beverly white is live in  valencia where that 
family is  speaking out. reporter: robert, without  surveillance video 
and known  witnesses, the l.a. sheriffs say  solving this case will be 
a  challenge.  

0:27 1/8/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san bernardino mother and  father are under arrest tonight  after 
authorities caught them  smoking meth, using their  2-year-old's 
sippy cup as a  pipe. san bernardino county deputies  say ronald 
steele and letitia  williamson were arrested after a  deputy arrived at 
their home to  serve an arrest warrant.  

0:33 1/8/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

simi valley police looking  for more possible victims after  arresting a 
husband and wife in  connection with an identity  theft ring. 
detectives say loran bundley and  his wife began running a  large-
scale operation after he  got out of prison in 2014.  

0:28 1/8/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

war hero missing. tonight police are asking for  your help. 91-year-
old apolonio gomez was  last seen driving in the mount  washington 
area on wednesday. gomez, a world war ii veteran,  suffers from 
alzheimer's.  

0:36 1/8/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new courtroom sketches are  putting a face to the refugee in  
sacramento who is accused of  fighting for a terror group and  lying 
about it. aws mohammed younis al jayab  making his first 
appearance in  federal court today. 

0:32 1/8/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sour note tonight for the  l.a.p.d. signature emerald  society pipes 
and drums band as  they've been hit by a thief. police are looking 
for the crook  who broke into a band member's  car this morning in 
studio city  and took the bass drum that  bears the band's emblem.  

0:59 1/11/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news. at least two people hurt during  a 
terrifying home invasion  tonight in san gabriel. news chopper 4 and 
chris  christie live over the seen on  chestnut avenue. chris. 
reporter: colleen, there were four people home at this home  along 
chestnut avenue in san  gabriel. police responded out here  earlier 
this evening after a  report of a shooting.  

0:25 1/11/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just moments ago our  photographer at the crime scene  received 
an update on the  victims' condition. both victims were talking and 
were able to give us information in regards to what occurred.  

0:34 1/11/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gas  station clerk beaten and stabbed in covina. the attack 
happened just before  5:00 this evening. a man walked in, headed 
directly behind the counter at the 76  station on barranca.  

2:34 1/11/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a burbank family is  distraught after learning the  man 
suspected of trying to kill  their loved one is in the very  same 
hospital also receiving  treatment there. nbc 4's kate larsen joins us  
live with their emotional story  for the first time. kate.  

2:08 1/11/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man shot and killed by  police following a short pursuit that ended 
in a crash for san  fernando. nbc 4's beverly white is live at an 
intersection where an  investigation is now under way.  

0:40 1/11/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're hearing from  the victim of a home burglary. the 
suspects tried to hide their tracks but what they did had  just the 
opposite effect. sheriff's detectives caught the  two burglars on 
camera in this  surveillance photo.  

0:22 1/11/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. police chief charlie  beck recommending criminal  charges 
against an officer  following a deadly shooting in  venice. 
investigators say brendan glenn, an unarmed homeless man, was 
not trying to take officer clifford  proctor's weapon when he was  
shot in the back outside of a  bar in may.  
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0:25 1/11/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight students and parents say they are stunned by the  arrest of 
a coach at palmdale  high school. he is accused of committing lewd 
acts with a minor. sheriff's deputies say  38-year-old marcus 
williams was  arrested last thursday after  they found him in a car 
with an  underaged girl.  

0:52 1/11/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some  unusual video to show you here. police dash cam video 
showing  two brothers. they crashed into a patrol unit. one of the 
brothers was driving. the other one you see half naked hanging on 
to the hood there. 

0:24 1/11/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let me start by saying  you've got to wonder why. this is one way to 
steal a  snake. man walks into a pet store in  portland, reaches his 
hand into  the cage, pulled out a ball  python. 

1:37 1/12/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a wild chase  through palos verdes estates. and 
police want to know if  they're part of a crime spree. we get details 
at the sheriff's  station. reporter: the last suspected  burglary is 
being booked inside. this is a callout for a single  call. burglars come 
up to the  peninsula, they will be cracked  down and caught. 
suspected burglars spotted from  choppers above. 

0:55 1/12/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a los angeles woman claims  an uber driver broke her jaw.  why are 
you kicking me out of the car? you're being combative. if i have to 
drag you out of the car and put you on the  sidewalk --  out, now.  

0:23 1/12/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 15-year-old  girl vanished after her father  dropped her off at 
ontario high  school last week. she never showed up to class on  
friday. and her family has not heard  from her since. tonight, 
detectives are talking  to a 35-year-old man who  admitted 
contacting the teen  over the phone. 

0:17 1/12/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lot of police activity in  lancaster, after a deputy shot a man there. 
little information is being  released this hour. it happened before 
6:00 near  king treen and boyden avenue.  

0:22 1/12/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 18-year-old woman is on  the run after apparently  confessing to 
killing her  boyfriend on facebook. she is accused of stabbing him  
at an apartment in san bernadino yesterday.  

0:23 1/12/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a good samaritan helped  officers track down a man  accused of 
attacking this clerk. the man was acued of stabbing  and beating the 
clerk in the gas station. he took off in an suv.  

1:33 1/13/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a borage of gunfire in south  l.a. people hit including a mother  and 
daughter. the gunman is still on the run. two of the victims are still  
recovering. the mother and daughter were  rushed here after the 
latest  shooting in a surge of violence  across south l.a. a car riddled 
with bullet holes  where a mother was standing with  her daughter. 
neighbors heard six or seven  shots.  

0:21 1/13/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new clue in the search for a  missing woman led officers to  
fontana. we got this picture of the woman  from san diego. they 
found her car in fontana  near the rialto border eight  days after the 
family reported  her missing. 

0:38 1/13/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

utah police released a 911  call from olympic speed skater 
peakaboo street. she was arrested in december for  pushing her 
father down the  stairs.  
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1:21 1/14/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news. a santa clarita depute shot in  a 
neighborhood.  jane yamamoto has the very  latest. jane? robert 
and colleen, we are at  the command post which is just  off of 
soledad canyon road. l.a. county sheriffs and  detectives are now 
gathered here  in the shopping center parking  lot. they will not let 
us go further  than this spot. the crime scene is about a half  mile 
north in a residential  area. news chopper 4 was above the  scene. 
a car with the driver's side  surrounded by evidence markers  is at 
the center of the  investigation. 

0:22 1/14/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police searching for the  gunman who stormed a marijuana  
dispensary and shot the clerk. at least three men barged into  the 
medical marijuana center  around 4:00. pepper sprayed two 
employees and  shot and pistol whipped the  other. 

0:25 1/14/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglary spree caught on  camera in manhattan beach has a  
group of business owners on the  look out for smash and grab  
bandits. the thieves broke the window of  one of five stores in a 
single  shopping center this morning. 

0:30 1/14/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting the first look  at a video. a federal judge shows a 
black  teen involved in a deadly  confrontation with white police  
officers in chicago. the video is grainy, but it  shows cedric chapman 
running  from police three years ago  after he allegedly stole a car.  

0:23 1/14/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. mayor eric garcetti is  resisting calls that show an  lapd officer 
that shows him  shooting a homeless man in  venice. he was killed 
in a confrontation  and the footage is part of the  da's investigation.  

0:32 1/14/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san diego man  accused of poisoning his  neighbor's dog pleaded 
not  guilty in court, but no doubt  his heart skipped a beat when he  
faced the judge. her home video shows the man  throwing vicodin 
poison in his  yard.  

1:25 1/15/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news. a terrifying take-over at the  mall. 
robbers make a mad dash,  targeting high-end watches. beverly 
white live on scene,  south coast plaza in costa mesa. reporter: we 
are at the south  coast plaza which closes at 9:00  p.m. thieves 
rushed in right around  8:30. that's when they successfully  staged a 
smash-and-grab robbery  at the rolex store. now, costa mesa police 
are  saying precious little about  this incident, but they confirm  no 
shots were fired. some people in the mall may have  mistaken the 
sound of shattering  glass for gunfire. no one was injured, but there  
are reports a security guard may  have been possibly separated  
from his weapon 

0:27 1/15/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an alert right now about a  missing 12-year-old girl. this is alenka 
olid. according to azusa police, she  went to school this morning,  
emptied her locker and told her  friend she was leaving to find  her 
father, who may work or live  in bell gardens. 

0:33 1/15/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, oxnard police  are hoping surveillance photos  will 
help them identify the teen  that stole a woman's purse, then  went 
on a $20,000 shopping  spree. police are looking for this man  and 
woman. the 64-year-old victim was  shopping at whole foods in  
oxnard last friday when police  say the woman distracted her  while 
the man stole her purse.  

0:31 1/15/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information tonight  from a roommate who says he was  offered 
a deal on his rent to  help conceal a backyard grave. investigators 
spent the day  collecting evidence at this  fontana home belonging 
to  40-year-old caesar rosales. 
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0:52 1/15/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver is  facing murder charges for a  street race crash in 
hawthorne  that's killed an innocent drive. now the search is on for a  
second street racer. police releasing this new  surveillance video of 
the two  cars racing each other on south  crenshaw near hawthorne 
airport.   

0:20 1/15/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ventura police releasing some  new surveillance photos tonight  in 
hopes of catching a suspected  bank robber. this is the man they 
are looking  for. he was caught on camera at a  chase bank this 
afternoon on  harbor boulevard. 

0:38 1/15/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former daycare worker  convicted on 13 felony charges  of child 
abuse, something they  describe as a baby fight club. 31-year-old 
sarah jordan is  accused of abusing toddlers at  minnieland 
academy in virginia.  

0:29 1/15/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they are accused of killing a  downey police officer, but two adults 
and one teenager charged  for the crime are claiming  they're 
innocent. jeremy alvarez, stephen knott  and abel diaz all pleading 
not  guilty to murder charges.  

0:54 1/15/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an agent in charge of the fbi  investigation into the san  bernardino 
terror attacks today  revealed new details about that  case. 
speaking with nbc 4 today,  assistant director david bowdich  say 
investigators met last night  with more victims and their  relatives.  

1:42 1/18/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pit maneuver and pit bulls. a woman leads police on a high speed 
chase with a car full of dogs. nbc is live in long beach where the 
action in this pursuit came after the chase was over. chuck and 
colleen, this was an interesting one to watch because when that 
woman driver got out of her car, so did her five to seven dogs that 
she had inside the car with her. we just stopped the northbound 
lanes of the 710 freeway across of from where this pursuit ended on 
the 710 freeway just north of pacific coast highway. 

0:26 1/18/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for two men they say broke into a home in 
lancaster and beat a 12-year-old boy. police say the boy was home 
alone around 5:00 when the men wearing halloween masks broke 
through the door. the boy tried to fight them off but they hit him over 
the head with a crystal candlestick.  

0:20 1/18/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman whose remains were found in the angeles national forest. 
her bones were discovered by a hiker yesterday. she was reported 
missing in 20123 after leaving a good-bye note at her apartment.  

0:24 1/18/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man and woman found shot to death inside an apartment and 
tonight police are looking for a killer possibly in the san fernando 
valley. ryan gonzales accused of shooting and killing his ex-
girlfriend and another man yesterday.  

0:47 1/18/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

downey police looking for a robber from a deadly home invasion 
and they think that robber is a teenager. that happened yesterday at 
this home. officers arrested two men after neighbors say -- says 
they saw them go over the home and into the home of jim.  

0:49 1/18/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dozens of cycists got an unexpected surprise, not one anyone 
would want when their bikes were confiscated by police on a 
popular trail in san diego. cellphone video shows military police 
seizing the bikes and slapping the cyclists with a $500 fine each 
fortress passing. 

0:23 1/18/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in thousand oaks officers are outing a new program to combat 
gangs and help young people at risk. the police chief says this 
apartment complex was a real problem there. gangs, graffiti, 
vandalism.  
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2:05 1/19/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a school, a  quick-thinking student escapes a  would-be captor. and 
the girl's dad has a message  for the suspect. we are live in ontario 
with that  and the search for that  predator. reporter: that's right. 
ontario police say the robbery  of a school girl's ipod saturday  night 
nearly escalated into  something sinister.  

1:47 1/19/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

isis is out with a new  message, and the headline is the  san 
bernardino terror attacks. gaty swartz is live with what it  means. in 
the latest propaganda  magazine, the san bernardino  attacks are 
front and center  with isis with a new angle for  recruiting. it's littered 
with pictures from  the san bernardino attacks.  

0:21 1/19/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information, the all  clear given at that planned  parenthood in 
pomona after a  propane tank was found outside  of the building 
there. the bomb squad investigated.  

0:34 1/19/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mystery in irvine tonight  as a man's body is found on a  bike path. 
the body of 51-year-old sydney  simentia was discovered. now 
because of his injuries,  police believe that he was  murdered.  

0:24 1/19/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san diego man is in jail  tonight accused of killing a  teenager in 
marina del rey. the fiba arrested cameron fraser  outside of his 
apartment. police say he shot and killed  17-year-old kristin carmen  
during a fail robbery attempt a  couple of weeks ago.  

0:42 1/19/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a husband admits he went  after his wife with a meat  cleaver and 
then turned himself  in. the 46-year-old surrendered to  the garden 
grove fire department  this morning. when the officers went to the  
couple's apartment, they found  his 44-year-old wife still  alive.  

0:28 1/19/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a long beach man is behind  bars tonight, accused of raping  two 
women he met on a website. deputies say the 34-year-old  
arranged a meeting with the  women last week after making  initial 
contact on a dating  site.  

0:23 1/19/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also caught on camera,  police are looking for the  gunman who 
scaled a wall and  then barged into a glendale  restaurant holding 
who employees  at gun-point. the surveillance video shows the  
suspect forcing two people  through the kitchen.  

0:43 1/19/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

k-9s and chaos. six dogs that escaped a car that  police were 
chasing in long  beach now need new homes. officers used the pitt 
maneuver  to end a pursuit last night that  we showed you on the 
news at  11:00.  

1:34 1/20/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. a shooting along the hollywood  freeway and 
catching a glimpse  of the gunman before they took  off.  robert just 
spoke with the  lapd and joins us live at echo  park. reporter: i want 
to show you  how close we are to the 101  freeway. we are standing 
on rampart at  the entrance and exit to 101  which remains open at 
this hour  because the actual confrontation  took place here in the 
500 block  of bellevue. the lapd says an apparent  dispute possibly 
between two  neighbors ended when one pulled  a gun.  

0:25 1/20/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

our second helicopter over more  breaking news, this time  glendale 
and another stabbing,  this at the americana parking  lot. search is 
on for a man who  stabbed his co-worker in the  neck, both men 
who washed cars  in a parking garage and they got  into some sort 
of argument and  escalated. 
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2:05 1/20/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

targeting your personal  mail, chiefs seem to have an all  access 
pass. nbc4 is live in west hollywood  to explain how it works and 
how  greed may have tripped them up. reporter: it looks like these  
crooks have some sort of master  key that allows them into  
everybody's mailbox. if it wasn't for the incredible  greed you're 
about to see in a  plant that used to sit right  there on the mantle this 
may  have gone unnoticed.  

0:22 1/20/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight for two  gunmen who attacked a store  clerk 
in huntington beach. look at these photos at the gas  station in 
golden west. it was last monday the two held  the clerk at gunpoint 
there and  beat him and took off without  taking anything. 

0:19 1/20/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspect comes face to  face with a homeowner armed with  a gun. 
a redondo beach homeowner says  he found gambono junior in his  
garage trying to take a  motorcycle on tuesday morning. the 
homeowner got a gun and shot  him in the leg and held him down  
until officers got there. 

0:19 1/20/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 7-year-old highland girl  is back with her parents tonight  and 
grandmother sitting next to  her being held on kidnapping  charges. 
the two were spotted in pomona  after flyers were posted in the  
area. 

0:26 1/20/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police haven't found a man  who sexually assaulted and tried  to 
kidnap a 14-year-old girl in  ontario. police believe he has done  
something like this before and  they walked around the high  school 
where it happened. 

0:22 1/20/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fourth person involved in  a street race is commerce has  died 
colliding with a parked  pickup truck in november. the investigation 
is still  trying to locate at least one of  the drivers involved in this  
crash. 

0:45 1/20/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the woman facing charges for  that wild police chase that  ended 
with dogs running all over  the 710 freeway in long beach  claims 
she is innocent. tiffany toby pleaded not guilty  to drunk driving and 
evading  police. 

0:18 1/20/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grab and go  caught on camera in northern  california. four men 
walk into this apple  store at a mall in pleasantton  last week, they 
look around a  bit and grab 10 i-phones and run  off.  

0:25 1/20/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a terrifying site at a gas  station, three people wearing  ski masks 
and run up to a red  van and try to carjack a woman. she's able to 
drive off. it doesn't end there. the trio tried to steal a second  car and 
the woman managed to  fight off the attackers and they  ran away.  

1:52 1/21/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i'm coming to kill you  tomorrow. the gun is loaded. college 
professor living in  fear, recalling the death threat  she received from 
a student.  gadi schwartz spoke with  the teacher and showed us  
messages she says promised to  kill her. gadi? reporter: last night 
she had  a police escort to her car. over a year ago she gave a  
student an f, recently realized  that student has been sending  her 
some very specific threats.  

0:34 1/21/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details investigators say, a  former usc football player was  
accused of carjacking and a  string of robberies. police say, trojan 
tight end,  bryce dixon with a former lsu  player, threatened and 
robbed  people in south l.a. on tuesday. 

0:43 1/21/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back here in southern  california. violence broke out on a quiet  
sidewalk in norwalk. leaving a man and woman shot  point-blank in 
broad day light. the couple was standing at the  corner of arlee and 
allard at  noon. 
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0:18 1/21/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies are searching for the  gunman who shot and killed a man  
outside an apartment in santa  clarita the 21-year-old was  visiting 
some one in village  apartments. there was a fight between two  
men and the 21-year-old was  shot.  

0:36 1/21/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

most bank hold-ups are quiet. not this time. there was gunfire in 
culver  city. tonight two men on the run. four men robbed the one 
west  bank near overland and jefferson  in culver city.  

0:23 1/21/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

second person is in custody  for a deadly street racing crash  in 
hawthorne. police say 40-year-old anthony  holly was driving a red 
camaro,  surveillance video captured who  cars, racing each other 
moments  before the silver car, slammed  into an suv killing an 
innocent  driver.  

0:24 1/21/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a man  suspected of seven hold-ups in  orange 
county. like the january 4 hold-up at  7-eleven. the man with the 
mask/gloves  made off with cash and 60  lottery scratcher tickets.  

0:47 1/21/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a miami  doctor's confrontation with an  uber driver 
going viral. that doctor could in fact lose  her job. take a look. 
[ bleep ]. 911 call. well, the video shows the the  doctor berating the 
driver. apparently she kneed him in the  groin as well.  

0:43 1/21/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former marine got the maximum  sentence for beating his  
girlfriend's 2-year-old son to  death. michael lucera will serve 25  
years to life for the death of  xavier tecati, watching the  little boy 
when the toddler lost  consciousness.  

1:08 1/21/16 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

out to the scene of breaking  news right now. this is over the airport,  
l.a.x., possible security  breach. a lot of fog out there. chris kristi, 
what is happening?  

2:10 1/22/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with breaking news,  two teenage brothers murdered in  
their arcadia home. tonight an international manhunt  for their uncle. 
live with the crime spree  started 24 hours ago. first, nbc 4s, beverly 
white  live in arcade yeah where the  teenage brothers were killed. 
beverly?  caller: colleen, the l.a.  county coroner yet to remove the  
body of the boys who were  murdered where they slept. the siblings 
were home alone  when attacked by a relative who  hopped a flight. 
the man boarded a flight after  killing his 15 and 16-year-old  
nephews at their town home in  arcade yeah.  

1:29 1/22/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thank you, beverly. out to home, in la canada  flintridge. and 
additional details. hetty? reporter: deputies and  investigators are 
inside the  home gathering evidence. we have learned that 
detectives  wrapped up an interview with the  suspect's wife. a very 
unusual scene. neighbors say a quiet, safe  community with the 
exception of  last night. we have learned it was the  couple's 15-
year-old son that  stopped the vicious attack and  called 911 around 
11:00 last  night. this street, so quiet and safe,  one couple tells us 
that they  knew something was terribly  wrong when they heard an 
awful  scream.  

0:21 1/22/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a picture. the suspect. a fugitive. set to land in china. he boarded a 
flight out of lax. the u.s. does not have an  official extradition treaty 
with  china. it is unclear what will happen  when he walks off the 
flight. we will bring you any breaking  details we get in the newscast. 

0:37 1/22/16 11:04p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now want to go to more  breaking news, and a wild  shootout 
down the las vegas  strip. the background you can hear the  
gunshots going on. this is just in front of the  bellagio fountain show. 
we are told las vegas police  confronted a man believed to be  
armed. that's when shots were fired.  
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0:21 1/22/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning from ucla campus  police after a student is  sexually 
assaulted. the student told officers she  was attacked by a man after  
midnight while at a party on  gailee avenue in westwood  
neighborhood. so far no arrests.  

0:16 1/22/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cal state  LA university, a young  girl escaped an attempted  
kidnapping. the girl on campus, a man  approached her and tried to  
entice her to go with him. she got away.  

0:15 1/22/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chaos inside a santa clarita  in-and-out, 200 people involved  in a 
fight tonight. a picture taken by a viewer and  sent in. deputies were 
able to break up  the crowd. unclear what led to the fight  and if any 
one was hurt 

0:45 1/22/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. county  detectives are investigating  possible human skulls at a  
church in compton. nine skulls with other possible  human bones 
were taken from the  omni relicon church on long  beach boulevard. 
the people who belong to the  church believe in santa ria,  known to 
practice animal  sacrifices.  

0:39 1/22/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

going to go to "breaking  news" and a lot of police lights  in la mirad. 
and a crash. chris cristie over the crash. friday night. corner of 
beach and police  taking this one down here. coming to an end. and 
you can see, crash up on the  curb, the median. they have the in the 
section  blocked off. 

0:27 1/22/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

want to update you on the  breaking news out of las vegas. on the 
trip, our nbc station  there, reporting a suspect is in  custody after 
police say he was  waving a gun outside the  bellagio hotel outside 
the  fountain area.  

0:48 1/22/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for a time it must seem as if  the devil had run up behind him  and 
made off with the weekly  church donations. an 80-year-old man 
with a bag of  cash and checks from the  congregation is robbed 
outside  his boyle heights church. outside the church of  
assumption. as an 80-year-old man is knocked  to the ground.  

0:53 1/22/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father run down on his way  to church. now the l.a. city council is  
offering a $50,000 reward to  help find the driver there. lapd says 
they have no  witnesses. they do have this. surveillance video.  

0:44 1/22/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are lacking for a  woman who may have made off with  the 
family dog not just any dog,  a service dog used by a deaf  woman. 
police are looking for the woman  on the surveillance video acting  
strange at the same time the  burglary happened wednesday.  

0:40 1/22/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives, shut down a beach  side brothel in the middle of a  quiet 
neighborhood there. 52-year-old jennifer whitman  accused of 
running the  prostitution business out of a  home in silver strand.  

2:21 1/25/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

orange county  on edge tonight. three dangerous inmates escape  
and insiders reveal to nbc 4  they probably didn't go far. robert 
kovacik is tracking  every move. reporter: with that said a  source 
involved with the manhunt  telling us he believes they are  still in 
orange county close to  the jail where we're stangd.  

0:24 1/25/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of lynwood  deputies investigating, trying  to 
figure out who killed a man  outside his home tonight and  why. 
witnesses reported seeing  someone shoot the 43-year-old  man 
while he was working on his  car in his driveway.  
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1:47 1/25/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of people gathered  in arcadia. beverly white speak with 
their  friends and classmates. reporter: students, parents  and 
teachers crowded the arcadia  high school courtyard quietly  
seeking the personal touch. soft candle light and hard  lessons as 
the students grieve. 16-year-old william and his  15-year-old brother 
anthony  found bludgeoned to death at  their townhouse.  

0:26 1/25/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pair of suspected package  thieves are under arrest in  anaheim. 
they are believed to be  responsible for more than a  dozen thefts. 
like the video of an incident at  an anaheim hills home. 

0:26 1/25/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

registered sex offender  accused of targeting teenaged  girls is off 
the streets and  investigators are looking for  more possible victims. 
he is accused of luring two  students from sierra vista high  school 
from their campus in whittier.  

0:37 1/25/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a home invasion suspect is  dead after getting into a fight  with a 
deputy and the suspect  who has not been named yet  barged into 
the home of his  former father-in-law and the  father-in-law fought 
him off  with a baseball bat and he ran  off and hid under a truck.  

0:21 1/25/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

opening statements could  come this week in the trial of  the serial 
killer dubbed the  grim sleeper. 63-year-old lonnie frankly jr.  is 
charged with murdering nine  women and a teenaged girl  between 
1985 and 2007, all in  south l.a.  

0:30 1/25/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this, a scary  case of road rage caught on  camera as 
it unfolded in the  middle of a street in texas. this happened in austin 
this  afternoon. not much information has been  released on what 
started the  fight. but one man armed with a stick  and the other with 
a baseball  bat going at each other in the  middle of the street.  

0:48 1/25/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

home alone with burglars. a 12-year-old boy's quick  thinking helped 
save him from a  dangerous situation in hemet.  i was thinking i'm 
going to  get taken. i'm going to have a hard time  sleeping tonight.   

0:24 1/25/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

months after a father was  gunned down the police are  renewing 
his the hunt for his  killer. the father of four was killed in  september. 
the lapd is hoping someone  recognizes the man on the tape  
caught running away moments  after the shooting.   

0:17 1/25/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you have seen these men? police say they robbed a  marijuana 
dispensary last week. it happened at 8:30 on tuesday  night. the 
suspects pointed handguns at  the volunteers inside and took  off 
with pot and wallets from  two people.   

2:11 1/26/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chaos on the sixth street  bridge. police try to control the crowds  
down town while drivers take one  last drive.  beverly white joins us 
live  from boil heights where officers  have just cleared out hundreds  
of people there. beverly? reporter: that's right,  chuck. you can credit 
social media and  the grapevine for tonight's  turnout of a small 
party that  evolved into an overwhelming  crowd. all here to bid 
farewell to the  iconic los angeles span  provoking a powerful 
turnout by  the los angeles police  department.  

0:19 1/26/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're also following  more breaking news now. police reacting to an 
active  shooter situation in seattle. two people are dead, three  
others are now in surgery. apparently someone opened fire  inside 
a homeless camp there.  

0:30 1/26/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a traffic stop between  state police and armed  protesters turned 
into a  gunfight leaving one person  dead. the fbi says shots were 
fired  after they tried to arrest  members of an armed group in  
oregon who follow amen bundy. 
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1:18 1/26/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning for parents  after a stranger walked up and  groped a 
young boy inside a  restaurant bathroom. tonight that man is still out  
there. nbc 4 live in long beach at the  normally busy restaurant 
where  residents say they are pretty  much on edge about this.  
reporter: those we spoke with  tonight say this is such a  frightening 
reminder why it's  such a good idea to always  accompany your 
children to  public restrooms.  

0:19 1/26/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are  looking for a man who pulled out  a knife on a trader joe 
employee  right in the middle of the day. this is that man. detectives 
say he walked into  the trader joes on national  boulevard on palms, 
loaded his  backpack with liquor and left  without paying.  

0:45 1/26/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the reward up to $200,000 in  the manhunt intensifying for the  three 
dangerous inmates who  escaped the orange county jail  four days 
ago. they are all dangerous,  43-year-old bac duong and  accused 
of attempted murder  outside of a home last november.  

0:21 1/26/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00 san bernardino  police are trying to track down  a man 
wearing a clown mask and  this is no laughing matter. he's seen in 
this surveillance  video late last night. detectives believe he's also  
responsible for an attempted  robbery earlier the same  evening. 

0:36 1/26/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight for  two men suspected in a violent  home 
invasion robbery in san  marino. it happened at about 1:00 in the  
morning. the woman who lives there says  one of the robbers 
grabbed her  by her hair, hit her in the face  and forced her to open 
the safe.  

0:31 1/26/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a jury is forcing a yoga  guru to pay more money to an  employer. 
this is a story the i-team broke  last year. the day the court ordered 
him to  pay more than $7 million to a  woman that claims she was 
fired  for investigating allegations of  sexual harassment against him 
it  comes a day after the panel  ordered him to shell out  $900,000 
and the lawyer denies  all allegations against him.   

1:24 1/27/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, the manhunt  for three escaped inmates. nbc 4 will be 
live in santa ana, with new information that we  learned in the hour.  
reporter: orange county  sheriff's officials said that  they arrested 
five people in  connection, somehow to the three missing fugitives. 
and tonight, we stumbled upon,  as we take a look at the video,  
armed, and with bullet proof  vests, these sheriff's deputies  making 
arrests tonight. and when we asked them what was  going on, they 
said, yes, we  have a heavy presence out here,  we are look 
forgiver the   fugitives.  

0:25 1/27/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former usc football and volleyball player is facing new  charges in 
conclusion with an  alleged illegal gambling and  drug operation. 33-
year-old owen hanson, accused of racketering and he was  arrested 
in september, he faces  these new charges along with 21  other 
people.  

1:52 1/27/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a special needs child robbed of a rare bicycle  that he needs to get 
around. tonight the family wants to know who did it? we spoke with 
the kbroung boy  and his mother in burbank  tonight.  

0:20 1/27/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities are trying locate a pomona woman, they had a call  and 
found her husband dead  inside the garage. her car was left at the 
home,  the two having marital problems.  

0:22 1/27/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight for  an orange county deputies  missing 
assault rifle, that  rifle, an ar-15 like this one. investigators say the 
deputy put the rifle on the trunk of his  car last night and forgot it 
was there and drove off.  
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0:48 1/27/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the 8 l.a.p.d. officers that  mistakenly opened fire, will not face 
criminal charges. the da said not enough evidence  that the officers 
were not  acting in self defense or in the defense of others.  

0:46 1/27/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mother in tears as she  faced her son's accused killer  in court. a 
former l.a.p.d. officer is  charged with shooting and  killing her son 
at a pomona  nightclub, he is accused of  gunning down the young 
man last  march and leaving the country.  

0:23 1/27/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dog left in a dumpster and  tonight, police are looking for  the 
person responsible. this is the small white dog  officers rescued 
tonight. they say someone called a report seeing the dog in a 
dumpster,  behind alandra hot wings.  

0:28 1/27/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

A burgler took more than cash  from the restaurant, he made off 
with the safe. we have this surveillance video, that clearly shows the 
man  inside eggs and potatoes, this  is around 2:30 in the morning  
and then the guy leaves with a  small safe with cash and checks  
inside.  

0:26 1/27/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

alarming video, shoppers put  in danger as a woman starts a  fire in 
the middle of a santa  ana walmart. police want to track her down  
now. it shows the woman setting fair  to a cloting rack and walking  
away.  

0:56 1/27/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a  handcuffed man manages to steal  an officer's 
car and oh, yeah,  there's a k-9 in toe. you have anything illegal in  
your car? no. buddy, you okay? the state trooper was about  to let 
the guy go for a traffic  violation, but found several  bags of 
marijuana in the car. 

0:28 1/27/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a clerk in a convenient store taking a stand. it shows the man pulled 
the gun  and demanded cash but the clerk  was not taking any of it.  

3:12 1/28/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the manhunt for  three dangerous escapees  intensifies and new 
information  on the teacher who's now accused  of being their 
accomplice. nbc 4 robert kovacik is live. there is some breaking 
news on  this. reporter: colleen, let's get  right to it. this is a scene 
from  westminster. it appears there was a s.w.a.t.  team raid there. 
we understand flash bangs went  off. people arrested, people taken  
into custody. we do not know yet if this is  part of the escape  
investigation. we know that ten people have  been arrested so far.  

1:18 1/28/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news  out of venice where police are  
looking for three men after a  man was shot and killed in a  
neighborhood there. nbc 4's gadi schwartz has been  talking with 
investigators and  joins us live. reporter: this investigation  is really 
just beginning right  now. homicide detectives are down the  street. 
you see that tent right there. that is where a man was shot and  
killed in the street.  

0:20 1/28/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a.  county deputies looking for the  gunman who shot three people 
in  la puente tonight. two men and a woman were hit by  gunfire on 
moxson street just  about a half mile south of  bassett high school. 
all three victims are alive.  

0:27 1/28/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video tonight shows the  moments leading up to a deadly  gun 
fight between police and  anti-government protesters in  oregon. 
police were moving in to arrest  those protesters after they had  
taken over a wildlife refuge. one protester was shot when  police 
say he reached into his  jacket where he kept a loaded  gun.  
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0:30 1/28/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bad breakup  could land an lapd officer in  jail. christine wycoff 
had her  ex-boyfriend arrested by falsely  reporting that he raped 
her. the two met online, but when  that relationship fizzled,  
prosecutors say wycoff made  repeated threats against him,  and he 
reported those threats to  the police.  

0:19 1/28/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are on alert for a man  who robbed a woman at gunpoint  in 
hacienda heights. this is a sketch of the suspect. the woman says 
he pulled a gun  on her as she was coming out of  the restroom and 
demanded her  purse. 

0:54 1/28/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman vanishes just days  before her husband's body is  found, 
and now police are  calling this suspicious. tonight her son is 
pleading for  his mother, wherever she is, to  come home. the 19-
year-old found his  father's body in a garage in  pomona where 
police say he  committed suicide.  

0:27 1/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for women in  santa ana tonight. police think the same 
man is  responsible for at least two  recent sexual assaults there. 
detectives released these two  sketches for the past two  incidents. 
they're a bit different, but  police think it may be the same  guy.  

0:39 1/28/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a demand for answers tonight  as a community gathers to mourn  a 
man who was hit and dragged to  death by a car. family, friends and 
neighbors  coming together in alhambra for  a candlelight vigil. 
they're here to remember  80-year-old kwailing hong.  

0:24 1/28/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details  tonight. a compton school board member  was 
convicted today of sexually  assaulting a 25-year-old college  
student. after less than one hour of  deliberations, a jury found  32-
year-old skyy fisher guilty  for sexually abusing a man while  he was 
sleeping at a hotel room  in san diego.  

0:25 1/28/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who is accused of  murdering his two nephews and  then 
taking a flight to china is  now awaiting extradition from  hong kong. 
44-year-old dai ushi is charged  with two counts of murder for  the 
beating death of his 15 and  16-year-old nephews in their  home in 
arcadia.  

0:37 1/28/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're just getting this new  video of this breaking news  scene we're 
covering out of  westminster. s.w.a.t. team members raiding a  
business there as you just saw. flash bang grenades were used. 
now, we do not know if this is  connected to the search for  those 
inmates, those three  dangerous escapees who escaped  from 
orange county jail on  friday of last week. 

0:38 1/28/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

home burglaries are on the  rise around the arcadia area. there 
were at least 16 break-ins  in the arcadia/sierra madre area  last 
month, and police tell us  they're going after smaller  items. these 
would be things that they  can pocket like cash and  jewelry.  

0:42 1/28/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an ontario man is found dead  inside the business he has owned  
for 25 years, and tonight his  family is making a plea to find  his 
killer. police say the body of  59-year-old arturo perez was  
discovered by his brother  yesterday morning at art's  forklift.  

0:39 1/28/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

although the chase ended in a  crash, the driver is desperate  to get 
away, so he ditches a  stolen truck and takes off  running. well, this 
is video from an  albuquerque, new mexico,  officer's body camera 
chasing a  white pickup truck when it flips  over.  

0:17 1/28/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

watch as the manager of  a north carolina bank stops a  robbery 
even before it begins. this is surveillance video. you can see what 
he's doing  there. the manager is struggling to  hold the door shut as 
the robber  tries to get inside.  
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2:33 1/29/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if they are zeroing in, its all going to start here where im standing 
here in east san jose. for point of reference we are a few blocks 
from where the san jose sharks play and a few blocks from the 
border of santa clara university and the santa clara police 
department. it is at this motel where these three stays for two nights 
this week. the general manager says that tuesday night the three 
checked into this motel accompanied by an older gentleman who 
came only to pay for a single room.  

1:41 1/29/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another big question tonight is how did bac duong end up in santa 
ana few miles from where he vanished? hetty chang is live where 
duong is in custody. right now, detectives are interviewing duong 
and questioning him. they know he is perhaps their most valuable 
resource in locating the over two. bac duong a fugitive on the run no 
longer. he went to a family auto repair shop in santa ana to turn 
himself in. 

0:30 1/29/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 we are learning more about an english teacher and what she did to 
help the inmates get out of jail. nooshafarin ravaghi sent them a 
google earth map to one of the inmates. authorities say she took a 
mandatory class on how not to be manipulated by inmates.  

0:47 1/29/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news from downtown l.a., the bomb squad called to 
investigate after a threat was directed at staples center. reporter: 
thats right, police responding out here out of an abundance of 
caution following an unspecified threat, about 13 minutes into the 
clippers-lakers game, the bomb squad was sent out here. the entire 
stadium was swept by the bomb squad and security here at the 
staples center  

0:43 1/29/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more breaking news tonight in san bernardino, a deadly 
confrontation between robbers and a store clerk inside the bossey 
drive in dairy on northeast street near west 16th. two armed men 
wearing ski masks entered the store and pointed a rifle at the clerk 
and demanded cash 

1:47 1/29/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 8-year-old abducted. snatched from her home in canyon country. 
nbc 4s beverly white joins us from where he talked to the deputies. 
reporter: the sheriffs are seeking the publics help trying to resolve a 
troubling family situation. they tell us tonight that the young lady, the 
girl pictured here went missing last evening at 9:30 p.m. london 
brown was home in canyon country with her grandmother.  

0:22 1/29/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new clues tonight surrounding a possible kidnapping in moreno 
valley. the detectives are not releasing many details but the men 
may be linked to a kidnapping january 13th near cactus avenue and 
moreno beach drive and they may be driving the car seen in the 
photo 

0:22 1/29/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bank robber making a fashion statement of sorts the fbi calling 
him the hipster bandit. he is linked to four bank robberies in the san 
diego area. but he may have tied to los angeles as well.  

0:50 1/29/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. metro buses can get crowded and you could find yourself 
standing shoulder to shoulder with other passengers but a woman 
says she had to fight off a stranger who got too close.  

0:39 1/29/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

murrieta teacher accused of having sex with a student pleaded not 
guilty today. she appeared in court for arraignment. reports show 
she started texting underhours at murrieta valley high school and it 
turned into a sexual relationship.  

0:25 1/29/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

school break ins at royal oaks middle school. investigators say that 
the thieves smashed a window at the school overnight. the next 
morning the staff there discovered a snare drum and video 
equipment was gone.  
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0:20 1/29/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mail thief is caught on camera seen leaving a camarillo store. this 
is video from the 7 it is of january. he used a stolen american 
express card at a target and other stores and they are asking 
anyone who has seen him to get in touch with them 

0:19 1/29/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

marijuana grow operation busted at a home in glendale. this is what 
police uncovered yesterday. officers confiscated 200 pot plants, 5 
pounds of packaged marijuana, cash and several guns and arrested 
two men and a woman on charges of cultivation and drug sales 

0:38 1/29/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attempted robbery at a macys in colton leads to a chase and 
officer-involved shooting. four men were spotted outside the 
department store in san bernardino. officers tell us they jumped into 
a car, there was a short pursuit that ended in a crash. 

2:30 2/1/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a plot to kill the  police closing in. we're told that's what two of  the 
escaped three inmates from  the orange county jail had in  mind 
right before their capture. tonight we're gathering new  details about 
their week on the  republic. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is live  for us 
inside the rosemead motel  where desperate men hid out for  three 
nights. gadi?  reporter: that's right,  chuck. this is the exact motel 
room  that they were inside for those  three nights.  

0:24 2/1/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right, gadi. investigators now revealing the  name of a man they 
say played a  critical role in helping the  inmates escape. 50-year-
old lok nguyen is  accused of smuggling in tools.  

1:47 2/1/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another manhunt for an  accused murderer here in  southern 
california tonight. only this time that inmate was  accidentally 
released from jail. beverly white live in downtown  l.a. with how this 
happened.   police say steven wright is a  known gang member who 
killed a  man in pasadena five years ago. tonight he is a free man, 
and  they say if you see him, call  911. power tools were not needed 
last  saturday when steven lawrence  wright left the jail. he got 
sprung by a clerical  error.    

0:40 2/1/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a much younger burglar  was no match for 92-year-old  world war ii 
vet. the intruder may have felt  emboldened by the ax that he  used 
to break into a san jacinto  home. but that wouldn't last very  long.   

0:39 2/1/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the manhunt continues for a  burglar who hit a home in the  upscale 
neighborhood in the  hollywood hills. four burglars were arrested. 
one suspect is still on the run. police say they broke into a  home on 
tanninger way north of  sunset this afternoon. apparently they were 
spooked  when a neighbor saw them inside  the house, and they 
took off in  a stolen car.  

0:20 2/1/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some scary moments for  passengers aboard two metro  buses in 
baldwin hills tonight. they thought someone was  shooting at the 
bus. this happened near santa  rosalia.  

0:42 2/1/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in san bernardino now  have a third suspect in custody  for 
the murder of a convenience  store owner. and tonight his family 
wants  justice. that third suspect, who has not  been named yet, is 
in jail,  along with these two men for the  murder of menish patel, a  
33-year-old owner of bossey  dairy.  

0:53 2/1/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

releasing surveillance video  of a hit-and-run driver who  killed a 
mother and injured her  young daughter. this in boyle heights. the 
suspect is seen in this  video running off. boyle avenue after he hit 
carina  campos and her 5-year-old  daughter. that was on saturday.  
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0:31 2/1/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a florida day care  director is under arrest tonight  after she was 
caught on camera  attacking a 4-year-old boy. a coworker so 
appalled, she took  video and gave to it police. police released the 
cell phone  video of the woman hitting a  little boy several times with  
what appears to be stuffed  animals.  

0:18 2/1/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suspected mail thief under  arrest tonight in ventura  county. 
detectives nabbed 62-year-old  manuel oxnard after someone  
recognized him in this  surveillance video that was  taken after a 
target in  camarillo.  

0:41 2/1/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a south bay mother will  spend the rest of her life in  prison for killing 
her three  daughters. the jury found carol coronado  guilty of 
stabbing her children  to death inside their torrance  home in 2014. 
the defense had argued that  coronado was suffering from  
postpartum depression.  

0:19 2/1/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bail denied for the arcadia  man who is accused of murdering  his 
two nephews while they were  asleep and fleeing the country. he is 
in hong kong now awaiting  extradition back here to the  united 
states.  

0:57 2/1/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i'm sure it's happened  before, but to actually have it  on videotape 
is unusual. now new at 11:00, a woman turns  the tables on a police 
officer  in miami, pulling the officer  over for what she calls  
dangerous driving. watch.  i'm sure he is a good guy,  but, you 
know, we're -- nobody  is above the law. 

2:10 2/2/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a violent end  to a police chase. officers and several 
others hurt  after a wild crash.   robert kovacik joins us live  in 
jefferson park where he spoke  with an injured driver there.  
reporter: this is how it went  down. we are at crenshaw and  
exposition. the l.a. police cruiser goes  through the intersection of  
exposition and hits this path  finder right there. the cruiser hits that 
chrysler  3,000 and this is the lapd car  with two officers inside. you 
see one of the officers  taking off his vest right there.  

2:04 2/2/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a phony priest is behind  bars tonight accused of scamming  
parishioners out of thousands of  dollars in an elaborate scheme  
that included selling fake  tickets to see the pope. this man was able 
to pull off  this impersonation for years?  reporter: that's right,  
colleen, this right here is one  of the churches that the  archdiocese 
says was targeted by  this conman pretenting to be a  priest. he 
also may have offered mass  here and the archdiocese is  teaming 
up with lapd to try to  put a stop to all this fraud.  

0:41 2/2/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a man  who sexual assaulted a student  on 
campus. she claims he took her back to a  dorm room in an area 
known as  the hill where the sexual  assault took place. tonight, 
campus police are  warning students.   

2:06 2/2/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeless man shot by  police on skid row and a year  later saying 
that the use of  deadly force was justified. beverly white is live with 
the  decision and the reaction to  this.  reporter: civilians and city  
leaders agree the killing of the  homeless man was a tragedy but  
they differ on whether the skid  row shooting was justified is 1  
months ago.  

0:28 2/2/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two sheriff deputies await  their sentence for the cover up  of the 
beating of a handcuffed  inmate. the officers were guilty of  falsifying 
the reports on the  attack. 

0:23 2/2/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for days, authorities  claimed he was a dangerous  criminal. well 
now, the escapees is going  to take a backseat to the case  that put 
hossein nayeri behind  bars in the first place.  
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0:22 2/2/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the manhunt continues for an  inmate let free four days ago  
because of a paper mix up. he was supposed to be awaiting a  
retrial for a murder in pasadena  five years ago that was gang  
related.   

0:32 2/2/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pursuit in west l.a. ended  with a driver punching a female  police 
officer. the police responded to a report  of a young man 
brandishing a  gun. the 18-year-old got in an suv  and drove off 
leading the police  into the parking lot of  alexander hamilton high 
school.  

0:22 2/2/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gas station takedown, a  florida store clerk wrestles an  armed 
robber. the gunman demanded cash but the  store clerk there is a 
military  veteran who did several tours in  iraq.  

0:41 2/2/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family's call for justice  days after a father is found  dead inside his 
ontario  business. his family held a vigil outside  the business that 
he owned for  25 years. the investigators are calling  the death a 
homicide but haven't  released how he died. his daughter is 
struggling to  understand what happened.   i'm asking if anybody 
has  seen anything, heard anything,  it will be so much help for us.  

0:42 2/2/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and caught on camera, police looking for a man and woman 
stealing mail from an apartment complex.  they hit this apartment 
building in studio city.  you can see the faces of the man and the 
woman as they stuff their bags with stolen mail. 

2:04 2/3/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, a woman  who rescues a wandering toddler  as 
police question the boy's  mother.  in south los angeles police  put 
the family reunion on hold. beverly?  reporter: that's correct,  chuck. 
they told us a tipster led them  to the mother and she is chocked  
and embarrassed, but she is not  going home with her son any time  
soon.  hopefully things work out and  we release him to his family.  
the boy was found near avalon  and 111th this morning. hours later 
they found the boy's  mother. she is not getting her son back  yet.  

2:08 2/3/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives will provide  details into the mother of two  young girls. 
they were found dead in a  montecito heights park off the  110 
freeway. gotti schwartz is live with what  we know.  we just spoke 
with a mother  who is scared police arrested  her son for the 
murders and we  asked her about her son's  experience with police. 
behind the door of a home, a  mother told us her son is  innocent 
and didn't know his two  teenage classmates were killed  until she 
woke him up and told  him the news.  

0:17 2/3/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an unwelcome  guest outside taylor swift's bel  air home. officers 
spotted a man and took  him in for medical evaluation. as of right 
now, no criminal  charges have been filed in this  case.  

0:24 2/3/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police searching for an armed  robbery suspect in el monty with  a 
distinctive weapon. this is the man they are looking  for. he held up 
an arco gas station  last thursday night on baldwin  avenue near the 
10 freeway. 

0:58 2/3/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he is the cabdriver held  hostage and almost killed by  three jail 
escapees and he is  sharing his story of survival. i was released and 
i always  thought i would die.  speaking through a  translator, the 
74-year-old told  us he was kidnapped by the  escapees last week 
and held  captive in various motel rooms.  
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0:34 2/3/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this could be a rags to  riches story for a homeless man. a tip 
helped him lead police to  the orange county escapees.  this guy 
pops out of the van  and i said that's the guy!  matthew chapman is 
in line  for at least part of the  $140,000 reward after he spotted  the 
white van stolen by the  inmates parked near a whole  foods in the 
bay area.  

0:47 2/3/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family is calling for  justice weeks after a  grandfather is killed from 
being  dragged under a car and right  now the driver is not facing  
charges. the family of the 80-year-old  urged the month ray city 
council  to push for charges against the  woman they say the case 
is still  under investigation, but the  family told us they don't think  
enough is being done. 

1:38 2/3/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police  pursuit leading to a standoff in  a south l.a. neighborhood. 
robert is live where he captured  the ending and the vendure  there. 
robert? reporter: it started as a  vehicle pursuit that lasted less  than 
a minute. you are about to see only here  on nbc 4 is what we 
captured  minutes ago when the lapd found  this guy here in the 
south l.a.  neighborhood. where did they find him? up on the roof. 

0:41 2/3/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police link a man to child  porn tipped off by twitter and  they are 
looking for more  possible victims. they are looking at fred salazar  
at his home, a sul mination of a  year long investigation that  started 
with a questionable  picture on twitter.  

0:23 2/3/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the former police chief  for the port of los angeles  faces up to 11 
years in prison  after admitting he lied to  agents about taking 
bribes. he pleaded guilty to federal  charges including making false  
statements and tax evasion.  

0:56 2/4/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, breaking news,  a deadly hit and run on the 60  
freeway. traffic shut down while  investigators look for clues.   
beverly white is live with  what the chp says happened out  there.  
reporter: the chp admits they  don't know why the man was on  the 
freeway only that the driver  who struck him did not stop to  render 
aid or report the  incident. the man was found at 7:30 p.m.  face 
down west of the 710 

2:34 2/4/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two young girls targeted and  murdered. the killers, teenagers  
themselves. new at 11:00, nbc 4's gadi  schwartz is live where we  
learned investigators tracked  both of the suspects.  reporter: we 
now know that  the suspected killers live over  the hill a few blocks 
away from  the park just over that hill  behind us. we know that 
these two suspected  killers have been on lapd's  radar for quite 
some time  

1:56 2/4/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's the first look at a sexual  predator. and this is the just-released  
sketch of a man who is targeting  children. robert kovacik is live in  
riverside with new details.  reporter: riverside police  say finding this 
guy is a high  priority to their department. they told nbc 4 
newscaster the  day they working on the sketch. this is the guy they 
are looking  for, someone between their 30s  to 40 years of age. at 
this point he was wearing an  all-black running outfit. 

0:58 2/4/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news out of  boyle heights right now. police 
arrested a suspect  accused of breaking to the car  that belongs to 
the coroner's  office.  reporter: he picked an odd  place and target. 
this is the l.a. county medical  examiner's office. a county deputy put 
out a call  for help after he spotted the  car thief hiding inside a  
coroner's vehicle at the medical  examiner's office, the one at  the 
center of your screen.  
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0:21 2/4/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning in westwood  tonight. six holdups in six months. 
investigators are working to  identify the man operating there  since 
september. detectives say he usually  approaches his victims 
making a  motion like he has a gun and  demands cash.   

0:31 2/4/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now a washington  killer with ties here to  southern california is 
the focus  of a manhunt in los angeles. the fbi gave us these photos 
of  robert growth. the two drove to los angeles. he checked into this 
america's  value inn on tuesday.  

0:33 2/4/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an l.a. man says he was  thrown in jail for three days  despite 
obvious differences  between he and the suspect. mario garcia was 
arrested on a  dui charge in 2012. during booking the system i.d.'d  
him as a man with the same name  and birthday and wanted on 
drug  charges despite being shorter,  lighter and a different criminal  
i.d. number he was sent to the  slammer. 

0:38 2/4/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, shock and  disbelief over surveillance  video of an 
armed 8-year-old  boy. yes, an 8-year-old boy who  police say tried 
to rob a  grocery store. this happened last night in west  palm 
beach, florida.  

0:25 2/4/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a clerk in  massachusetts turns the tables  on a 
would-be robber who had to  break out after he broke in. the thief 
grabbed the cash  register. the bad guy found himself locked  inside 
the store. 

0:22 2/5/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an alert in  huntington beach where a woman  kicks down a door in 
a break in  there. detectives say the woman rang  the doorbell and 
knocked on the  front door and then kicked in a  side door to 
burglarize the  home.  

0:28 2/5/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an alert for student after a  woman is sexually assaulted an  the 
campus of uc riverside. the man grabbed the woman while  she was 
walking through a campus  parking lot at ucr. as she managed to 
fight and get  away.  

0:28 2/5/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new clue could solve the  mystery of a hit and run on the  60 
freeway in east l.a. detectives are searching the car  that belongs to 
the victim. his body was found on the  freeway last night.  

0:35 2/5/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former doctor is sentenced  to 30 years to life for  overprescribing 
pain medication.   like to apologize to all my  patients and their 
family  members and greatly terribly  sorry.  reporter: that is the 
doctor  who was convicted four months  ago in the deaths of three 
of  her patients who overdosed on  painkillers.  

0:25 2/5/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former roommate arrested  after a woman's body was found  in 
the walls of the home. the 43-year-old is in custody  tonight. the 
body was found hidden behind  the wall of a closet in an  apartment 
in july six years  after she vanished. 

0:22 2/5/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4 was the only camera  inside a courtroom as two men  and a 
teenager appeared in court  in the deadly shooting of a  downey 
police officer. that officer was shot in his car  last november in the 
police  department parking lot. all three of the suspects  pleaded not 
guilty.  

3:15 2/5/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a movie night ends in a  young mother's murder. investigators say 
the killer who  may have bragged about the  murder is still out there. 
and tonight for the first time,  john cadiz klemack has never  before 
seen clues as a family  searches for justice.   i just want people to 
know  her story.  reporter: is it a simple plea  from a mother in 
mourning.   nothing about it makes sense. nothing.  reporter: it was 
july 19,  2013, south l.a.  a friday night.  
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0:43 2/5/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you don't hear about the  crime of gas siphoning but a gas  station 
owner has been hit nine  times in five months. the owner of a-plus 
cleaning  shows the crooks latest visit on  wednesday. the thief 
used spray paint to  block a security camera before  stealing from 
one of the  cleaning vans. 

1:12 2/8/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bullets fly over the 5 freeway. one going through a drive's  
windshield.   gadi schwartz is live where  investigators released  
information on the driver's  condition.  reporter: it's a complex  
scene out here. they just cleared that overpass. that is the burr bank 
overpass. that is where the shooting is  believed to have happened. 
there is a bunch of scenes  really. right now we are at a wells  fargo 
where evidence was  collected earlier. and a mile that way, a  
residential area, that is where  that car came to rest. the video 
shows a silver bmw  shot at.  

0:26 2/8/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a carjacker stopped after he  attacks a mother and steals her  car 
with her child still inside. huntington beach police tell us  that the 
woman was pulled from  her car at a walmart and the man  took off 
with her child sitting  in the back. the officers chased that car to  this 
parking lot.  

0:22 2/8/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

weapons seized and a  16-year-old may face charges  after police 
investigate threats  against west covina high school. investigators 
questioned a  16-year-old and say they seized  several airsoft guns 
along with  fake bullets. 

0:15 2/8/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

heavy police presence after  a chase ended in long beach. the 
driver, danny garcia was  arrested. he is wanted for attempted  
murder and there was a woman  passenger in the car and she was  
arrested on an outstanding  traffic warrant 

0:26 2/8/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an uber driver is arrested  for driving drunk after the  super bowl. 
robert wing was pulled over just  before 2:00 in the morning. police 
say wing failed a field  sobriety test that was more than  three times 
the legal limit.  

0:30 2/8/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

free for nine days and a  murder suspect, steven wright is  back 
looking at bars instead of  walls. he was released from jail by  
mistake. he was in the l.a. central jail  waiting for a retrial in a  five-
year-old pasadena murder  case when deputies told him he  was 
being released. 

2:11 2/8/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man dragged for a car for  nearly a block after he tries to  save his 
15-year-old cocker  spaniel from being dognapped.  reporter: it's the 
first time  the police have heard of a crime  like this. you will hear 
from the man who  came face to face with his dog's  captors trying 
to impose his own  superheroics on super bowl  sunday.    

1:28 2/9/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news tonight. a family devastated. a baby girl killed when 
gunmen  start firing and take off  running.   nbc 4's beverly white 
spoke  with witnesses and joins us live  from compton.  the 
homicide detectives said  that one man was a get away  driver and 
the other aimed and  fired into a converted apartment  garage. 
gunfire erupted on north holly  avenue leaving 1-year-old  natalie 
johnson fatally wounded.   i seen the father running  with his child 
and the baby was  not moving at all. and they were brought here by  
the sheriff's department.  reporter: autumn johnson  pronounced 
dead at st. francis  hospital where her father was  unhurt 

0:15 2/9/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fugitive from washington  state is caught in santa monica. he 
turned himself in. he is accused of firing 46  rounds into a parked 
car at a  gas station killing a man  inside.   
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0:57 2/9/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking  news, police after a gunman  following a shooting at 
a motel. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is live  for us.  reporter: the victim 
was  rushed to the hospital with a  gunshot wound to the face. you 
can see over there that's  where it happened right outside  some of 
these motel rooms here  at the roadway inn. 

0:52 2/9/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bomb threat, body in a van  and hours of uncertainty  tonight. 
hundreds of people in corona are  back in their homes after their  
neighborhood and a school were  evacuated. video shows hazmat 
crews  checking out containers taken  from a rented van with an  
ominous note warning of a deadly  gas.   

0:24 2/9/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman arrested after  police say she tried to hit a  cyclist with her 
car not once  but twice. she is facing charges of assault  with a 
deadly weapon.  

0:18 2/9/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sign of the occult and a  shattered 90-year-old stained  glass 
window in costa mesa. someone grabbed a brick and  tossed it into 
the window and  left behind several pentagrams.   

0:29 2/9/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple under arrest in  connection with a char to car  shooting at 
an overpass just  over the 5 freeway in burbank. the wounded victim 
survived and  called police. the police tracked down the  suspects. 

0:11 2/9/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a body is found outside the  boyle heights youth center this  
afternoon. the man died of natural causes.   

0:26 2/9/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man killed in a police  shooting in anaheim has been  identified 
as a 22-year-old man  who was shot by an anaheim  police officer 
at sage park on  lito place. 

0:19 2/9/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues for a  would be con artist who tried to  pull a 
fast one on a bank  teller. this suspect tried to withdraw  cash with a 
stolen i.d. the i.d. didn't match the person  looking at her. 

0:19 2/9/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are look for a thief  who swiped packages off a porch  around 
noon. the woman with the ponytail  walks up to the front door,  
grabs the packages that had just  been delivered and takes off.   

0:25 2/9/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a unique disguise was the  undoing for this woman accused  of 
robbing two garden grove  banks in one month. the 55-year-old 
wore a pink  scarf and used a fake gun to rob  the farmers and 
merchants bank  this morning.  

0:20 2/9/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues if for  hit and run driver who killed a  woman in 
el monte a month ago. the police have released this  photo of the 
victim.  

0:21 2/9/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the hunt is on for a  registered sex offender. he removed his gps 
tracking  device. they believe he is involved with  child pornography. 

2:12 2/9/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a carjacking victim escapes  with his life but hi beloved dog  taken 
during the chaos. robert kovacik is live for us in  san bernardino 
tonight with the  story, robert?  reporter: the chuck is  familying the 
social media savvy  of the san bernardino police  department. they 
put the story out on  facebook asking for the public's  help and 
tonight, the dog has  been found. 24 hours after being whisked  
away when her owner's life was  threatened.   nobody in the parking 
lot but  me. and my car.  

0:46 2/9/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a rampage  caught on camera when a man with  a sword goes on 
the attack. check it out. here the attacker swings wildly  at a man 
who falls to the  ground. 

0:25 2/9/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi still trying to  unlock one of the shooter's  phones two months 
after the san  bernardino terror attack. it cannot be unlocked by the  
maker. 
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0:18 2/9/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a happy ending for  a stolen dog and owner in  clairemont. 
the owner said he was walking  otis on sunday when a man jumped  
out of the car and drove away. someone dropped otis off at a  park 
this morning.   

1:23 2/10/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a great-grandfather attacked with  a baseball bat and police are  
closing in on the teen who  started swinging.   we spoke with the 
victim's  daughter and joins us.  reporter: his daughter says  72-
year-old jose was at this gas  station buying lottery  scratchers 
when he accidentally  tripped and fell, hit somebody's  car. that 
person got out with a  baseball bat and all of it was  caught on that 
camera. watch on the bottom left of the  screen. this is the 72-year-
old backing  up while being threatened with a  bat-wielding 18-year-
old. the teenager comes forward and a  fight unfolds.  

1:58 2/10/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies released the car  police say two gunmen escaped  in. 
nbc4's beverly white live in  compton after speaking with the  child's 
family and a community  that is outraged.  reporter: that's right. 
intimate crowd devoted to aitem  johnson, we learned was 22nd of  
23 great-grandchildren in a  large local family. family and strangers 
mourned for  1-year-old aitem johnson. investigators say the infant 
was  in her crib last night when an  armed gang member shot up 
her  family's garage 

0:45 2/10/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to break news in santa  clarita, police working a  barricaded 
situation involving a  parolee who may be armed. chris christie is 
over the  scene.  

0:21 2/10/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bullet holes throughout  windshield of a police cruiser  after an 
officer-involved  shooting in long beach. no word yet on what 
prompted  police to start firing but we're  told no one was hurt. 

0:22 2/10/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over the  scene at 7:30 as a man got out  of the 
truck and tried to walk  away from police. now, the suspect was 
tackled to  the ground and arrested. an off-duty officer apparently  
noticed the speeding truck and  that's how the pursuit started.   

0:46 2/10/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former los angeles county  sheriff lee baca could be headed  to 
prison for six months as part  of a plea deal. today he admitted to 
making  false statements, lying several  times during a federal 
probe  into abuse and misconduct at los  angeles county jail. 

0:24 2/10/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for  three suspects who apparently  stole a lot 
of lingerie from a  victory's secret, getting away  with $4,000 in 
clothing. tonight there's a reward being  offered for anyone with  
information leading to an  arrest.   

0:27 2/10/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a babysitter under arrest,  accused of leaving a 2-year-old  boy 
inside a hot car. police say the woman went inside  the star to return 
something,  left the little boy in the car  around 11:30 this morning. a 
good samaritan quickly called  police. 

0:23 2/10/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thousands of thumb tacks  scattered at a northern cal dog  park and 
police are trying to  figure out who did it and why. pet owners north 
of hercules  started seeing the tacks a month  ago. 

1:00 2/11/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

school officials say a  student was found dead inside  her dorm 
room. there are signs that her body  may have shown signs of  
decomposition. it is unclear what the cause of  death may have 
been but a  friends said she had recently  experienced health issues 
and  police say there are no signs of  foul play. 
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2:22 2/11/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hackers attack a local hospital. allegedly computers shut down  for 
ransom. tonight the fbi and the lapd  cyber crime unit is  
investigating. nbc 4's rob kovacik is live in  hollywood with what 
insiders are  telling him for the first time.  so chuck, tonight we went  
inside hollywood presbyterian. there we saw staff sitting at  
computer terminals. but registering patients on  payment. on 
security guard said the  computers have been down. a nurse and 
doctor say they've  been down almost a week. tonight nbc 4 has 
confirmed the  reason why.  

0:22 2/11/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what started as  an argument ended with an  ontario woman's throat 
slashed  from ear to ear. the suspect is her boyfriend,  lonnie ladd. 
investigators are looking for  him tonight.  

0:14 2/11/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is dennis tolliver. he is behind a string of crime. police believe 
he used a fake  gun to rob people. their now for more victims.  

0:24 2/11/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a couple in nevada now  accused of helping that l.a.  inmate 
mistakenly released from  l.a. jail. police say they paid for the  
boulder city hotel room where  the suspect, steven wright, was  
hiding out. 

1:34 2/11/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

heart ache in compton. the family of the baby in a  community held 
a rally begging  for the gunman to turn himself  in. beverly white was 
there for the  emotional plea for justice.  reporter: any breaks in  
tuesday's baby killing will  likely come from right here at  the 
compton sheriff's station. no one has been arrested yet. over near 
the crime scene,  emotions are running high. 

0:24 2/11/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager accused of  beating a great grandfather with  a baseball 
bat finally turned  himself in. the 18-year-old is facing  charges of 
attempted murder and  assault.  

3:29 2/11/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family seeking justice and  a community divided. tonight for the 
first time, new  video that could restore peace  and put a killer 
behind bars.  reporter: his room is as he  left it.  it is almost a year 
but it  feels like yesterday.  reporter: his memory, a mix  of laughter 
and sadness. carl was 51 when he died on the  streets of south l.a.  
i know he's not the only one  this happened to. but i would really like 
to know.  

0:44 2/11/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dart in the head. one through the neck. injured birds popping up 
all  across orange county. now authorities are on the hunt  for those 
responsibility. this injured sea gull landed on  the bow of her boat 
with a  projectile sticking out of its  net.  

0:25 2/12/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two  brothers found in mexico after  disappearing six months ago in  
an apparent parental kidnapping. they are now back with their  
family in washington state. therapy mother is now in custody  here 
in los angeles. 

0:23 2/12/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a  gunman who opened fire shooting  to a home 
in lincoln heights. an army of officers surrounded  the home. news 
chopper 4 over the scene as  the helicopter used a spotlight  on the 
house.  

0:41 2/12/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a 16-year-old  boy shot and killed by officers  over the 
weekend is demanding  answers.  what do we want? justice.   for 
who?  detectives say that jose  mendes was driving a stolen car  
and armed with a sawed off  shotgun on saturday night. 

0:23 2/12/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they walked into a cvs  pharmacy with a bat and shotgun  and 
walked out leaving two  employees injured. these two injured the 
cvs store  in the middle of the night in  ventura. 

0:22 2/12/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two bank jobs in 30 minutes  and police in orange county are  
looking for the man they say is  behind both. here is the man they 
are looking  for wearing a distinctive  fedora. he held up the bank 
around  12:30.  
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0:28 2/12/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the escape of the inmates  from the orange county jail has  the 
deputies union suing the  sheriff's department. the lawsuit claims 
staff  reductions and unsafe conditions  at the jail helped lead to the  
escape of the three men.  

0:21 2/12/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

do you recognize this man. a security camera caught him  stealing a 
package from a home  last week. the passenger gets out, runs up  
the driveway and swipes the  package off the doorstep.  

0:28 2/12/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is unusual. blow dart attacks on the golden  gate bridge. the chp 
is investigating two  cases with the same strange  weapons. this 
pearsoned a man's leg as he  was walking across the bridge  today.  

5:08 2/12/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're not ready for a  terrorist attack. that's what several lapd  
insiders in the department's  metro division are telling the  nbc 4 i 
team. they say their training,  equipment and confidence is  lacking 
and they're telling  their story only to nbc 4  investigative reporter 
jenna  susco.  reporter: insiders we spoke  with tell us they are not 
ready  to respond when the public needs  them the most. they are 
blowing the whistle on  what they call a false sense of  security. 
we're on location with lapd. choppers, heavy equipment and  the 
department's elite metro  division. the goal? train for a major attack  

0:34 2/12/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a  64-year-old man knocked out cold  in what he 
calls a random  attack. you see a man demand money and  the man 
punches him in the face. a second person takes a swing  while he is 
down before the  attackers walk out. 

1:54 2/15/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're also tracking a  developing story tonight, the  bodies of 
three family members,  a strange chemical smell and the  possibility 
they could be  linked. beverly white has more.  reporter: the people 
who live  nearby tell me they are stunned  to learn that a woman 
discovered  unresponsive this morning was  one of three family 
members  found dead inside this house. their names and cause of 
death  for now unknown. 12 hours after the bodies of  three women 
were found in  hawaiian gardens, investigators  remained.    

1:36 2/15/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man was shot dead by  orange county sheriff's deputies  outside 
of a hotel. tonight there is a lot of  questions as an investigation  
gets underway there. gadi schwartz has the latest for  us.  reporter: 
behind me this  parking lot is still on lock  down. you can see those 
headlights  right over there is a tow truck  pulling a car off of a 
grassy  median. there are two big questions  still out here tonight  
unanswered.  

0:20 2/15/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

people in pasadena looking  for suspects after a man was  found 
shot in the street there. the victim found near rio grande  street. he 
was rushed to the hospital in  critical condition.  

0:46 2/15/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family and friends remember  a young college student, a  member 
of the national guard  killed by a hit and run driver  who dragged him 
a hundred feet  and took off. loved ones in tears at the  intersection. 
he was hit crossing caesar  chavez avenue near midnight.  

0:37 2/15/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cal state long beach  student says she was sexually  assaulted at 
a fraternity over  the weekend. this was a mixed party with  students 
and nonstudents. the woman said she didn't know  her attacker.   
surprised it happened here at  cal state long beach but i'm  glad that 
the university let us  know and e-mailed us.  

0:24 2/15/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies are investigating  whether a driver deliberately  hit a jogger 
in walnut. deputies say the jogger was  thrown to the hood of the 
car.  
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0:37 2/15/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police arrested a woman they  say stabbed and killed a father  in 
north hollywood. he was found stabbed several  times at his 
apartment last  thursday. 

0:22 2/15/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

opening statements begin  tomorrow in the grim sleeper  trial. lonnie 
frankly jr. is accused of  killing women in the 1980s and  2000s. 
their bodies were dumped in  south los angeles.  

0:31 2/15/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dramatic scene outside a  marijuana dispensary. a group of people 
tried to rob  the marijuana dispensary in van  nuys. several 
businesses evacuated  including a 99 cent store  nearby.  

0:54 2/15/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight a woman is accused  of abandoning her newborn son,  
leaving him in the toilet at a  subway sandwich restaurant.   there is 
a pregnant lady. she gave birth in the restroom  and walked out.   
this is part of the 911 call  after finding a baby only  minutes old 
crying halfway  submerged in a toilet.  

0:33 2/15/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he walked his  daughter down the aisle and just  disappeared. the 
father of the bride missing  in sacramento. no sign of the 55-year-
old. family members say he flew in  from india to attend his  
daughter's wedding on saturday.  

0:40 2/15/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man gets home from work  only to come face to face with  an 
intruder. the robber takes off but leaves  behind one big clue, the  
sacramento man says he ran to  the bedroom, locked the door and  
called 911. he was shocked by what he saw  when he came out. the 
intruder left his cell phone  in the kitchen.    

1:25 2/16/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news at 11:00, bullets fly  hitting a 
couple's car and the  search is on for the driver who  opened fire on 
them in a car to  car shooting.   beverly white joins us live  with who 
police are looking for. beverly?  reporter: the night quiet was  
disturbed in this alley off  south blossom and braddock. the 
neighbors were rattled by  the violence that erupt lead the  hours 
ago.  

0:30 2/16/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a  house to house manhunt going on  in a fullerton area this is  
south brook hurst west of south  gate. police searching for an armed  
robbery suspect. the police are going door to  door searching 
everything  including garages.  

2:15 2/16/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

answers and no more delays,  that's what the families of  those 
killed in the san  bernardino attacks are demanding  tonight. nbc 4's 
robert kovacik is here  in the studio with us with the  outrage tonight.  
reporter: this decision is a  big break for investigators. keep in mind 
that ten failed  password attempts on your iphone  and that device 
is automatically  erased of all its contents. the contents the fbi calls  
critical. the victims families we spoke  with are upset that apple 
didn't  volunteer to assist from the  start.   

2:04 2/16/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman  credited with saving a newborn's  life is speaking out. she 
is talk about the dramatic  rescue of a newborn after that  baby 
boy's mother left him in a  subway bathroom. gadi schwartz has 
new details  from that subway worker who  discovered the infant.  
reporter: we've heard from  the workers and those heart  wrenching 
911 calls. now we are seeing them from  surveillance video. it is 
impressive to see how calm  they stayed as they saved this  baby's 
life.    

0:42 2/16/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the reward could triple in  the search for the killer of a  1-year-old 
girl in compton. the fbi and sheriff's department  could add $50,000. 
autumn johnson was asleep in her  crib when a gang member shot 
up  the family home. the girl was hit in the face. she had just 
celebrated her  first birthday.  
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0:18 2/16/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a  gunman who shot a that doe well  worker at a 
strip mall. the gun man walked up to the  employee and asked 
where he was  from and shot him point-blank.  

0:20 2/16/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sexual predator is on the  hundred in northridge. this man 
attacked an elderly  woman, grabbed her, dragged her  out of the 
house and tried to  sexual assault her before he ran  off into the 
night.  

0:46 2/16/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the man accused of being  a serial killer of murdering ten  
women and terrorizing south l.a.  over 20 years is standing trial. the 
families of those murdered  by lonnie franklin tell us this  is a way 
they have waited for. he is charged with the killings  from 1985 and 
2007 with a  14-year gap in between.  

0:38 2/16/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this video of a girl from  one high school and a teenaged  boy from 
another in a brawl  exploded on social media. it is raising questions 
about  campus security.   

0:16 2/16/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a thief on camera in corona. the burglar shattered a window  and 
ransacked a store and scaled  a fence. he left behind the bag and  
disappeared.   

0:27 2/16/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who hit two banks in  orange county today may be a  serial 
bank robber wanted in a  dozen hold ups. the fbi investigating 
whether  this man is the plaid bandit.  

0:36 2/16/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crime alert in gardena, 30  stolen cars in the last month. another 
22 cars were broken  into. most of the stolen cars were  taken 
between midnight and 5:00  a.m. near vermont avenue. this type of 
crime is up some  20% compared to last year.   

0:14 2/16/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man orders an ice cream at  a cold stone, walks away and  comes 
back for the money in the  tip jar. it's unclear how much he got  
away with. 

0:23 2/16/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a senior citizen is  viciously attacked in glendale  and tonight police 
say they have  the man behind the assault. angel vega punched a 
man so hard  in the face that the man  stumbled and fell to the 
walkway  on the ground and knocked out  for a time.  

4:00 2/16/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now it's a do it yourself  drug boom. we are tracking the lifeline  
between l.a.'s vho lab. hetty chang takes us inside what  is fueling 
this explosive  epidemic and shows us the one  thing that detectives 
want to  stop it.   they are popping up  everywhere. they have 
enough customers to  have enough demand to open up  all these 
stores.  reporter: the toy district  now filled with blocks of smoke  
shops.   it's like going to the store  and purchasing a candy bar.   

0:31 2/16/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager now accused of  posing as a doctor and running  an 
illegal medical office. 18-year-old malachi love  robinson is charged 
with  practicing medicine without a  license in the state of florida.  

0:25 2/16/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, the sparks  flew during an unusual slow  speed 
pursuit with a backhoe. a man took the construction  equipment 
across the seven mile  bridge in the florida keys.  

2:47 2/17/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're uncovering new  information in the case against  two lapd 
officers charged with  sexual assaulting women while on  duty. nbc 
4 robert joins us now where  one woman said the officers had  her 
constantly fearing for her  life.   reporter: it was clear no  resource 
has been spared in this  investigation, an investigation  today that 
meant two lapd  officers were arrested by lapd  detectives.  
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0:22 2/17/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa ana officer injured in  a gun battle is out of the  hospital 
tonight. this story breaking, officers  were patrolling mcfadden 
avenue  and an area racked by gang  violence.  

0:23 2/17/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

neighbors say they are  terrified after four women over  the age of 
65 were attacked. this is one of the men police  are now looking for. 
he dragged a woman in her 70s  out of her north bridge home and  
tried to sexual assault her  before she fought him off.  

0:36 2/17/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gruesome evidence, graphic  details presented on the first  day of 
testimony in the accused  serial killer lonnie franklin  junior. he's on 
trial for ten south l.a.  murders over a 20-year period of  time in the 
grim sleeper  investigation.  

0:37 2/17/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly police shootout is  captured in this dashcam video. the two 
officers involved here  are not being charged.   stop!  so here is 
what was  happening. south carolina police officers  arresting a man 
on drug charges  last november when the video  shows the man 
resisting and  pulling a gun and shooting at  one of the officers.  

0:40 2/17/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

customers has to be  surprised by what they saw  inside a wall 
greens and a would  be robber had to be surprised  when he ran 
into a guy that was  not afraid. surveillance video shows the  robber 
in the hoodie climbing  onto the counter at a walgreens  in florida. 

1:31 2/18/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing story, two men  killed when officers respond to  a home 
burglary. police open fire during a  backyard confrontation.   nbc 4's 
gadi schwartz is live  in santa ana where officers have  flooded this 
neighborhood.   chuck, we're 49 days into  this year and already 
here in  santa ana there have been over  50 shootings. right now 
behind me where you  see those two trailers,  investigators are back 
behind  those trailers, walking through  the scene of this week's 
second  officer-involved shooting. 

2:08 2/18/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, they heard a  loud bang and all of a sudden  the 
family discovered their new  puppy shot in the face. robert kovacik 
is live in south  l.a. where the community is  concerned it night not 
stop  here.  reporter: let's talk about  the community for a second. in 
the first seven days in  february, 25 crimes were  reported to the 
lapd, crimes  just a few feet from this  family's front door. one of 
them was put in harm's  way, not just a family member  but a vital 
component to their  safety. in this high-tech world,  low-tech 
security. here on south hoover street,  p.j. the pit bull is a loveable  
member of the family. but when the porch light goes  on, p.j.'s on 
duty 

1:45 2/18/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an honor roll student is in  critical condition. a driver hit and dragged 
the  college student refusing to stop  and help. beverly white just 
spoke to her  mother who is making an  emotional plea tonight.  
reporter: this teenager faces  her third surgery tomorrow. she is a 
victim of a heinous  crime fresh out of a medically  induced coma. 
isabella's mother keeps watch  hoping for a recovery and for an  
arrest for the hit and run  driver who put her daughter into  intensive 
care.    

0:36 2/18/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight for  two gunmen who shot a man and  beat 
a woman during a home  invasion robbery in eagle rock. tonight 
after 12 hours of  collecting evidence detectives  headed back to the 
crime lab. three people were inside the  home this morning when 
the armed  intruder somered in.  
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0:42 2/18/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a guy took a kindle and took  selfies on the tablet turned  himself in. 
it was stolen the day before ash  wednesday. the lapd sent us these 
pictures  taken and upload on the device. the man here turned 
himself in  to the lapd.  

0:28 2/18/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two veteran lapd officers  pleaded not guilty to sexually  assaulting 
several women while  they were on duty. they once worked as 
partners and  they could spend the rest of  their lives behind bars.  

0:26 2/18/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new court documents reveal  details about the escape of the  three 
orange county jail  inmates. this woman says she got a call  from 
bach duong on the day of  the escape.  

0:23 2/18/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is intensifying  for the man who repeat did there  stabbed 
a mother while her  daughter watched. she was attacked outside an  
apartment building just across  from monrovia high school.  

0:31 2/18/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more about  an early morning raid on the  home of 
san bernardino terror  shooter syed farook's brother. it's unclear 
what fbi agents  were looking for here as they  brought out items 
including a  desktop computer.  

0:36 2/18/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for parents. a kidnapping for ransom scam is  targeting 
students and families  at a van nuys high school. someone claimed 
they had their  child, the child had been  kidnapped and would be 
returned  only if a big ransom was paid.  

3:18 2/18/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young father to be is  caught in the cross fire of gun  violence. 
tonight, his family is hoping  that his passion in life will be  the very 
thing that will bring  his killer to justice.  nbc 4's john cadiz klemack  
joins us now with this cold  case, new at 11:00.  you see it on the 
news.   he's awake but he's not --  he's not breathing well.   it don't 
hit home until it  hits home.  reporter: gang violence hits  home for 
this family four months  ago. it was almost dusk when cedric  horn 
was near 68th and vermont. cedric just finished a  landscaping job.  
he told me he was like go get  gas.  

0:18 2/19/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and more breaking news in  pacific palisades. a violent home 
invasion. a woman returned home to find a  masked man inside 
who attacked  her with some sort of an object.  

2:10 2/19/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he started hitting me over  and over and over.  also new at 11:00, a 
campus  attack. a woman beaten by thieves and  she says the 
police are not  taking her case serious.   beverly white has more 
about  how she fought off the attacker.  reporter: she is the first in  
her family to go to college and  this local freshman is telling  us 
about campus safety and her  family says that the authorities  are 
not doing enough. these photos show the injuries  suffered february 
9th by  carolina herrera.  

1:57 2/19/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning about a sexual  predator. the target was a child. police 
releasing this sketch of  a man they want to stop before  he strikes 
again. robert kovacik is live in el  monte with how that young girl  
managed to escape.  reporter: it started at 7:15  this morning when 
the man  approached that 10-year-old girl  and they started 
conversing in  spanish. what is concerning parents and  police 
tonight, there are a  number of schools nearby. we quizzed 
neighbors.  

0:28 2/19/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now know the name of the  teenager killed in a hit and run  and 
police are looking for the  driver who left the young man in  the 
street. 14-year-old jonathan hernandez  was riding his bike this 
morning  when he was hit by a car near  telecraft.  
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0:32 2/19/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a look at the former lapd  officers charged of sexually  assaulting 
women while on  tuesday. they are shown in this video  deposition 
from a 2013 civil  suit. the two pleaded not guilty to  the current 
sexual assault  charges that they are facing.  

0:25 2/19/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pomona family is suing the  city of l.a. and a former  officer 
accused of murdering  their loved one. the wrongful death lawsuit 
seeks  damages against the city and  henry police.  

0:21 2/19/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning in beverly hills  after a surge in home  burglaries. at least 
50 residential  burglaries have been reported  since november. 
most of them happen during the  day while homeowners are away.  

0:25 2/19/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles unified  school district is accused of  ignoring pleas 
for help from a  student who was molested by a  substitute teacher 
according to  a new lawsuit filed by the  student's family. michelle 
yee was accused of  molesting one of three students.  

0:43 2/19/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bizarre hit and run in  bellflower the accused thief  hides in a dryer 
in a garage. the woman was bloodied and  stuffed herself in the 
dryer  after crashing to another car. the dryer belongs to rita hill  and 
she tells us the woman was  banging on her door just moments  
earlier.    

0:30 2/19/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a husband and  wife arrested in a wild bar  fight that 
was all caught on  camera. take a look.  don't push me!  well, it 
started with an  argument at a texas bar. the couple was asked to 
leave  peacefully and that is not what  happened. the husband 
shoved the deputy.  

0:27 2/19/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

las vegas police hope  surveillance video will help  track down the 
gunman wanted in  connection with a deadly  shooting on the vegas 
strip. the man was driving a dark gray  2015 toyota camry after a 
car to  car shooting there outside the  cosmopolitan casino just after  
2:00 in the morning. 

0:41 2/19/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

adding insult to injury,  residents of a riverside  apartment complex 
dealing with a  mail thief says that the  apartment manager is 
making  matters worse. the mailbox break ins happened  more than 
a month ago and  residents have been picking up  the mail at the 
post office. the management tells us that the  mailboxes were 
ordered and just  arrived.    

0:25 2/19/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera here, a  clumsy burglar falls through the  roof of a 
pop eyes restaurant  but he is determined. the search is on for this 
hooded  thief out of florida right now. he goes straight for the safe  
under the counter and works on  it for several hours.  

0:31 2/19/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a convenience store  clerk in a shootout with are  robber in 
washington state. when he looks away for a second  she pulls out a 
gun of her own  and the two start firing. in the gunfire she is hit in 
the  stomach but she is alive tonight  and her husband is impressed.   

0:23 2/22/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news tonight, the  brothers of compton city  councilman 
isaac galvan shot and  one of them were killed. the brothers were 
out walking in  compton just after noon today  when a man walked 
up to them,  shot them both, jumped into an  suv and took off. the 
shooting happened in front  of their mother's house.  
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2:04 2/22/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a late night run to the  grocery store turns into a hit  and run rescue. 
a truck comes flying across the  roadway, throwing a young girl  to 
the ground and trapping her  father in their car and the  driver took 
off. hetty chang talked to the father  and driver tonight who narrowly  
escaped all that.  reporter: it is clear from  the um pact of the crash 
that  speed played a factor. this is where the hit and run  driver 
slammed into the father  and daughter who were parked  right here 
before that driver  slammed himself into that gate.   

0:43 2/22/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman in west covina  arrested for embezzling  thousands from 
the pta, the  little league and the girl  scouts. the 37-year-old stole 
about  $52,000 while treasurer of the  pta for vine elementary 
school. she is accused of taking $28,000  in donation money from 
the west  covina little league. 

2:01 2/22/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fly a drone and go to jail? the debate heats up. beverly white is live 
with the  story of a film maker who could  spend time behind bars 
for  flying his drone.  reporter: he potentially  could go to jail but the 
pilot  tells us that he registered his  drone with the feds and that's  
why he is fighting a misdemeanor  citation from the city of los  
angeles for allegedly flying  that drone near this heliport  downtown.  

0:40 2/22/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dangerous fumes at a hotel  sent two police officers to the  hospital. 
a guest reported someone cooking  meth at the embassy suites 
hotel  in el segundo. that was not the case. a person was trying to 
extract  thc from marijuana.  

0:17 2/22/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

human remains on a popular  trail. investigators are trying to  
identify the bones and clothing  discovered on cheney trail near  
echo mountain on sunday.  

0:33 2/22/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

uber says they never saw it  coming before one of their  drivers 
killed six people at  random in michigan. the 45-year-old jason 
dalton  denied bail. he confessed to the crime. saturday night 
people were  getting calls about his erratic  driving and uber did 
nothing. 

0:34 2/22/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on the  breaking news. police reporting now that 
the  brothers of compton city  councilman isaac galvan were  
targeted in a shooting. both were shot, one was killed. galvan says 
that the brothers  were walking on laverne street  just after noon 
when a man  walked up to them, shot them  both and took off.  

1:37 2/23/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an infant's body was found  in an alley by children walking  home.  
the race and gender of the  baby have yet to be determined. the 
child found just off the 91  freeway. cause of death is also a mustry. 
but the neighborhood reaction,  that's loud and clear. area residents 
say it's  inexcusable that anyone would  dump an infant in this alley 
off  67th and gardenia in long beach.   

0:13 2/23/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies say that somebody  gunned down a man after a fight  
inside a store this evening. one of the men chased the victim  
outside, into a parking lot,  then opened fire.  

0:40 2/23/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

justice for her baby, that's  what the mother of autumn  johnson 
says she is getting  tonight, now that the suspect of  the killing of 
her 1-year-old  daughter. he is accused of firing on a  compton 
home two weeks ago,  killing the child, while she  slept in her crib. 
johnson's family say they now  have some relief.  a big burden is 
lifted off my  heart right now. 
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0:27 2/23/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sexual predator on the loose  in santa ana tonight and police  say 
he is responsible for three  attacks in three months within  three 
miles. now you can see video of this  man pulling a woman near 
prist  bristol street in october. 

0:21 2/23/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a store owner contacted  police right away who found the  daughter 
safe. 

2:18 2/23/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

high powered executive in a  violent and bloody confrontation  with 
lapd officers. what happened just a couple of  years ago now called 
into  question again because one of  the officers involved is behind  
bars. now for the first time, that  executive tells our robert could  
vasic he has been vindicated.  yeah. this is metal. 

0:49 2/23/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

inglewood speaking out. the mayor retired officers hi  himself told 
nbc 4 when officers  arrived they found the couple  unconscious in a 
parked car on  manchester boulevard. that's when police say they 
saw  a gun inside the vehicle.   

3:43 2/23/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager allegedly seduced  by his teacher is breaking his  
silence for the first time. he says the affair left him  broken and 
scarred. the family said they must come  forward to stop what they 
call a  disturbing trend.  reporter: this is high school  teacher 
shannon last month  pleading not guilty to eight  criminal count 
against her. five of them are felonies  involving an alleged sexual  
relationship with a 16-year-old  male student.  i was like living two  
different lives.  reporter: this is the main  accuser. to protect his 
identity we will  call him nick. though he won't talk  specifically about 
the evidence.  

0:20 2/23/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fight night at chuck e.  cheese in connecticut. two men bumped 
into each other,  started yelling, then the fight  was on. someone 
knocked down a toddler. another person scraped a kid.  

0:47 2/23/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fake 911 call launched a  huge response from a riverside  s.w.a.t. 
team today. police apparently received a  call that a teenage boy 
shot his  mother with an ak-47. with guns trained on them, the  
family at this house walked  outside with their hands above  their 
heads confused by what was  happening.  

1:53 2/24/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, deputies shoot  and kill a man. tonight, what led up to 
this  gunfire at a gas station.  nbc 4's beverly white is  live in 
norwalk.   reporter: law enforcement  fired the shots tonight at the  
7-eleven behind us around 5:00  p.m., now the streets are still  
crossed in all directions, an  incident some are calling  excessive 
force. a massive death investigation  continues at the 7-eleven in  
norwalk where the sheriff's  deputies shot and wounded a man  
during rush hour. the deputies say the man had  spotted a stolen 
car.    

2:21 2/24/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

viewers  watched this chase live, the  drivers dodging medians, all 
of  it ended in huntington beach. tonight, the man's mother says  
this chase was actually a cry  for help. hetty chang has more.   
reporter: that is right, this  is where the incident occurred  where the 
23-year-old failed to  stop, ironically it was next to  the police station 
where his  mother says she came last week,  begging for help. 

0:20 2/24/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, gunfire,  one person is hit and shoppers  scramble at 
the antelope valley  mall. witnesses say the gunfire  erupted as two 
groups got into  some sort of argument over  women. 

0:32 2/24/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman who made  headlines after her dogs escaped  has died 
tonight in a bizarre  case. you can see her fall from a bus  and hit 
her head. police say she still managed to  run across the street and  
assault two police officers.  
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0:16 2/24/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

homicide  detectives are trying to  determine why a man was shot 
and  killed near long beach  boulevard. investigators are only say he  
died at the scene. no word yet on the motive or  suspects.   

0:25 2/24/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight police are  naming the man accused of  murdering an 
irvine father and  leaving his body on a bike path. detectives say 37-
year-old  dennis monson stabbed sidney  semenza after the two got 
into  an argument last month.  

0:27 2/24/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver in his 30s is  behind bars tonight after  ramming his car into 
the gates  at the police station. the gate was only slightly bent  while 
this tundra got the worst  of it.  

0:39 2/24/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men under arrest  after the police raided a  marijuana facility. it 
was equipped with a special  odor system. police say some of the 
students  walked behind the building here  and most of the people 
had no  idea what was going on behind  the store front.    

1:39 2/24/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and surprise news from the  d.a. today, no charges filed  against the 
man in the death of  one-year-old baby. live from compton where 
the  community is stunned about this. gadi?  reporter: yes, colleen, 
we're  actually at the jail where ray  patterson was released just a  
bit ago. his family is determined not to  talk about the investigation.  

0:33 2/24/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there seems  to be moretive intensive  attacks, a woman was 
attacked  outside an l.a. fitness in santa  ana, and now that same 
woman is  sharing her story to warn  others.   i turned around, he 
grabbed  me from behind, he grabbed my  bottom. i turned around, i 
said what did  you do? 

0:22 2/24/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we're getting a  look at a man involved in an  attack on a 
metro bus. a woman tells nbc 4 last month  she was riding near 
beverly when  a man started to rub up against  her on purpose.  

1:43 2/25/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a hit and run driver who struck a man and  left 
him for dead on a crowded  street. hetty chang just spoke with the  
victim's family.  reporter: we just got  information from the orange  
county sheriff's department. the police located the suspect  vehicle, 
a white hyundai just  down the street from here. witnesses saw a 
woman jumping  out of the car. 

1:35 2/25/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people are dead in  kansas after a gunman goes on a  
shooting spree at work and 18  others were hit by gunfire. gadi 
schwartz is monitoring  developments from the newsroom.  reporter: 
several crime  scenes in the tiny town of  heston as we learn about 
the  rampage that killed three and  left more than a dozen injured.   
one guy, he got shot in the  leg and he was walking.  reporter: terror 
in kansas at the scene of a mass shooting.   it didn't matter it was, 
he  had no specific target. 

0:20 2/25/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man with a gun puts a  neighborhood on lockdown around  here 
tonight. news chopper 4 over the scene as police search the 
neighborhood  in the peko-robertson area.  

1:54 2/25/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a confrontation with  officers, but the battle isn't  over. beverly white 
has been with the  mother who say police killed her son.  reporter: 
the marchers are  gone at 69th and main with the  fight happened. 
cell phones captured the  aftermath of the traffic stop  involving the 
lapd. two officers were hurt and the  man died at the hospital. l.a.'s 
d.a. ruled that cocaine  is to blame for the suspect's  death clearing 
the cops of all  wrong doing.  

0:21 2/25/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd detectives on the hunt for a thief who may  be pushing a 
stroller. these are photos just released. this woman stole the 
stroller,  bag, ring, glasses and a  checkbook from a residential  
building in l.a. last week. 
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0:27 2/25/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people are behind bars after going on a crime spree  through 
several counties. they broke into the cars of 30  people in 30 days. 
they stole everything from  credit cards, jewelry everywhere from 
ventura to malibu and santa barbara. 

0:14 2/25/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three homes blocked from  each other were broken into on  monday 
night. and what is striking in each  home, the alarm system went off. 
that's why they believe they hit so many homes so quickly.   

0:40 2/25/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man suspected of breaking  to a home in the middle of the  night 
injuring the woman inside. it happened before sunrise. a woman in 
the house called 911  and got into a scuffle with the  burglar before 
police got there.   

0:23 2/25/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jigsaw puzzle and more than  1,000 ecstasy pills part of a  drug bust 
that could be linked  to students at uc riverside. the drugs were 
hidden in this  puzzle box.   

0:53 2/26/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the end of a wild chase  here. the dangerous driver wanted for  
grand theft auto. the stolen vehicle, they  followed him down 
vermont, lapd  did. he dropped off a passenger and  was on the 
105. upwards of over 100 miles an  hour. he dumped the car, foot 
bailed  over the guardrail and crossed  imperial avenue and ran 
right  into this embassy suites. they had the guy at gun point. 

2:01 2/26/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a murder mystery tonight. an in and out worker killed  outside the 
restaurant and new  details emerging about the woman  from her 
friends.  new at 11:00, hetty spoke  with friends.   reporter: this is 
one of most  visible locations. it would be jam packed with  
business. tonight it's empty. filled with mystery as to who  would kill 
a long time employee.  i just can't get over it.   reporter: alma 
grieves by  lighting a single candle not far  from where her long time 
friend  was gunned down.   

0:27 2/26/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're now getting our first  look at the woman who is accused  of 
giving guns to the killer  behind a mass shooting in  kansas. sarah 
hopkins is accused of  buying guns.  

3:21 2/26/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an innocent teenager gunned  down and running for his life. tonight, 
nbc 4 shows us the new  clues and rewards that ease a  
government's main.  you have caused me the worst  pain of my life.  
i hope you spend the rest of  your days in jail. the words have no 
one to receive  them. it happened in broad daylight. somebody has 
to now.  lapd wants you to look  closely.  so mad, angry to see my 
baby  running for his life. that hurts.  he was 17 years old in august  
of 2014 when he was waiting for  the bus.  

1:51 2/29/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a kidnapping standoff turns into  a manhunt. a man using children to 
hold off  police manages to escape.   beverly white is live in new  
port beach where she watched  this tense drama for nearly six  
hours.  reporter: this drama began in  huntington park and 
transitioned  to buena park. and in that hummer his family  was 
inside. we have video showing how this  five hour chase and 
standoff  ended, lengthy telephone  negotiations with this man and  
the police department resulting  in the safe release of the  female 
passenger and the  couple's 1 and 5-year-old son. 

2:01 2/29/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dash cam  video of a hit and run as a  mother and her children 
narrowly  escape a collision. hetty chang is live with that  mother 
and what it was like to  see that car barrelling for her.  reporter: that 
woman and her  young kids are lucky to have  walked away from 
the crash. police believe that suspect was  going 70 miles an hour 
down this  road and the suspect was  speeding away from another 
hit  and run crash a mile and a half  from here moments before this  
one.  
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0:19 2/29/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a home invasion in lynwood. two men broke into a house with  
sawed-off shotguns on courtland  street. they pointed them at the 
family  inside and took off with several  items deputies are talking to  
the family to find anything that  will help find the gunman.   

0:29 2/29/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gunman pulls a gun on  kohl's employees. this video shows the 
suspect  rushing out of the store his  arms full of stolen items. but 
he didn't know a motorcycle  cop was waiting for him outside. that 
officer was quickly able to  chase him town.  

0:32 2/29/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a marine is shot be not  overseas on the very streets of  monterey 
park. two marines stopped on pomona  boulevard and a man on a 
bike  rolled by and started an  argument and shot one of the  
marines.   the victim went into the  store to get help and call 911.  

0:38 2/29/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

renewed concerns after two  deadly accidents in two days  involving 
illegal street racing. the latest happened in downey  where a 
pedestrian was hit and  killed by a car racing on  imperial highway 
last night. that came a day after three died  after a street racing 
crash on  the 5 freeway in commerce.    

0:18 2/29/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an illegal drug lab in  tustin. a neighbor dialled 911  complaining 
about a strange  smell at an apartment complex. police found honey 
oil and  highly flammable equipment  there.  

0:46 2/29/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we'll we're tracking  breaking news out of new port  beach. police 
searching for a  kidnapping suspect who slipped  away after a 
standoff.   the shots were fired on dover  near cliff at new port beach 
at  the end of an armed standoff. the people he held hostage, his  
two children, sons aged 1 and 5  and the mother of those children  
are now safe at this time. 

1:24 3/1/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man behind an epic police  pursuit captured after more than  24 
hours on the run. gadi schwartz is live for us  in cerritos with new 
information  on his capture.  reporter: we still don't know  how he got 
from newport beach  all the way to cerritos but we  do know this is 
his mother's  neighborhood. and we know that earlier, there  were 
several journal cover  officers watching. sure enough, he shows up 
and was  taken down.  for some odd reason, there  were smiles in 
tonight's arrest  as police were led on a long  chase. he was finally 
taken to jail.  he's come up from rush hour  traffic.  yesterday, 
thousands watched  live. police were chasing thomas in a  hummer 
after investigators say  he kidnapped his estranged wife.  

1:17 3/1/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

originally she thought she was  shot. tonight we have new 
information  on that. heady chang is live with what  she just learned 
from  investigators out there.  reporter: a new development  and a 
surprising one at that. we just got information from the  l.a. county 
homicide victim. she was not shot to death but  instead she died of 
blunt force  trauma. a growing memorial sit on the  that curb away 
from where she  was found.  

1:14 3/1/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now we want to show you this  new video of a pair of burglars  using 
a boulderer to break into  a farm civil police are hoping  this will lead 
to the pair who  did it. beverly white there.   two men were trying to 
steal  narcotics from a local pharmacy  and only got away with the  
contents of a cash drawer. you can see they used the rock  to break 
the door. they struggled with the cash  register. 

0:26 3/1/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00. a high-speed chase, two member  in this red pick up 
truck are in  jail. this was after reports of  reckless driving. speeds 
reach less than 100 miles  an hour.  
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0:41 3/1/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this couple was found  yesterday afternoon in their  home and 
friends say lou was an  air force veteran who played  golf several 
times a week. neighbors stay couple was in  good health and they 
had lived  there for decades.   

0:40 3/1/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a first grader is spending  her seventh birthday in the  hospital and 
police are looking  for the driver who put her  there. she and some 
of her friends were  crossing iowa street on friday  when a red 
pickup truck hit her. police say the driver got out,  took a look what 
happened and  took off.  

0:52 3/1/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly crash on the 5  freeway that killed three  people. this was 
the scene in commerce  after the accident around  midnight on 
saturday. pleasant say one of the racers  lost control, hit a ups truck  
and careening into a nissan.  

0:36 3/1/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves also made up with  their new pup by last week when  the 
couple came home from  dinner, they found the door was  busted 
open.  we were devastated to see  that somebody had taken him 
from  us.  we really want our puppy  back. he is our life right now.  

0:27 3/1/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the deaths two teenagers  , the county decided to move  ahead with 
a plan that could  include an age restrict of 18 or  older. it would 
mean a search on all  raidgoers and a ban on large  bags.  

0:26 3/1/16 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

is nothing safe? thieves target a landmark them  steal a sign. this 
theft came during a big  name change. apparently a new company 
took  over the concessions today and  had to switch out the signs  
because the former park operator  claimed it trade marked those  
names.  

1:24 3/2/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

critical surveillance video  of the attacker still on the  run.  reporter: 
chuck and colleen,  the cameras captures the man  following the 
woman around the  store but she has no idea she's  being followed 
until that man  shows up at her home. shoppers at this supermarket 
say they never questioned their  safety here.   we usually don't have 
to have that kind of fear here.   reporter: many are shocked  this 
man captured on store  cameras, followed a woman  through the 
aisles, and then  followed her home and attacked  her.    

0:33 3/2/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a police  standoff now going into its  ninth hour in 
the south gate  neighborhood. right now, focusing on a home on 
imperial highway. police say this started with a  domestic dispute 
calling for  help. 

2:06 3/2/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a tour bus hits and kills a  grandmother and takes off with  the 
woman left to die as  witnesses rush in to try to  help. a sop can't 
understand why  police can't find that driver.  reporter: chuck, this 
was a  hit-and-run that involved a very large bus. it happened in 
front of a lot of different witnesses.  

2:07 3/2/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

candles and condolences to  remember two young people. 
teenagers who were killed in a  street racing crash on the 5  
freeway over the weekend in  commerce. all of this while one of the  
drivers responsible for the  accident remains on the loose. beverly 
talking about the family dealing with their grief.   reporter: the 
youngest crash  victims attended college at the  canyons and all 
worked at six  flags magic mountain. college of the canyons honor  
guard grieving victims of the  fiery crash in commerce.  

0:16 3/2/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what's  left of a truck after a pursuit  from walnut to pomona. he hit 
three cars as he tried to get away. a person in one of the vehicles  
is recovering from minor  injuries tonight. 
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0:32 3/2/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeowner scares off a  burglar with technology. his cell phone. 
surveillance video caught the  burglar walking through a house  on 
buena vista yesterday  afternoon. the owner wasn't home at the  
time but he got an alert on his  phone that someone was inside.  

0:23 3/2/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the brutal beating of a bus  driver is now officially a hate  crime. they 
say he attacked sing  because he was wearing a turban  and driving 
a bus in englewood  last november. they said called him a  terrorist, 
a suicide bomber and  accused him of hijacking that  bus.  

0:26 3/2/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to thieves after just  one thing. lottery tickets. the object? stack 
the odds in their favor. and we have the video that shows them at 
work. nbc 4 obtained this surveillance video. it shows a break-in at a  
hollywood convenience store.  

0:30 3/2/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman not happy with a  parking ticket decides to leave  a 
message. she keys the hood of a car  belonging to the city and it's  
all caught on camera. this is in santa ana. you see the citation being  
issued. then moments later the woman  keys the hood of the 
parking  officer vehicle.  

0:46 3/2/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we'll go out to the scene of breaking news in tarzana. news chopper 
4 over a pop dui  accident investigation. let's go top side to chris.   
details a bit sketchy here. oxnard here. the crash causing quite a  
commotion this evening, what  appears to be a dui crash, as  lapd is 
investigating. 

0:36 3/2/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera here, a  smash-and-grab at a gun store. thieves 
ripping the doors right  off the hinges. in and out of the store in less  
than a minute and a half. surveillance video shows the  crooks 
breaking the glass in the store in texas, putting a chain  around, 
connecting the door to a pickup truck.  

0:28 3/2/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

can you get out of the car  real quick?  you can see what's 
happening  there. a deputy taken for a real ride  when this driver 
speeds away  from a traffic stop. this happened in new mexico. the 
deputy yelled at the driver  to stop.  

1:17 3/3/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. 11:00, a manhunt right now  through korea town. a 
man in a white sedan leads  police on a chase up and down  
wilshire boulevard, then jumps  out while the car is still  moving.  
chris christie is overhead  for us in news chopper 4 with  the latest.  
the chase came to an end just  off wilshire boulevard at  chateau 
about a block off  vermont. that's where there's a tight  perimeter set 
up as they look  for that suspect.  

2:14 3/3/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're also tracking more  breaking news. a disgruntled man rams 
his car  into a federal building in  orange county hitting an  
employee. all of this in laguna niguel.  it's a massive complex and  
houses several offices,  including immigration and the  department 
of homeland security. robert kovacik just spoke with  fbi agents 
there.  reporter: just who is this  guy who used his mercedes sedan  
to take aim at that federal  building and at a federal  employee? 
well, nbc 4 has just learned his  name. 45-year-old jeffrey richner. 
and they hit who they believe to  be a federal investigator.  

2:02 3/3/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following a developing  story near the campus ofical  
poly pomona. we captured the arrest of this  man. deputies chasing 
him and four  others when they took off  running after a pursuit and  
crash. beverly white with new details  of what's happening right 
now.  reporter: carolyn, this  active search is still under  way. started 
around 5:00. a ground and air search from the  last sheriff's 
department and  cal poly pomona police.  
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0:52 3/3/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

praying for peace and  justice after a mother and her  son are 
gunned down in their  carson driveway.  we're praying, father, for  
unity and for strength. lord, with this family, with  this street, with this  
community, oh, god, and all  throughout the world.  you are looking 
at the  candlelight vigil to remember  jordan love and his mother  
michelle.  

0:24 3/3/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a reward being  offered for information on the  second 
street racing driver  responsible for the deadly crash  on the 5 
freeway. three people died including a  u.p.s. driver and two friends 
on  their way back from disneyland. 

0:19 3/3/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a marijuana candy bust shows  several tables covered with  candy. 
and that candy apparently drying  after it was laced with ash oil. a 
citizens complaint lead covina  police to the business where  they 
arrested juan pochenko. he was selling marijuana and  marijuana-
laced candy.   

0:34 3/3/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an egyptian learning to fly  is in jail tonight because of an  alleged 
threat on the life of  donald trump. elmad al sayeed's lawyer said  
the 32-year-old's post on  facebook was a foolish mistake. allegedly 
writing killing trump  would be doing the world a favor  and he'd be 
willing to spend the  rest of his life in prison.  

0:37 3/3/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we're getting a  closer look at the cell phone  video of what 
looks to be a road  rage attack in fontana. now this happened in the 
middle  of the day on valley boulevard. jonathan martinez recorded 
what  he saw was going on right in  front of him.  

0:21 3/3/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a man  caught on video stealing a taxi  parked 
in glendale. he got into that taxi on  colorado boulevard and drove 
off  as the cab driver gave chase  monday afternoon.  

0:27 3/3/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who worked with  children at his church is  arrested for 
sexually assaulting  a child. and there is concern there could  be 
even more victims. he faces charges of lewd and  lesievuous acts.  

0:24 3/3/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

u.s. customs and border  patrol busted a human smuggling  attempt 
at a southern california  border checkpoint. this undocumented 
brazilian man  was trying to enter the u.s.  illegally. he was caught 
crammed inside the  gas tank compartment of an suv.  

0:46 3/3/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in idaho, four high school  students angry because they were  
suspended by the school  principal decided to set his  house on fire. 
to make matters worse, the  principal was home at the time  with his 
family. they grabbed their pets and few  possessions and made a 
run for  it. luckily nobody was hurt.  

0:22 3/3/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video of a home burglary  in eagle rock. the search is under 
way for two  men who took off with more than  $500,000 worth of 
valuables and  cash. cameras captured them ransacking  this home 
four months ago.  

0:20 3/3/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman is caught on camera  stealing packages right off the  front 
porch in rialto. she had some help. surveillance video shows a  
silver four-door car stopping in  front of the home. this was on 
tuesday.  

0:50 3/4/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a beloved  grandmother hit and killed on a  sidewalk. tonight her 
family is pleading  for the driver to turn himself  in. the 65-year-old 
died yesterday  morning after a dark-colored  ford explorer, this one, 
hit her  on normandy. investigators say the suv  apparently rear 
ended a school  bus first and he tried to get  away by going up on to 
the  sidewalk and hit her.   
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1:48 3/4/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a couple beaten and attacked  when intruders forced their way  
inside their home. beverly white is there where  detectives are 
searching for  leads.  reporter: that's right. they just dropped the 
yellow  tape and cleared the scene. but the sheriffs are actively  
investigating this incident, an  ambush and robbery in this san  
gabriel valley neighborhood. deputies swarmed the home long  after 
sun down after men  shrouded in hoodies and masks  assaulted the 
homeowners. 

0:14 3/4/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is the man wanted for  robbing a citi bank around noon  today. 
he claimed he had a gun. he got away with about $2,000  and is 
considered a suspect in  several other bank robberies.   

0:29 3/4/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the pilot who threatened to  kill donald trump appeared in  court 
today before returning to  the middle east. he caught the attention of  
homeland security with a post on  his facebook page about donald  
trump. he said in part i wouldn't mind  serving a life sentence for  
killing this man.  

0:20 3/4/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we know more about the man  who slammed into the federal  
building with his car last night  at 11:00 this was breaking news. this 
was not an act of terror.   

0:25 3/4/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation after a man  was injured in a deputy involved  
shooting in inglewood. we don't know what triggered the  shooting 
but detectives found a  gun at the scene. this happened at 3:30 this  
afternoon.  

0:27 3/4/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a verdict in the trial of a  man charged with kidnapping a  15-year-
old girl, fathering her  child and holding her hostage  for a decade. 
they did not believe he  kidnapped her when she left her  santa ana 
apartment in 2004. 

0:41 3/4/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance  cameras capture a hit and run  driver smashing into 
three  parked cars and trying to speed  off. it happened last night. 
the crash so loud it woke up  several neighbors who came out  
outside to see what happened. 

0:40 3/4/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the couple in this viral  video says the fight you see  here is real 
enough but they  would rather forget about it  right now. they didn't 
want to be  identified on camera. but they did tell us while  driving 
home they noticed a car  of rowdy men harassing people on  the 
sidewalk.   

0:26 3/4/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

is it possible that el chapo  came to southern california  twice after 
escaping prison? that's what his daughter is  claiming. she says her 
father helped her  buy a home here and came back to  check on it. 

0:26 3/4/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new charges for the men who  escaped from the central jail. the 
three men held a cabbie at  gunpoint for days, forcing him  to drive 
from one end of the  state to the other. 

0:26 3/4/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family members are hoping  $25,000 will help catch a killer  who 
gunned down a mother and son  in their driveway. tonight, still no 
sign of the  gunman who pulled up in front of  the hope and opened 
fire killing  the mother and son in their car  a week ago. 

1:19 3/7/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a missing 14-year-old boy just found. he vanished overnight in the 
middle of the storm that we had. beverly white is live and spoke with 
a frantic mother.  reporter: we are talking about 14-year-old adrian 
perez. his mother spoke to us a short time ago. this boy has special 
needs and has autism. last night he went to bed and this morning 
he was discovered missing.  

0:21 3/7/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the idaho pastor shot a day after appearing with ted cruz has ties to 
southern california. he is expected to survive the shooting. he led a 
ministry in san bernardino county.  
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0:24 3/7/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in what is believed to be one of the oldest cases of child molestation 
is being held on $1 million bail. he took off his adult diaper and 
exposed himself and touched two girls aged 10 and 11 

0:37 3/7/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a hit and run victim wants the city of ventura to offer a 
reward in the case. 14-year-old jonathan hernandez was laid to rest 
today. he was killed last month while riding his bike blocks from his 
home. the police have identified one of the drivers and say he was 
driving a tow truck. 

0:45 3/7/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers in illinois may have made the most unusual dui stop of the 
year. a car with a 15-foot tree impaled on the grill. if it wasn't for the 
patrol car's dash cam video. as we get closer, a 15-foot tree sticking 
straight up.  

0:20 3/7/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another chase in tennessee involving a car from a wedding. the 
driver slams on the brakes. the car spins around but the guy regains 
control and keeps on going.  

0:27 3/7/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are trying a new tactic in glendale. they put up a sign to raise 
awareness. the sign was placed at the entrance to chevy chase 
canyon and emerald isle, popular targets for criminals.  

0:27 3/7/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pair of determined thieves breaks into a mini mart in fresno 
overnight. video shows a pickup truck trying to buy prooi over a 
door using trains but it broke off.  

0:51 3/8/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news tonight. deputies searching for 
evidence  after a freeway shooting. news chopper 4 on the 118  
freeway. the westbound side is at a stand  still and has been shut 
down for  the past 15 minutes.  we also understand that a  deputy 
witnessed the gunfire on  the freeway and followed the  suspect 
home to north hills  where that man and three others  were arrested. 

1:53 3/8/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cell phone video captures an  apartment after it explodes in  the 
high raise.   beverly white is live tonight  where she spoke to people 
who  ran to get out of that building,  beverly?  reporter: long beach 
fires  tells us it is all clear here at  the long beach towers. the fire 
department swarming  this building with 60 fire  personnel this 
evening when the  flames erupted. 

0:29 3/8/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

secret service agents arrest  a man outside the white house  
wanted for shooting at an idaho  pastor over the weekend. he is a 
30-year-old ex-marine  who grew up in coeur d'alene.  

2:33 3/8/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a desperate plea for help  from the family and friends of  an air force 
veteran who  disappeared on saturday in  hermosa beam beach. 
robert kovacik has more.  reporter: we spoke to the  family and the 
police department  tonight. here are a expect of the  obstacles they 
have finding this  36-year-old. the juice on his cell phone just  
completely went out right before  he disappeared. he parked his car 
at a nearby  motel but that is where  detectives found it completely  
untouched. 

0:30 3/8/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

burned over 80 to 90% of  their bodies. that's the condition tonight 
of  two men who ran from a garage  fire. both men are in their 30s. 
witnesses heard several loud  explosions inside the garage  around 
noon today. tonight police tell us they  discovered items used in a 
major  drug lab.  

0:22 3/8/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are scanning security  video and interviewing the owner  of a 
jewelry store who shot and  killed a robber in self-defense. this 
happened in torrance just  before noon. the owner told police a man  
walked in with a handgun and  tried to rob him. 
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0:21 3/8/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

have you seen this man? he is accused of stealing a  woman's 
purse while she attended  a church meeting in downtown  l.a. the 
police just released the  photos of the incident that  happened on 
january 24th.  

0:40 3/8/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver is killed at the  end of a high-speed pursuit in  san 
bernardino when a stolen car  pursued by officer slammed into  his. 
an 18-year-old and 21-year-old  are facing several felony  charges. 
police spotted the two in a  stolen car this morning.  

0:29 3/8/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there was a stolen truck  pursuit in san bernardino county  also 
ending in a violent  accident with the truck sliding  into three parked 
cars. a man who owns one of the  vehicles says he was not inside  
at the time.    

0:20 3/8/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hooded gunman robs a san  bernardino gas station. the video 
shows a man pointing  the gun at the clerk and  demanding cash. 
nobody was hurt but the gunman  did get away with money and 
took  off running.  

1:46 3/8/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i couldn't believe what was  happening. i could see what was 
happening  but couldn't believe it.   the first thing i thought was  just 
give him my phone.   two young woman come face to  face with a 
gunman intent on  robbing them. they were waiting for a  volunteer 
event to begin. hetty chang has the victims'  first-hand account 
tonight.  reporter: the girls were on  the curb scrolling through the  
phones.  

0:23 3/8/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver hits an 8-year-old  boy and takes off. we want to warn you 
the video is  hard to watch. you can see the boy on his  scooter 
there. all of a sudden a dark gray  chevy hits him. the driver hits the 
brakes but  keeps on going.  

0:26 3/8/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what do you do when a naked  woman comes running across a  
freeway at you? that's a situation that new  mexico officers faced at 
the end  of a high-speed pursuit.  

0:31 3/8/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an incredible lucky police  officer lightning flash reflexes  saved his 
life when a gunman  opens fire at point-blank range  during a traffic 
stop.   what's up, man?  in the video you can hear the  officer saying 
what's up, man?  

2:09 3/9/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just running around and  screaming, yeah, dangerous.  breaking 
news, a mall heist. and a chase. thieves steal watches with gps  
trackers.  kate larson is live where she talked to witnesses in the 
mall. kate?  the westfield mall was full  of people when those armed  
robbers came through just a few  hours ago. i spoke to shoppers 
and  employees here tonight who said  it was scary inside.  i saw 
cops with shotguns and  ars.   people were terrified and  screaming.  
broken glass everywhere, and  cops everywhere. 

2:17 3/9/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

little kids, you know, they really don't understand  what is going on. 
but they are never going to see  their dad again.  a father caught in 
the middle of a high speed chase, for the  first time, his family is  
speaking out tonight. frustrated, questioning why he  died. nbc 4 
spoke with the man's  family and his widow. beverly is live in san  
bernardino right now, beverly?  reporter: strong reaction  tonight in 
the after math of the crash from yesterday morning in  the freeway 
over pass around  4:30 a.m. the sudden death of  this family man 
and fork lift  operator has shaken this  community to its core.  
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0:22 3/9/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

law enforcement and  the fbi investigating this brawl on a plane that 
was posted on  instagram. the flight to end the fight  happened on a 
flight, spirit  airlines from baltimore to lax  earlier today. it started 
with a confrontation  when two passengers were  listening to music 
and it was  too loud. 

0:22 3/9/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 9-month old baby girl was left in a car while his  father went inside 
a strip club. she was found in the car sobbing with the windows 
rolled down. when the security guards picked  up the baby, they 
were  confronted by their father 

0:21 3/9/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

five people  shot to death and the two gunman still at large in 
pennsylvania. neighbors say they heard 20  shots at least. three 
others are in stable to  critical condition tonight.  

0:21 3/9/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is under arrest,  accused of breaking in to a  dozen 
restaurants, banquet halls and hair salons, he mostly stole cash 
from the businesses.  

0:36 3/9/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

taxi driver's decision to  stay put may have saved his  life. here is 
how it went down.  everything you got! give it to me now! i need it 
now.  okay, okay.   we can make it the easy way  or the hard way!  
shows a passenger pulling a  gun on the driver at a red  light, the 
cabbie did not hit  the gas, that gets the attention of a deputy who 
just happened to be behind him at the light.  

0:29 3/9/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff's officials say a  fight broke out between a d.a.  investigator 
and a defense  attorney. that attorney is james crawford, who 
recently won a high profile  retrial involving allegations  that oc 
prosecutors improperly  used a jailhouse inform ant, the d.a.'s office 
said they are  cooperating with the  investigation. 

0:26 3/9/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on tonight for  three guys who stole a giant  donald 
trump inspired hat off of redondo beach. they struggled to take it off  
the sculpture before driving  away with it. 

1:37 3/10/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman overcome with grief  after she says police shot and  killed 
her boyfriend. the story is breaking right now.  we spoke with that 
man's  girlfriend.   reporter: that's right. i spoke with the girlfriend of  
the man police shot. she is very distraut right now. she says her 
boyfriend was going to the store with a friend and  that friend 
returned and her  boyfriend did not.    

0:39 3/10/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news of a  police pursuit.   reporter: that pursuit came  to a 
deadly end just a couple of minutes ago. you're looking at martin 
luther  king. lapd was chase ag motorcycle  suspect and that guy 
went  head-with the suv you see there  in the center of the screen. 
the motorcycle is in many  pieces. 

0:18 3/10/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is looking for a  man who robbed a bank in north  
hollywood today. the man handed the teller a note demanding cash. 
not clear how much money he got  away with.  

1:25 3/11/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in a neighborhood  on lockdown as police hunt for  
the driver in a violent crash in  a stolen vehicle. beverly white live on 
scene in  highland park. beverly? reporter: the lapd said they  
spotted a known gang member  traveling in a stolen car around  
avenue 64 and repton street. he reacted and blew through a  stop 
sign. the video we are sharing was  captured from news chopper 4 
of  a white car that is a black  honda crushed in the impact.  

0:22 3/11/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in for the second time  in a month, the bomb squad and  hazmat 
is called to a building  in laguna niguel for a  suspicious package. 
they determined it was not  dangerous.  
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0:38 3/11/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

friends of a man fatally shot  by long beach police in an alley  are 
demanding answers. this protest was held near the  scene of last 
night's shooting  where police say 22-year-old  martin hertado ran in 
a traffic  stop.  

0:19 3/11/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in ventura are  looking for two con artists in  connection with 
a lottery scam. these are the suspects, a man  and a woman in a 
burger king  restaurant after pulling off the  scam.  

2:40 3/11/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a whirl wind of grief 10  years ago and it happened during  the 
deadliest month of crime in  decades. we share family's painful 
search  for justice. a chilling 911 call set the  still unsolved case into 
motion. a brother's frantic cries. what happened? my brother got 
shot! no! another black man killed on  south l.a. streets. you get that 
call that  someone has been shot. valerie sherman said this  before. 
her son was killed august 27th,  last year in the middle of south  
l.a.'s deadliest month in  decades and ten years after her  other son 
was killed a few  blocks away. a third son was there for both.  

2:11 3/14/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

overcome with grief, a  devastated family demands jus  sis after two 
boys were shot  simply walking to a store and  the 12-year-old was 
killed.   beverly white joins us live  with a family's plea for peace  
and help.  reporter: two blocks from  home these cousins who were 
best  friends were gunned down by  someone in an suv. the 14-
year-old survivor  fielding physical and emotional  support to return 
to the scene  of last night's shooting. the teen cut down walking to 
the  store with his 12-year-old  cousin jason spears. the younger 
boy fatally wounded. at the vigil, jason's mother too  distraught to 
speak. but she poured her heart out to  nbc 4.  

0:49 3/14/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of  burbank right now, police  investigating a 
possible  stabbing near a movie theater. let's go to chris christie in  
news chopper 4.  reporter: the details are  sketchy here. this 
happened at the amc theater  on the left-hand side of the  screen. 
you can see the yellow tape  being set up at a neighboring  
restaurant there.  

1:43 3/14/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly drive by in the  adams normandy neighborhood. a man 
shot a man while he was  repairing a car. a crowd has gathered at 
the  crime scene.  reporter: i just spoke to the  victim's mother off 
camera. she is very upset. she says her son was just about  to turn 
25 and grew up in this  neighborhood. she hopes that police can 
find  whoever did this.  i don't remember how many  but -- it was 
scary.  reporter: she was at the  laundromat and heard shots ring  
out.   you can be walking and don't  know where the shots come 
from.   

0:21 3/14/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing right now, a  drug bust gone bad in chicago  tonight. a 
police narcotics team says  they spotted a drug deal a few  hours 
ago. when they tried to confront the  dealers, the man and woman  
opened fire.  

0:45 3/14/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly pursuit, police  chase one of their patrol cars  but the driver 
behind the wheel  is not a cop and we learn why  officers opened 
fire. the pursuit began in west covina  last night after a man in his  
40s requested help from police.  

0:38 3/14/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for  whoever spray painted words of  hate on a 
charter high school. the vandalism was discovered  this weekend at 
the school. the students held a sit in today  demanding more action 
from  school officials.  
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0:28 3/14/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man convicted of stealing  personal information from  thousands 
of credit card users. a federal jury has found him  guilty of credit 
card fraud and  aggravated identity theft.  

0:25 3/14/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police searching for a man  who robbed a man at gunpoint in  
fontana last tuesday morning on  sierra avenue. the man started to 
pay for a bag  of candy when he demanded cash.  

0:28 3/14/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three santa ana police  officers charged with petty  theft. you may 
remember this video. the officer were accused of  taking protooel 
teen bars and  cookies and munching on them and  giving them to 
the other  officer, but prosecutors say  there is no evidence that they  
actually ate any of the items.  

0:40 3/14/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for the men  who killed a cab driver last  night. 
family members gathered today to  remember the 43-year-old,  
antonio gonzalez. that is where he was shot and  killed just after 
picking up his  last fare.  

0:26 3/14/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera and a  $33,000 reward to help find an  arsonist. 
police releasing a video and you  can see someone throw a lit  
object causing a massive fire to  erupt. the blaze caused significant  
damage.  

0:42 3/14/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police officer is in hot  water tonight for pepper  spraying passing 
motorcyclists. police got called about a group  of bikers racing down 
the  highway in texas. an officer pulled over a truck  that blocked 
lanes for the  bikers and a biker got video of  the officer spraying 
mace on  them as they rode by.    

0:23 3/14/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the this video is too  graphic for television. it shows a man urinating 
on the  rice crispies assembly line. the company says it is outraged  
and plans to find the man  responsible and prosecute him.   

0:26 3/14/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the uber driver accused of  killing six people in a killing  spree 
blames the app. this video shows the arrest of  jason dalton last 
month. police pulled him over after  they identified his car as the  
vehicle from at least one of  three shooting scenes.  

2:14 3/15/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

four teenagers got the  shock of their young lives when  they tried to 
burglarize a home. it turns out the house belonged  to an lament 
officer and it  didn't take him long to find his  gun. live in san gabriel. 
we've seen a rise in home  invasions and theft.  and we are learning 
that the  city of san gabriel had nine  burglaries last year. this year, 
it is up to 24. not including this one. this one happen to be at the  
home of the lapd lieutenant.   

0:28 3/15/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the l.a. sending for possible  victims of a man want at they  have l.a. 
parks. police say the man was in his  20s and released. each time 
the women fought back  and authorities believe that may  have 
saved their lives.  

0:24 3/15/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two high school students  from pallisades charter are now  facing 
criminal charges of  vandalizing their school with  hate graffiti. police 
arrested the arrests but  did not name the students  because of their 
ages.  

0:21 3/15/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for this man. he is suspected of robbing the  first 
bank and trust this  afternoon in costa mesa. investigators call them 
bad  grandpa bandit because he looks  a bit old we are a cane. that 
hand slowed help down. detectives believe he has hit a  number of 
banks, all since early  february.   

0:40 3/15/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies got a call this morning  at a recycling business in  perris.  
they asked me for the money. and they will get the money. go out 
and they left.  the suspected took off. at least one deputy shot. 
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0:25 3/15/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man charged with killing a  carmax man. he was on a test drive 
when alex  lost control of a truck and  crashed into the trees. he was 
charged with several  charges.  

0:22 3/15/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she was raped, beaten and  bound. a woman attacked in her home. 
deputies say he assaulted a  woman for several hours on  single 
someone called 911.  

0:23 3/15/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ventura county detectives  are searching for a pair of  burglars 
targeting local  pharmacies. these the two men they're  looking for. 
the sheriff's investigators say  in the past two months, these  
suspects have broken into at  least a half dozen pharmacies in  
thousand oaks and camarillo. 

0:49 3/15/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fresh out of jail and now in  the hospital. it come one day after 
gaining  his freedom. 32-year-old jose chavez was  released 
yesterday on charges  that included driving without a  license. but 
just after midnight, police  say he broke into an ontario  home only 
to be confronted and  shot by the homeowner. 

0:23 3/15/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man want for attempted  kidnapping is on the run in  norwalk. 
police want you to look at the  sketch. you might recognize him. a 
woman told detectives that  grabbed her from behind, held a  neck 
to her neck. she fought him off and he ran  away.  

0:25 3/15/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies are hoping a 5,000  reward will bring some hot leads  in 
the search for the cold hands  bandit. it shows him, he keeps his 
hands  out of site on his pockets.  

0:19 3/15/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police continue  their search for the man who ran  down a bike rider. 
the man was driving a late model  black compact car. the woman 
was riding her bike at  11:00.  

0:24 3/15/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows how dangerous  drug labs can be. an employee 
tries to make buh  tan oil. this burns two employees.  

0:21 3/16/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in. two men shot in san bernardino. police on scene. no 
word yet what prompted it. the shooter still out there.   this just 
another example of gun violence that continues in  san bernardino 
just two days  after a 12-year-old poi was shot and killed.   

1:48 3/16/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an elusive thief in an  exclusive neighborhood  off-limits to most 
people. a serial burglar is in rolling  hills. more on the person police 
are  now looking for.   reporter: colleen, the  community of rolling 
hills so  tightly guarded with we weren't  able to park our news van  
anywhere in the city. that's why police are somewhat  puzzled that 
the community has  its serial burglar. police are on the lookout for a  
serial burglar who's managed to  break into several homes in the  
neighborhood. 

0:43 3/16/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, friends and  family gather to remember a life cut short. 
a teenager hit by a car on his  way to school. police say the boy was 
struck  just before 6:30 this morning  while he was walking to apple  
valley high school. the driver of the vehicle that  hit him was not 
hurt. he pulled over and was  cooperative. 

0:39 3/16/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, gardena police charging two men for more than  20 
fake 911 calls.  there's a gentleman here who  has a gun and 
murdered two  people outside of his house.   that's just one of the 
calls  that police say cory jackson and michael lang are responsible 
for over the past six months.  

0:45 3/16/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another standoff between an  offduty police officer and  burglar. the 
second such case reported in just two days now. but this one was 
deadly. investigators say a fontana  police officer was awakened by  
an armed burglar this morning in apple valley. 
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0:45 3/16/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we're hearing from  the family of a man who died  when he 
was shot by deputies. the l.a. county sheriff's  department got a call 
this  morning about an armed robbery  in florence. when deputies 
arrived they say  they saw a man and his  relatives, they identified 
him  as christian medina.   

0:22 3/16/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are hoping  surveillance photos will help  them reunite a man 
with  thousands of dollars he left at  a restaurant. the man left more 
than $8,000 in cash at the booth where he was  eating.  

0:34 3/16/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

frightening encounter at a  news crew in new york. the reporter and 
trafr were at home asking about a child  accused of bringing a 
loaded gun to school. as you can see here, the man at  the house 
picked up a trash can, appeared as if he was going to  throw it at 
them. 

0:38 3/16/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back here at home, a spike  in burglaries is putting  residents who 
live along the 210 freeway on alert. in the small community of  
laverne alone, they're averaging one burglary a day in the past  
week. the crooks are driving nice cars to fit into the neighborhood.  

0:34 3/16/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are now getting our first look tonight at a gutsy escape  from a 
canadian prison that  could have been taken right out  of the 
movies. the video shows a hijacked  helicopter, it lands on the roof 
of the st. jerome detention  center just outside of montreal.  

0:39 3/17/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police investigating a shooting  inside a fast food restaurant in  
compton. let's go right to chris christie  overhead.  this is the carl's 
jr. along  central avenue and artesia  boulevard just off the 91. you 
can see the place is cleared  out. the yellow tape is going out and  a 
crime scene is forming after a  shooting inside the restaurant. 

0:56 3/17/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information tonight. a shutter bug turned sleuth is  being 
credited with helping  catch a suspected serial burglar  in the south 
bay.  do you still have an eye on  the green chevy.  i'm right on him.  
this video was shot by the  professional photographer who  tracked 
down 62-year-old charles  vaca.  

0:29 3/17/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a manhunt tonight in  southern california for this  woman from the 
bay area. police say she killed her  90-year-old adopted mother and  
left her body in a trash can. alicia osibin has not been seen  since 
august. her mother's body was discovered  in december.  

0:36 3/17/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is under arrest after a  five-hour standoff with s.w.a.t.  in 
riverside county. we were there when he was taken  into custody. a 
s.w.a.t. team surrounded an  apartment complex in san jacinto  after 
reports of shots being  fired in the area.  

0:48 3/17/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an uber driver is accused of  raping a woman at an anaheim  motel 
after giving her a ride  from a bar. now authorities are looking for  
other potential victims. 52-year-old omar mousa appeared  in a 
santa ana court today but  did not enter a plea to sexually  
assaulting one of his customers.  

0:41 3/17/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man arrested in pomona  today accused of wheeling his  mother 
into a bank to make a  withdrawal hours after she was  dead. police 
say this man, david  vanzo, was taken into custody  this morning 
after minnesota  police contacted them to say he  had been hiding 
out in pomona.  

0:24 3/17/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. county sheriff's  deputies are searching for two  armed robbers 
tonight after they  held up a 7-eleven clerk in san  dimas. they 
released this security  video that you're looking at  right now 
capturing the suspects  just after 4:00 sunday morning.  

0:27 3/17/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa ana police looking for  a vandal tonight who stole  statues 
from a buddhist temple. last month, they say she took  two statues 
of buddha from the  temple on west 2nd street. weeks later, they 
say she came  back and stole a third.  
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0:22 3/17/16 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

The homeless man who helped  police capture those orange  
county inmates on the run is  getting a big chunk of the  $150,000 
reward. matthew chapman receiving a  $100,000 check from 
orange  county supervisor today.  

0:27 3/18/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gone without a trace. right now santa ana police are  on the hunt for 
the man they say sexually attacked three  different women. take a 
look. here he is. 31-year-old carlos olveros.  

0:48 3/18/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burbank high school  baseball coach in jail tonight  accused of 
having a sexual  relationship with a student for  a couple of years. 
28-year-old jose bonuelos jr.  was an assistant baseball coach  at 
john burroughs high school.  

0:26 3/18/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight we're hearing  from the family of a young boy  stabbed 
by an 11-year-old  classmate in boyle heights. antonio gonzalez 
tells our  sister station telemundo that  his xwrnd son was a victim of  
bullying at the hands of the boy who police say stabbed the other 
boy in the back.  

0:38 3/18/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on for a gang  of burglars caught on camera  breaking 
into a middle school in glendale. the thieves armed with hammers  
and crowbars smashed up security cameras at toll middle school. 
but not all of them. damages estimated at $20,000.  

0:28 3/18/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman accused of stealing  a statue of buddha from a temple in 
santa ana is in jail tonight. last month police say trang pham took 
two statues of buddha from  the temple on west 2 7bd street, then 
only weeks later she came  back and stole a third statue.  

0:42 3/18/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight investigators trying to figure out why vandals left  graffiti all 
over a seaside  community in orange county. several of these 
exclusive  oceanfront homes and street  signs in corona del mar 
were  covered in spray paint.  

0:24 3/18/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

orange county investigators  searching for more victims of an 
alleged sexual assault suspect. deputies arrested 18-year-old  jared 
lanoris on allegations he  sexually assaulted two villa  park high 
school students within the past year.  

0:50 3/18/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three pregnant dogs tossed  aside like trash are saved in  the nick 
of time. now authorities in pasadena want to find out who dumped 
them. the three border collie mixes  which are likely sisters were  
found wandering the streets over the past two weeks.  

2:31 3/21/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they posted them within nine  minutes, someone said that's  nick 
young who plays for the  lakers.   tonight for the first time  the 
woman accusing two los  angeles lakers of sexual  harassment 
shares her story with  nbc 4.   hetty chang has more on the  video 
and the response.  reporter: this is a woman who  talks with 
professional sports  team all the time and with  athletes about 
stopping sexual  harassment. she says she wants the men to be  
held accountable. alexis jones says she didn't  know whoa who the 
young men  were. 

0:29 3/21/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have the look at the man  wanted in the attempted  kidnapping 
of two sisters  playing in a park on saturday  afternoon. her older 
sister was there and  the two girls tried to fight the  guy in the sketch 
off 

0:26 3/21/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are look for a flight  attendant who tried to smuggle  70 
pounds of cocaine in her bags  flying out of l.a.x. she eventually 
ditched her bags  and shoes and ran out of the  terminal. 

0:22 3/21/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

clues in the case of a  deadly hit and run. police are looking for this 
man. randy marques is the owner of  the truck that struck and killed  
victor gaillgos who was struck  and killed walking to his home.   
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0:46 3/21/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a freshman football player  is being remembered as a hero. he was 
killed in a drive by  shooting protecting his cousin  from the gunfire. 
police are trying to get a lead  on this car.   

0:28 3/21/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of killing a  used car salesman during a test  drive 
is behind bars tonight. he crashed a chevrolet corvette  in a test 
drive while  intoxicated. 

2:19 3/21/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now new at 11:00, video  going viral. this train takedown as a body  
builder steps up to sub due a  passenger. robert kovacik just spoke 
with  that body builder about his  heroics.  reporter: just spoke to 
him  minutes ago. according to the l.a. county mta  there are just 
under 22,000  average saturday boardings. but what you are about 
to see in  this video gone viral was no  average saturday on the 
expo  line.    

0:47 3/21/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

controversy captured on  camera, this video shows a long  island 
police officer punching a  woman while she is on a  stretcher.   no!  
stop biting me.   the woman bit the officer on  the hand.  

0:23 3/21/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman pulls a gun from  under her mini skirt and starts  shooting 
outside a gas station. this happened in detroit over  the weekend.  

0:22 3/21/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brawl at a new jersey mall  involving the easter bunny. the cell 
phone video shows the  man in the bunny costume in the  middle of 
the chaos.  

0:21 3/22/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooting suspect behind  bars tonight following a three  hour 
standoff with s.w.a.t. in  chino hills. someone heard gunshots 
tonight  when deputies arrived they found  a man dead and another  
barricaded in a home. 

0:30 3/22/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two hospitals are targets of  hacker ran some. chino valley medical 
center and  desert valley hospital were the  targets of hackers who 
used  malware to breach servers. the hospitals fixed the breach  
without paying ransom or losing  patient information.  

1:48 3/22/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is like a scene out of  a movie, a man unleashed a snake  in a 
restaurant. and it is not the first time he  has had a run in with the 
law. jane yamamoto is live at the  restaurant in studio city with  the 
story about what prompted  all of this.  reporter: the man at the  
center of the snake scare has a  criminal past connected to  exotic 
animals. he is in jail after what he did  at this sushi restaurant after  
customers caught it on cell  phone video.  

0:23 3/22/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the crook  who was a lot quicker than the  fast food restaurant that 
he rob  bud not fast enough to beat the  surveillance camera. the 
armed man jumps the counter  and forces a worker into the  back 
and cleans out cash from  the register.  

1:53 3/23/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, new at 11:00 a bus  driver under arrest and facing  charges 
after a autistic student was found dead.  reporter: paul lee's parents  
were not ready to speak with us  on camera, but we spoke with the 
family friend, she said that  it's a step in the right  direction for 
justice for paul. please are booking the driver on charges of abuse. 
he left paul, on a school bus on a blistering hot afternoon,  leaving 
him to die. paul was their world.  

2:22 3/23/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the bricks of cocaine almost made it through and that is a  red flag.  
today it's drugs, and  tomorrow it could be --   it's a concern that  
individuals who have a security  clearance that gives them all  kinds 
of access, they may use it to their advantage and for  criminal 
activity.  if convicted the woman is  facing ten years to life in  prison, 
and will make at least  one more plane trip, a flight  right back here 
to l.a. for  prosecution. let's go back to you.   
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1:37 3/23/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now, the man hunt is  continuing for an extremely  dangerous 
terrorist, the fourth  missing member of that cell that bombed the 
brusses airport,  the three of the terrorists were killed in the 
explosion. two brothers and the suspected  bomb maker. isis is 
taking credit for the  bombings which killed 31 and  injured more 
than 200 people,  including a dozen americans. u.s. intelligence is 
now  reporting that the attacks were  the work of the same terror cell 
that struck in paris. 

0:22 3/23/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two heavily armed strangers  took down a medical marijuana  shot. 
the pair walked in to the  organic house with an oozie,  they took a 
gun from the  security guard and forced him to the ground with other 
employees. the suspects grabbed cash and  marijuana, and then 
took off in  a black toyota camry, police  caught one of them, the 
other  still has not been found.   

0:42 3/23/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shopping center evacuated  an armed man barricaded in a  car, 
all part of a police  standoff that ended with a  surrender in 
northridge. the officers negotiated with  him, and they say that he 
then  shot himself in the chest, a  serious wound, but in this case, 
not fatal 

0:24 3/23/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grocery delivery man is  attacked with a rubber mallett  in the 
middle of the world, this happened in brooklyn new york,  it started 
with a fender bender  with the man and a van driver,  the delivery 
man tried to  exchange license information and the van driver took 
off.  

0:30 3/23/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an underground pot pipeline  was discovered, it's about the  length 
of four football fields  and it was found under the  border in 
mexicalli, it's the  first time that they saw that  the dealers bought a 
house, and  then dug a tunnel under it.  

0:21 3/23/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a  couple that left a buy, buy baby store and 
left with stolen  merchandise. they loaded up the cart, and  pushed 
it right out of the door  with around $600 in merchandise.  

0:35 3/23/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an update to a story we first brought you as breaking news at  5:00 
and 6:00, we know that two  women and three men were  arrested 
during the drug bust in diamond bar. it happened this afternoon on  
south rock river road, the  investigators say they broke  down a 
honey oil lab that was  being used to extract thc from  marijuana. 

0:55 3/23/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

will it be enough? tonight, a $36,000 reward and a  new photo may 
lead to the arrest of a street racer that caused a  firry crash on the 5 
freeway  that killed three people. now this is the new photo of a  
dark blue or black late model  dodge charger with tinted  windows, 
it's one of the cars  that was involved in the  february 27 crash. 

2:03 3/24/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, the office  depot shooter revealed, the  dramatic 
takedown.as we track the condition of the hostage, caught in the  
crossfire. and we are live from the  hospital with this developing  
story, and what we have just  confirmed about the victim and  the 
man killed? that is right, we are just  now confirming the name of the  
now deceased gunman, he was  andrew mike of downey,  
meanwhile, his ex-girlfriend is  here in critical condition,  recovering 
from surgery, a  source confirming to us that she was shot four 
times and it's  unclear whether that was by  police, by him, or both.  
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0:43 3/24/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have more  breaking news in santa ana, that is where they are 
investigating  two different deadly shootings,  will? reporter: a 
terrible evening  here, where two different men  riding their bicycles, 
both shot and killed in the streets of  santa ana around 8:30 this  
evening, in the 4,000 block of  hazard.  

0:41 3/24/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, stoontds at  a santa clarita high school will see more 
deputies around the  campus. a threat found written on the  wall of 
the boy's bathroom is  the reason. the threat was discovered today, 
and it referred to tomorrow's  date, that is march the 25th and that's 
all they are revealing  tonight. 

2:07 3/24/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a body was found in an orange county boxing and mma gym,  
investigators say it was murder. nbc 4's kate larson is outside  the 
academy with the latest on  the investigation. kate? reporter: chuck, 
i have been  in close contact with the police and right now they are 
not  releasing the name of the man  who was shot and killed inside  
this gym earlier today, they  tell me they are still trying  get hold of 
that man's family.  

0:50 3/24/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here is a strange one, new tonight, a police  pursuit in arizona, a 
suspect  gets out of a stolen truck and  gets in to a fight with 
another  driver before the chase  continues. he gets out of the white 
pickup  and starts swinging at the  motorcyclist.  

0:20 3/24/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, ventura police are  looking for more possible  victims of a 
martial arts  instructor accused of molesting  young girls. the 
accusations came from two  10-year-old students at his  martial 
artds school.  

2:33 3/25/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i see these people every  single day.  now, a couple attacked over a  
stolen sandwich. and a camera capturing what up  folds when a 
husband and wife  confront the man.  and live from north  
hollywood.  reporter: they say crime is a  real problem in this area. 
everything from theft to drug  dealing in this parking lot  right outside 
this 7-eleven. now, we're about to show you  some very dramatic 
surveillance  video taken from this laundromat  right next door. two 
7-eleven employees, a  husband and wife are seen here  running 
after a man they say  stole a sandwich this morning. 

2:06 3/25/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a local mother tonight is  sharing with us how she became  the 
victim of a terrifying scam. thieves targeting her love for  her 
children and her fear that  something terrible happened to  them.  
reporter: a terrifying ordeal  that can happen to anyone. the woman 
tells us she no longer  picks up her phone unless she  recognizes a 
number. the last time she did that, she  heard a terrified teenage girl  
begging for her mother's help.    

0:23 3/25/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wanted driver  tops 100 miles an hour during a  high speed 
pursuit. officers attempted to serve a  burglary warrant on the man  
behind the wheel of that sedan.  

0:27 3/25/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details and a motive  revealed now in the murder of a  doctor, 
his wife and their  five-year-old daughter. deputies found the bodies 
of dr.  henry han and his family wrapped  in plastic and duct taped 
inside  their home in santa barbara. both were shot to death.  

0:24 3/25/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a six month manhunt for this  man is now over. he is under arrest 
for the  murder of an ontario mother of  two. he was caught at lax 
today as he  was coming from mexico.  

0:35 3/25/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are still  trying to piece together the  events leading up 
to a standoff  in redlands. the gunman killed and wounded  two 
others. tonight our cameras were there  as detectives arrived to 
speak  to one of the shooting victims.  
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3:14 3/25/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager is gunned down  right in front of a crowd and  cameras. 
tonight for the first time nbc 4  is going to show us the never  before 
seen video and a mother's  plea to find justice for her  son.  just 
trying to get through  this.  reporter: it's only been a  year since 
justin was gunned  down in south l.a.   i got the call at 2:00 a.m. it's 
a mother's worst nightmare  when you know your child is out  there 
in these mean streets of  l.a. and then you get that call.    

0:32 3/25/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows a san  francisco tourist with southern  california 
ties brutally stabbed  in the middle of the street. police just released 
this video  tonight of the february attack  when announced a 5 
thousand  dollar reward in the case. we stopped the video before  
44-year-old paul tam is stabbed  multiple times.  

0:25 3/25/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the rolling stones have  rocked countries around the  world, but not 
until tonight  have the stones rocked cuba.  

0:55 3/28/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news  out of pasadena where a stolen  police 
cruiser crashed into  another police car there. will, this is on lake?  
reporter: at the intersection  of lake avenue and clairemont  street. 
citizens were saying they saw  one police car chasing another. and 
one of the police patrol  cars was stolen and obviously  one was 
used to ram into the  other one. 

1:48 3/28/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to an explosive find in  orange county tonight when  police 
move in to arrest a man  for making a pipe bomb, what  they find is 
an arsenal. hetty chang is live with how  this arrest is connected to  
several pipe bomb scares.  reporter: we are learning  that the 
suspect was on  probation and had been arrested  once before. it 
was here at his old company  where he worked as a drafter. he 
admitted to detonating one of  the pipe bombs here. neighbors say 
they never saw  anything suspicious in the  garage.   everything 
was quiet.  

1:59 3/28/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it looked as if it was  happening again but not at paris  or brussels 
but at the u.s.  capitol. a woodland father and son found  
themselves at the center of the  chaos.  reporter: the father and son  
visiting from the southland were  in the stampede of scared  tourists 
and workers this  afternoon. pandemonium at gunshots around  
2:30 local time when police say  a man approached the screening  
check point with a realistic  looking pellet gun.   the individual drew 
what  appeared to be a weapon and  pointed it at officers. an officer 
fired and struck the  suspect.   

0:27 3/28/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a well-known vietnamese  entertainer is charged with  sexual 
assault. and prosecutors want to know if  there are more victims out  
there. he is accused of molesting a boy  under the age of 14.  

0:20 3/28/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman held hostage and  shot by her ex-boyfriend is  alive 
tonight. she was taken hostage on  thursday and held on a sidewalk  
for three hours when her  ex-boyfriend shot her, officers  opened 
fire and ended his life.   

0:46 3/28/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family members of the  victims killed in a high speed  crash in san 
bernardino trying  to make sense of what happened. you see the 
point of impact in  this video. that crash sent both cars into a  fence 
and the side of a  building. the family members of the man  said he 
was headed to work with  a co-worker when they were  broad-sided 
by a speeding black  car.   

0:30 3/28/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now there is video of the  carjacking that started all  this. a woman 
walked up the driveway  and jumped behind the wheel. the woman 
activated the tracking  device on her phone inside the  truck, flipped 
on the television  and saw her truck racing through  simi valley.  
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0:25 3/28/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

over $200 million of cocaine  in a sub marine part of one  single 
bust by a coast guard  crew from alameda. this video shows that 
coast  guardsmen with guns drawn off  the coast of panama. 13,000 
pounds of cocaine was  seized.  

0:17 3/29/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is investigating a shooting outside a church in south los 
angeles where at least one man in his 50s is injured. this is at 107th 
and figueroa. police are searching the area for evidence at the 
scene. " 

2:00 3/29/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new at 11:00, the" attempted kidnapping of a 16-year-old that 
the assailant met on social media and he nearly gets away with it. 
hetty chang is live in moorpark tonight.  reporter: the 16-year-old 
chose this park as the meeting place. but the so-called friend she 
had been talking with online was anything but. the 16-year-old 
chose peach hill park. just before 5:30 their first inperson meeting 
took a terrifying turn.  as soon as the victim "encountered the 
suspect, the" suspect attacked the victim telling her that he was 
going the sexual assault her  

0:35 3/29/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search tonight for a thief who shot an encino home own 
whoever caught him in the act continues. the two young men 
walked in on a burglary in progress late this afternoon. "well, when 
they confronted the" "intruder, he pulled a gun and" shot one of the 
men twice in the leg.  

0:44 3/29/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglar smashed into a restaurant in hermosa beach. but he was 
also becoming the star of a security camera video. take a look. the 
crook throws something through the glass door of the restaurant 
this morning and crawled inside and came out a few minutes later 
with the cash register tray.  

0:24 3/29/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two mormon missionaries wounded in the attack in brussels are 
now back home in utah. they are in fair condition in a hospital salt 
lake city. they were in the brussels airport when the bombs went off 
last week.  

0:30 3/29/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gunman is on the run after making off with cash from an armored 
truck guard in granada hills today. out of nowhere a gunman 
appears and demands the guard's gun and the bag. the last he was 
seen he was sprinting across the parking lot.  

0:22 3/29/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say they have now arrested a hit and run driver who killed a 
teenager and a man over the weekend. a 22-year-old was behind 
the wheel when he hit and killed the man and the teenager on 
saturday in south gate and ran away.  

0:53 3/29/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he almost lost his daughter when she was held hostage in redlands 
and now for the first time her father is thanking those who saved her 
life.  i thought i lost her and she came back. the surgeons have said 
she is a miracle.  and he has been by her side since she was shot 
by her boyfriend.  

0:36 3/29/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a colorado woman upset over a pizza delivery mistake called 911  i 
ordered a small pizza half cheese and half bacon and they bring me 
half hamburger and i call them back and they don't want to give my 
money back. " that is not a police matter," ma'am.  

0:25 3/29/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

talking about a case of road rage in new jersey. a driver tried to run 
down a woman in some sort of argument yet. the bystanders held 
the driver down and punched her before police finally arrived.  

0:30 3/29/16 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lot of flashing lights in south gate. will?  reporter: a lot of police 
activity in south gate. this is california avenue where sheriffs ended 
a pursuit of an suv not sure what the driver was wanted for.  
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1:47 3/30/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, this" surveillance video shows an accused rapist. 
police say he attacked a woman inside a store. robert joins us from 
van nuys. robert? reporter: lapd says dna evidence left at a scene 
say they could know him once it is matched to a criminal data base. 
now to find enrique before he returns to the neighborhood.  

1:38 3/30/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a crime scene is extensive. here is nbc 4's beverly white. beverly? 
that's right. we are talking about 11 hours after executing a search 
"warrant, the discovery of butane" honey oil lab by the impact 
"team, the county drug tossing" "force, found it right here in a" 
densely-populated area. this is the result of a month-long 
investigation in which they found every room in "this house, except 
one, where" "the tenant wag living, devoted" to the production of 
thc. a marijuana derivative. 

0:20 3/30/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a series of threats shut down all the classes today at l.a. valley 
college. three phone calls around 2:00 this afternoon described 
threats on campus. deputies evacuated campus and they brought in 
the bomb squad. 

0:23 3/30/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

garden" grove police searching for the "man behind a $3,000 cell 
phone" heist. investigators tell us this guy smashed through the 
glass door of the at&t store on book hurst way and stole those 
phones.  

0:20 3/30/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives also looking for a pair of thieves caught in action in the 
city of industry. the men walked into the c & l jewelry shop about 
two weeks "ago, asked to see some rings."  

0:23 3/30/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a smoke shop employee in victorville until a good samaritan steps 
in. and they just had this surveillance photo and a couple you see of 
the men they are looking for tonight.  

0:41 3/30/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two buttal attacks with a hamener east los angeles. for the first time 
a witness is speaking out. both attacks happened near a church. 
last friday a 73-year-old man was hit with a hammer in the back. as 
he was crossing the street.  

1:50 3/30/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fresh out of jail and new a suspect in a hate crime. new details 
emerging about man wh police say attacked an african-american 
man just outside of irvine high school. nbc 4's hetty chang with new 
information about the convict at the center of this investigation. 
hetty? reporter: we are learning the "suspect, 24-year-old 
christopher" "coup, out of jail on an" unrelated parole violation. "he 
was arrested again, after a" pipe found in this parking lot that he 
used to attack.  

0:30 3/30/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the surfing equivalent of a street gang is targeted in a new lawsuit 
for intimidating other surfers in palosáverdes estates. there you see 
the waves there.  

0:37 3/30/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a neighborhood feud explodes on social media. it started when a 
home builder posted a sign that read please be patient. we're 
almost done. "instead of complaining, you" should be thanking the 
owners of this house for bringing up your property value.  

0:56 3/31/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, s.w.a.t. teams" move in to rescue children and each is 
pulled out a window. one officer is injured and the suspect is now in 
custody.  the children he was holding in that apartment are now 
safe with their mother. here is a live picture from the "scene, still 
unfolding." police officers are still investigating what happened here  
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2:04 3/31/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a classmate turned captor. a student says he was held at gunpoint 
on campus. hetty chang has his story for the first time.  reporter: the 
victim tells us that the suspect returned to campus the next day with 
weapons and police arrested him. he is speaking out for the first 
time because he believes it could happen again.  trying to just figure 
out how to get away from him without being shot.  reporter: this l.a. 
trade tech student says it was his only thought. he says for 30 
terrifying minutes a classmate held him at gunpoint in one of the 
college stairwells. " don't say nothing, just" follow what he had to 
say or he would kill me  

1:37 3/31/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for parents tonight. a 10-year-old child escaped from a 
kidnapper in the middle of the day. robert kovacik has the details of 
how she got away.  reporter: she said near san moreno elementary 
school. this is an moreno park. just a few steps away is san moreno 
elementary school. that is the san moreno elementary school.  

0:39 3/31/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search intensifying for the man police say raped a woman in a 
van nuys beauty salon. police releasing this new photo of the man. 
investigators believe that suspect goes by the name enrique. on 
tuesday they tell us he posed as a customer at the salon.  

0:40 3/31/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a wild pursuit in perris comes to an end in an underground flood 
control channel. the deputies spotted the stolen truck and chased 
the ford f-250 through a neighborhood and into the flood channel. 
we were there when the owner saw his truck pulled out for the first 
time 

0:46 3/31/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a botched drug bust in new mexico. a police officer there was shot 
nine times accidentally by his own lieutenant. the video was 
released after a 15-month long investigation and multimillion dollars 
settlement  

0:40 3/31/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglar hit two restaurants within a mile of each other in dana 
point. the cameras captured him breaking into the taco surf 
restaurant where he got away with $4.  

0:32 3/31/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now getting a first look at the trooper killed by a gunman in one of 
the country's largest greyhound bus stations. he was shot at close 
range by a man he had been talking with during a training exercise 
at the richmond bus station.  

0:22 3/31/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in fontana didn't have to go far to catch a bank robber. she 
was just a few feet away in the parking lot. valerie soto is in jail right 
now but just before noon she walked into a bank with two notes 
demanding cash.  

0:23 3/31/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a husband and wife team arrested today. police say they were 
running a counterfeit scam. 26-year-old christopher shopschier and 
his wife are on parole. they were busted for violating parole.  

0:22 1/28/16 11:33p Cultural 

how about an exhibit with a  flare for the dramatic? it opened tonight 
in santa  monica. this is one of the creative  creations on display at 
barker  hangar. the show is called art los  angeles contemporary, 
and it  features eclectic works from  more than 70 of the world's top  
galleries. 

0:26 2/17/16 11:33p cultural 
the one of the most iconic  homes in los angeles will be  part of the 
los angeles county  museum of art overlooking  benedict canyon. it 
was feature in movies.  

0:52 1/1/16 11:07p deaths 

grammy award winning singer  natalie cole has died. cole, the 
daughter of legendary  singer nat king cole, passed  away 
yesterday here in los  angeles.  she was 65 years old and had  a 
long and very successful  recording career. 
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0:20 1/4/16 11:33p deaths 

long time l.a. news man, who survived the jones town massacre in 
1978 has died. bob flick was 84 years old, his  long career included 
time here  at nbc, he died on friday, a day after a fall in which he hit 
his head.  

0:58 1/11/16 11:09p deaths 
fans here and around the  world remembering music legend  david 
bowie and the impact he  had on generations.  

0:19 1/14/16 11:14p deaths 
the husband of celine dion  passed away. he died of throat cancer 
at his  home. they were married in 1994 and he  worked as her 
mentor and manager  throughout her entire career.  

0:20 1/14/16 11:14p deaths 

british actor alan rickman  also died from cancer. his career ranged 
from the royal  shakespeare company to die-hard  and the harry 
potter films. his voice is one of the most  recognizable in the 
business.  

3:10 1/18/16 11:04p deaths 

it is certainly one of the biggest hits of all time, a sound synonymous 
with classic rock and one of the greatest talents behind it was glenn 
frey. he moved to los angeles and fell in with a group of guys who 
later became the eagles. frey died of complications from rheumatoid 
arthritis and amona. 

0:23 2/4/16 11:09p deaths 
tonight extreme sports and  bmx biking superstar dave mirra  is 
dead of an apparent suicide. he was found dead from a gunshot  
wound in his truck in  greenville, north carolina where  he lived.  

0:18 3/4/16 11:16p deaths 

joey feek as passed away. she rose to fame when she paired  up 
with her song writing husband  and he posted a message saying  
that her pain is now gone and he  is in heaven. she was 40 years 
old.  

0:23 3/8/16 11:03p deaths 
george martin has died. ringo starr shared the news  tonight. martin 
signed the fab four to a  label when no one else would.  

0:23 3/16/16 11:33p deaths 
the music world lost a  famous voice today. frank sinatra jr. died 
suddenly  of cardiac address. he took interested in music at a young 
age. he was kidnapped, and his father paid more than $200,000.  

0:32 3/24/16 11:07p deaths 

a comedy legend, fellow  comedians and places he  performed are 
paying tribute to  gary shandling. this message, rest in peace,  
make god laugh. he is best known for his  acclaimed series, the 
larry  sanders show, he collapsed at  home and was taken to a 
hospital in santa monica this morning  where he died.  

0:23 3/29/16 11:33p deaths 
actress patty duke died from a ruptured intestine. patty duke is 
perhaps best known for playing identical cousins in "the 1960s tv 
comedy ""the patty" "duke show.""" she was 69 years old.  

0:24 3/30/16 11:33p deaths 
legendary city councilman bill rosendahl lost his battle with cancer 
today. he was the first openly gay counselmember.  

0:47 1/18/16 11:09p diversity 

bay bridge is back open after protesters with a group black lives 
matter chained their cars together to block traffic and set up an 
illegal fm radio station to broadcast the protest. now, this all 
happened before 4:00 this afternoon.  

0:40 1/18/16 11:10p diversity 

tens of thousands lined crenshaw district today to celebrate dr. 
martin luther king day. not long after the first marching bands rolled 
by protesters with black lives matter just a few minutes into the king 
day parade laid down on crenshaw boulevard.  

0:49 1/19/16 11:15p diversity 

the move to boycott the  oscars is growing. activist al sharpton is 
weighing  in, saying he wants a total  boycott and tunout of this 
show. all 20 nominations went to white  performers for the second 
year.  
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0:24 1/20/16 11:17p diversity 

actress and news  correspondent stacy dash is  slamming the oscar 
boycott. jada picket smith and another  said they would not attend 
the  ceremonies because of the all  white nominees. dash said we 
want to have  integration and said there  should not be a black 
history  month.  

2:08 1/22/16 11:05p diversity 

is it enough? what's next? celebrities responding to the  historic 
academy changes in the   wake of the oscar controversy. robert 
kovasik is live in  beverly hills. robert. reporter: colleen, who votes  
for the oscars. 6,400 people. 94% are white. 76% are male. 
average age, 63. now, after intense scrutiny, get  ready for an 
academy overhaul. tonight john travolta, reacts to  the plan to 
double the women and   diverse numbers by 2020.  

0:29 1/25/16 11:16p diversity 

variety revealing a new  cover targeting the oscars and  the 
academy. the editor provided this video  of tomorrow's cover. it 
shows the headline, shame on  us and the caption we are all to  
blame.  

1:02 2/17/16 11:10p diversity 

a tough day  for a university grad student. she depends on a 
motorized  wheelchair because of cerebral  palsy but she was 
stranded at  the airport because her chair  was damaged. the 34-
year-old phd student  sofia arrived back at lax with  grad students 
that waited with  her at the sacramento airport  for a replacement.  

2:16 2/29/16 11:05p diversity 

hundreds of people in  anaheim demanding an end to  hate. they 
came together tonight just  48 hours after the kkk gathered  in that 
same city. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is there  with the message they 
sent.  reporter: this was a large,  peaceful protest aimed at ending  
bigotry and hate. but there are still a few  protesters from this 
weekend's  violent clash with the kkk still  in jail. tonight some of the 
protesters  were yelling and screaming at  each other trying to get 
the  protesters still in jail bailed  out.    

0:19 3/10/16 11:33p diversity 
A massive turnout in Hollywood today for Eugenio Debrez getting 
his star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.  His star brings with it 
more meaning as a push in Hollywood for more diversity.  

2:02 3/15/16 11:07p diversity 

shocked and embarrassed. a woman said she felt that and  more 
after a waitress hurled  racial remarks at her at a  dennies. live 
outside the restaurant with  how this unfolded.  rob, vigorous denials 
from  denyies headquarters. we know she is suing at l.a.  superior 
court.  reporter: denny's restaurant  videos on you tube depict  
smiling multicultural faces. but this person says a white  waitress 
dished out racism when  she tried to pay with a $100  bill.   

2:02 3/16/16 11:06p diversity 

her death sent shock waves  through the area. la tasha harlance is 
remembered  25 years after she was killed. nbc 4's beverly white 
spoke with har land's family as this  community is still working to  
heal more than two decades  later. beverly, good evening.   
reporter: you're right, the  deli is long gone, but bitter  memories 
remain here that helped ignite the rodney king riots one year later. 
recalling the day 25 years ago  when a korean shop keeper killed la 
tasha.  

1:44 3/25/16 11:06p diversity 

fires with anti-semitic  messages appearing on campuses  all across 
the country,  including right here in southern  california.  reporter: 
we're just in front  of the student union here at cal  state long beach 
where we showed  some of the students a copy of  the flyer. we did 
blur out the offensive  image of the flyer addressed to  white men 
with an anti-semitic  message. the flyer appeared on several  
campus printers throughout the  day.  
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0:26 3/28/16 11:11p diversity 

a white  supremacist hacker is claiming  responsibility for anti-
semitic  fliers at usc, ucla and college  campuses across the 
country. he managed to hack into network  printers on college 
campuses  across the country.  

0:22 1/8/16 11:09p education 

hundreds of students  in porter ranch are preparing to  move to a 
new school in  northridge for the sake of their  health. in only 21 
days, the l.a.  unified school district worked  round the clock to 
recreate the  new campus for porter ranch  middle school. 

0:33 1/11/16 11:10p education 
history tonight at the  lausd. the district now has its first  ever female 
african-american  superintendent. deputy superintendent michelle  
king named to the post today by  the l.a. school board.  

0:27 1/14/16 11:33p education 

lausd's superintendent is  talking about ideas to improve  the 
district. that includes single sex  schools. michelle king said single 
gender  schools could be one way to  attract families and improve  
achievement.  

0:45 2/2/16 11:17p education 

a federal investigation into  a popular beauty school is  leaving 
many in southern  california without financial aid  and their dreams 
in doubt. the department of education is  investigating accusations 
that  two dozen school of beauty  locations false fied financial  aid 
records and cheated students  out of money. 

0:38 3/16/16 11:15p education 

a san diego high  schoolteacher is caught browsing through lingerie 
online during  class. now he's suspended. a student recorded it this 
week. no one probably would have  noticed, however, his computer  
was still connected to the class projector. parents were notified 
about the  suspension yesterday via e-mail. 

0:23 3/24/16 11:15p education 
a video show as teacher  pushing a 4-year-old special  needs child 
to the ground. the video shows her thrusting a  knife in to the young 
boys back  and knocking him to the ground.  

0:34 2/10/16 11:33p 
Elderly-Seniors-

Retirement 

federal officials warning  about a scam tricking senior  pictures to 
becoming drug mules. it shows some of the drugs  they've seized. 
seniors are being contacted,  told they're in line for an  inheritance if 
they take an  international flight to meet  with attorneys. 

0:51 1/15/16 11:09p Employment/Labor 

hundreds of walmart workers  here in southern california will  be 
looking for new jobs because  the country's largest retailer  is 
closing something like 269  stores worldwide. walmart announced it 
would be  closing 154 stores in the u.s.,  seven of them right here in  
southern california, all in an  effort to save money.  

1:47 1/21/16 11:04p Employment/Labor 

several wal-mart stores in  southern california are closing. tonight 
many employees at the  stores are fighting for the  future. nbc 4s, 
beverly white live in  crenshaw where community members  are 
trying to help those who are  now the jobless. chuck, wal-mart 
workers were  scarce at the hastily called  community meeting in 
their  honor.  

0:39 1/1/16 11:08p entertainment 

hundreds of thousands packed  the sidewalks of pasadena for  the 
127th annual tournament of  roses parade. \m\m that's the lausd all 
district  high school band. just 1 of 19 marching bands  entertaining 
the crowd along  colorado boulevard.  

1:19 1/1/16 11:32p entertainment 
the tournament of roses  parade is one of southern  california's 
great traditions. today marked the end of an  era for a team that's 
become  almost as much of a tradition as  the parade itself.  

0:24 1/4/16 11:10p entertainment 

we are a big  step closer to getting an nfl  team or possibly teams 
back to  los angeles. as expected the saint louis  rams, san diego 
chargers and  oakland raiders all filed  applications today to move to  
the l.a. area.  
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0:29 1/6/16 11:17p entertainment 

bill cosby will not face  criminal charges for two hagd  rape cases in 
l.a. two women accused him of  assaulting them. the l.a. district 
attorney's  office decided not to charge, to  press charges because 
too much  time had passed.  

0:23 1/8/16 11:13p entertainment 

former nba star lamar odom  has been transferred from a los  
angeles hospital to a private  facility. a spokesperson for the family  
says odom was released from the  hospital earlier this week,  three 
months after he was found  at the love ranch brothel in  nevada.  

1:25 1/11/16 11:14p entertainment 

all right. in just days now we should know  the fate of nfl football 
right  here in los angeles. will it be the rams? the chargers? the 
raiders? or a combination of two of those teams? fred roggin is at 
the nfl owners meeting in houston tonight.  

3:02 1/12/16 11:01p entertainment 

fred roggin in houston, to  explain how the two-decade  drought has 
ended. reporter: it's been a long  day. it's been a long year. from 
when stan kroenke got that  land in englewood. the chargers felt 
that kroenke  was going to get the project. and he was trying to get 
him to  leverage his position and share  englewood with spanos. 
this went on for a year. there was a war of words. the englewood 
site was best. and tonight, the commissioner of the national football 
league  made it official.  

1:54 1/12/16 11:04p entertainment 

l.a. rams fans are pretty  thrilled. beverly white is live in  englewood. 
reporter: they're leaving  here with memories of the  fearsome 
foursome. excitement on the asphalt is an  understatement, as the 
gridiron  dreams are about to be made  real. a victory decades in 
the making  tonight of the fans from l.a. to st. louis and back to l.a. 
rams.  

0:19 1/13/16 11:34p entertainment 
tonight show fans get ready. jimmy fallon is coming back to  l.a. they 
announced "the tonight  show" will return to los angeles  february 
15th through the 19th.  

2:02 1/14/16 11:07p entertainment 

the oscar nominations are out  and the revinant leads the way  while 
mad max and the martian  trail with 10 and 7  respectively. it's what 
you don't see that is  causing nationwide controversy. beverly white 
is live to  explain. the buzz over who is likely  to take home an oscar 
is  mitigated by concerns about  overlooked minorities. people of 
color buy over half of  movie tickets.  

0:49 1/14/16 11:13p entertainment 

from the kid's tv show star  to murder suspect. a power rangers star 
is accused  of killing his roommate. he is charged for the death of  
36-year-old josh sutter. medina used a sword to kill  sutter in an 
argument last  january.  

0:51 1/15/16 11:07p entertainment 

plans for the new rams  stadium are coming together in  inglewood. 
thousands of new jobs will be  created from this project. at a 
celebration today, the  mayor of inglewood says he won't  let 
anyone forget it was his  city that made it all happen.  

0:33 1/15/16 11:17p entertainment 

actor sean penn says he  regrets the fallout created by  his now 
infamous meeting with  drug lord joaquin "el chapo"  guzman. penn 
telling 60 minutes that he  intended for the october meeting  to 
contribute to a rolling stone  article that would shed a light  on the 
u.s. war on drugs policy. 

0:50 1/18/16 11:11p entertainment 

season ticket demand surging for the l.a. rams come back back to 
southern california but the excitement is also raising concerns about 
high ticket prices. rams officials say 5,000 people put down deposits 
today for season tickets in the first five minutes of availability.  
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0:47 1/18/16 11:15p entertainment 

two two big hollywood  names are boycotting the academy awards. 
there is not enough diversity and the president agrees. she is 
saying she's frustrated about the lack of inclusion. all 20 acting 
nominations went to white per formers for the second year in a row. 

2:24 1/19/16 11:00p entertainment 

now at 11:00, for the first  time, the driver that actor  jamie foxx 
pulled from his  burning truck talks about his  rescue. and we are 
live in thousand  oaks where that driver is being  treated tonight. 
robert? reporter: colleen and chuck,  he has a broken collarbone 
and a  punctured lung. but brett kyle spoke to us from  his hospital 
bed tonight to  deliver a message to the man  he's never met.  

0:37 1/20/16 11:09p entertainment 

911 calls reveal the  dramatic rescue after jamie foxx  pulled a man 
from a burning car.  hi. a guy his car's turned over and  he was 
inside on fire and we  pulled him out. he's on the side of the glass. 
send and ambulance, please.   

0:25 1/26/16 11:33p entertainment 

a new kind of experience  is coming to the las vegas  strip. mgm 
resorts announced it will  open an outdoor park featuring  
landscaped spaces, performers  and restaurants and a hand full  of 
dining options including  shake shack.  

0:22 2/2/16 11:06p entertainment 
the denver broncos are  sending ryan murphy home after  police 
questioned him in a  prostitution sting operation. the 23-year-old is 
one of ten  men questioned and released.  

0:25 2/2/16 11:33p entertainment 
a hearing took place in  another case involving bill  cosby. cosby 
gave a deposition in  october for a sexual battery  lawsuit filed by a 
woman from  riverside county.  

0:23 2/3/16 11:15p entertainment 

a set back for bill cosby. a judge refused to throw out a  2004 sexual 
assault case and  ruled his own testimony can be  used against 
him. prosecutors must prove they have  enough evidence to 
proceed to  trial.  

0:31 2/4/16 11:33p entertainment 
heisman trophy winner johnny  manziel is facing accusations  that 
he hit his ex-girlfriend. in this report police say that  the woman is 
claiming that  manziel struck her several times  last saturday.  

0:20 2/5/16 11:08p entertainment 
the city is closed. super bowl city is closed.  san francisco's super 
bowl  city shut down on this friday  night before the big game. an 
hour before closing time  people were told there is no  more room.  

0:27 2/5/16 11:33p entertainment 

police are reopening a  domestic violence investigation  regarding 
johnny manziel. he is accused of hitting his  ex-girlfriend in an 
argument  last week. investigators are not saying why  they are 
reopening the case.  

0:31 2/8/16 11:18p entertainment 

beyonce is getting praise  and criticism for her  performance and a 
lot of  attention over a photo of her  backup dancers. they posed 
with a sign saying  justice for woods. officers said that woods  
threatened them with a knife.  

0:31 2/11/16 11:33p entertainment 
a selfie, a lot of laughs  and a little dancing. that's how president 
obama  kicked off his time in l.a.  today. and he recorded a 
message of  love.  i obamacare more than you  even know. 

0:24 2/12/16 11:33p entertainment 

adele surprised fans with a  secret concert in koreatown  tonight. 
tickets were offered only to  california fans registered with  
adele.com. her sold out tour kicks off this  month and she will 
perform at  the grammys on monday.   
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2:56 2/15/16 11:15p entertainment 

he came straight out of  compton and kendrick lamar took  center 
stage at the grammys. this is the biggest night of the  year for music 
with surprises,  tributes and even a technical  glitch. nbc 4's robert 
kovacik is live  for us outside staples with some  of what you didn't 
see on tv.  reporter: do you realize that  kendrick lamar is only 28 
years  of age and that is what was  evident tonight on the red  
carpet and on stage. 

0:34 2/15/16 11:33p entertainment 

"star wars" fans have  something new to get excited  about.  cut. 
beautiful.  that's it. "star wars" released this teaser  video to 
announce that  production has started on  episode 8. it shows the 
actors and director  and that's about it.  

0:34 2/16/16 11:33p entertainment 

here's the question, was  music legend paul mccartney  turned 
away from a grammy party  last night?  v.i.p. do we got to get?  
really.   tmz video is showing  mccartney and beck denied access  
last night at a party hosted by  tiga. 

0:25 2/17/16 11:33p entertainment 

the wizard world of "harry  potter" opens in a few weeks but  if you 
can't wait, we have a  sneak peak inside. they got a chance to step 
in  before the attraction opens on  april 7th. you can take a 360-
degree tour  of the castle and hog's made  village on our nbc la app. 
just search harry potter.   

0:37 2/19/16 11:09p entertainment 

an attempt to reduce the  bail of a former power ranger  actor 
accused of killing his  roommate is denied. he is lon locked up on a 
million  dollars bail. the family of the victim says  that he was trying 
to evict  medina from the property where  he was living rent free.  

0:27 2/24/16 11:16p entertainment 

juice and chasing  down justin bieber four years  ago. paul rafe pled 
no contest to  reckless driving and agreed to  serve four years's 
probation. his case was the first to be  tried under the paparazzi 
law,  which bans reckless driving in  order to get a photo. 

0:27 2/25/16 11:06p entertainment 

the oscar that michael jackson paid $1  million for is missing. 
executives discovered that the  statue is missing from the  estate. 
he bought the oscar at an  auction in 1999. he paid more than $1.5 
million  for it.   

2:44 2/26/16 11:05p entertainment 

one of the biggest nights in  hollywood less than 48 hours  away. 
security is tighter than ever. when the controversy surrounding  the 
lack of diversity among the  nominees this year, this year's  event 
already taking an  interesting turn.  you're exactly right. security is 
tighter than ever. there's a couple of reasons why. factor in the 
presence of the  vice president. he's going to take the stage at  the 
academy awards on sunday.  

0:31 2/26/16 11:08p entertainment 

we were told the 83-year-old  had a stroke and her publicist  is 
walking that back. a spokesperson more john  lennon's widow said 
she's been  treated for flu-like systems. her son sent out this tweet  
saying she was dehydrated and  tired.  

1:19 2/26/16 11:33p entertainment 

right now only two people in the  entire world know who's going to  
walk home with an oscar. it took about 48 hours for the  price 
waterhouse cooper's team  to count the ballots by hand. we caught 
up with the duo for  the first time to see what  happens between 
now and the  famous words, the oscar goes to.   

0:36 3/1/16 11:33p entertainment 

his name is don francisco  and he host the longest show,  after 30 
years, they parted  ways. the iconic host, however, has  found a 
new home. telemundo. don francisco and telemundo have  reached 
a multiyear deal late  last night.  
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0:25 3/3/16 11:32p entertainment 

the autopsy report on bobbi  kristina brown will finally be  released 
to the public. a judge granted a release by  several news 
organizations to  unseal that autopsy report. the 22-year-old 
daughter of  whitney houston and bobby brown  was found 
unconscious in a  bathtub just about a year ago. 

2:30 3/4/16 11:00p entertainment 

a new twist in the o.j.  simpson case. a knife handed over to the 
lapd  more than a decade after it was  discovered. the small life 
found on the  rockingham property where  simpson once lived.   it is 
being tested to see if  it has a connection to the  murders of ron 
goldman and  nicole brown-simpson. and we have more details 
from  robert kovacik.  reporter: you know where i'm  standing. 
behind me the trial of the  century. is this the discovery of the  
century? dna tests will answer that  question. but another question, 
why did  this former police officer with  decades of law enforcement  
experience hang on to this he  says he didn't want to. 

0:11 3/4/16 11:33p entertainment 
we want to clarify the  coverage of the new twist of the  o.j. simpson 
case. the member of the team that  spoke with us is karl e.  
douglas.   

0:31 3/7/16 11:07p entertainment 
police say the shooting death of the wife of the former eagle's randy 
misner was an accident. she said her husband was intoxicated. the 
police took a domestic violence report and left.  

0:25 3/7/16 11:17p entertainment 

erin andrews was awarded $55 million in a lawsuit over a secretly 
recorded nude video. a stalker took that video at a hotel and posted 
it online. the jury found the stalker, michael barrett and the hotel 
should share the blame.  

0:23 3/9/16 11:15p entertainment 

tonight, the man known to  millions as chumley on the  reality show 
pawn stars is  arrested on weapons charges. he is in las vegas jail, 
they  found meth, and at least one gun while investigating his  
residence for a sexual assault  investigation. 

0:26 3/9/16 11:33p entertainment 

we could know in two weeks  whether a knife found in o.j.  
simpson's old rockingham estate  is connected to the murders of  
his wife. because simpson was acquitted by a jury. he cannot be 
retried.   

3:04 3/10/16 11:05p entertainment 

the so called dog whisperer  is under investigation for  animal 
cruelty. nbc 4 is the only camera there  as animal control and sheriff  
deputies move in and we're  hearing from investigators. we are live.   
reporter: let's start by  mentioning that this story has  already 
generated hundreds of  comments on our facebook page.  

0:28 3/11/16 11:08p entertainment 

animal control officers  confirmed that caesar milan is  cooperating 
with an animal  cruelty investigation that  involves an episode of 
caesar  911. a dog known for attacking pigs  was placed with a 
group of pigs  so milan could train him to  remain calm, but the dog 
bit one  pig's ear.  

0:20 3/11/16 11:33p entertainment 
former clippers owner donald  sterling and wife shelly put  their 
differences aside. shelly sterling's lawyer filed  papers asking that 
the divorce  petition be dismissed.  

0:30 3/14/16 11:34p entertainment 

get ready for a zombie  invasion at universal studios. they are 
adding an attraction  based on "the walking dead." there has been a 
"walking dead"  maze during the halloween horror  nights but this is 
set to be  open all year long.  

0:20 3/15/16 11:16p entertainment 
an arrest in the celebrity  nude photo hack. ryan collins agreed to 
plead  guilty for stealing riskay  photos. police say he did i by posing 
as  an employee of apple.  
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0:43 3/15/16 11:16p entertainment 

this year's oscars might be  over but it has not stopped the  
academy from doing a drama  makeover of its board. the academy 
president just  announced three new members to  the bored of 
governors and seven  new board members. this comes a day after 
the  academy apologized to asian  members for a joke about three  
youngsters counting the votes. we called the academy and they  
sent thus statement.  

0:25 3/15/16 11:33p entertainment 
bruce springstein rocking  the heart tonight. tonight is the first of 
three  sold out shows there. these concerts are the final  sendoff for 
the 50-year-old  arena.  

0:31 3/15/16 11:33p entertainment 

are you ready? break out your fedora and your  leather jacket. the 
most famous archaeologist is  coming back to the big screen.  
indiana jones.  why did it have to be snakes?  announced today, 
harrison  ford and stephen spielberg  teaming up again. it doesn't 
have a title but it  is set to premier in 2019.  

0:36 3/18/16 11:16p entertainment 

a $115 million victory  for wrestling superstar hulk  hogan coming 
not in the ring but in the courtroom today. today a jury in florida 
sided  with hogan after he sued the  website gawker for posting a 
sex tape of him.  

0:22 3/21/16 11:16p entertainment 

it's another multimillion  dollar victory for hulk hogan in  his sex tape 
lawsuit. gawker media has to pay $25  million in punitive damages 
for  posting the sex tape online on  top of a $115 million hogan was  
awarded on friday.  

0:22 3/24/16 11:33p entertainment 

the stones arrived in havana  today, less than 24 hours before their 
free concert in cuban  capitol, it will be the first  time a british band 
plays in c    -- in cuba, an estimated 4,000  people are expected to 
attend.  

0:27 3/29/16 11:33p entertainment 

sir elton john is fighting sexual harassment allegations from a 
former security guard. a lawsuit filed this week claims that elton john 
inappropriately touched him and meat sexual comments during a 
12-year period. 

1:29 3/30/16 11:03p entertainment 

video in the lakers video controversy that many say is dividing the 
team on and off the court. tonight we're hearing from both of the 
stars involved in this scanned al. nbc 4's mario solis is live from 
staples center with what the players say about this. mario? 
"reporter: sure, the kobe" farewell tour is winding down but all talks 
are around d angelo russell and the seek red recording. little to say 
before the game.  

0:47 1/6/16 11:15p Environment 
that 4.5 earthquake that  rattled riverside county should  have you 
asking the question,  are you ready for the next big  one? certainly 
caught a lot of people  by surprise.  

0:47 1/14/16 11:09p Environment 
a pair of mountain lion cubs  born a few weeks ago were found  
among large boulders and thick  brush. the discovery came in the 
first  public hearing on the liberty  canyon crossing for wildlife.  

0:37 1/18/16 11:18p Environment 
i think it's safe to say this is something you would not want to see on 
your next trip to the beach. it's a great white shark that some 
fishermen caught on their line in san diego county.  

0:24 2/15/16 11:15p Environment 

if you have gone to the  beach in san pedro you might  have noticed 
the rocky  shoreline. what happened to the sand? the waves are 
washing away the  sand at a fast pace. it is creating dangerous  
conditions there.  

0:40 2/16/16 11:11p Environment 

you never know when or where  a quake will hit. people in southern 
california  talking about the 4.8 quake that  hit near big pine. this the 
what it looked like. it hit around 3:00 this  afternoon in an area that 
is  mostly farmland.  
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0:31 2/19/16 11:00p Environment 

we begin with this breaking  news tonight. the ground shaking in the 
inland  empire. a 4.3 quake about 22 miles east  northeast of 
lucerne valley. hundreds feeling the earthquake. nbc 4 viewers said 
they felt it  in big bear and victorville. people from apple valley and  
loflin, nevada feeling the jolt. one woman saying it rolled her  home.   

0:26 2/19/16 11:33p Environment 
we have an update on the  breaking news from the top of  the 
newscast here, 4.3  earthquake about 22 miles  east/northeast of 
lucerne  valley. hundreds reported feeling the  quake.  

0:33 2/22/16 11:05p Environment 

three earthquakes including  a magnitude 4.1 within 25  minutes of 
each other in san  bernardino county. the usgs reports the epicenter  
five miles southwest of ludlow. the 4.1 happened at 7:20  tonight. 
and all within just a tenth of a  mile within each other.  

0:25 2/23/16 11:08p Environment 
new video shows effects of 4.9  earthquake. pretty powerful in the 
san  joaquinn valley, just north of  bakersfield. the water tower 
shaking in  wasco.  

0:21 2/26/16 11:18p Environment 
a mountain lion caught  rolling around in a backyard. a vuer shared 
this with us. the big cat has a tracking  device around its neck. the 
national park service  determined the cat is p27 

0:25 3/3/16 11:33p Environment 
take a look at this. a rare albino whale. marine biologists spotted 
this  mammal off the coast of baja,  california. see this bright white 
whale  which belongs to the great whale  species.  

0:27 3/4/16 11:16p Environment 
a video of a whale tangled  in a fishing line. the whale watchers 
watched it  unfold. you can see it thrash to remove  the line. after 
several minutes the whale  did manage to free itsel.   

0:23 3/8/16 11:34p Environment 
do you know what you're  looking at here? rear seahorses spotted 
off the  coast of redondo beach. the man who shot the video says  
he saw seven of the sea  creatures.  

2:27 3/9/16 11:05p Environment 

for the first time a kuala  goes missing and then turns up  dead. the 
prime suspect, p-twenty-two, the most famous mountain lion. 
robert?  chuck, consider this latest  development just minutes ago, 
we heard from the mayor's office. they have launched an  
investigation and in the  meantime, they say, they are  taking 
precautions to make sure  that all of the animals are  safe.  

0:45 3/10/16 11:11p Environment 

city officials are speaking  out tonight about a video  capturing a 
mountain lion  lurking around the zoo. the mountain lion can be 
seen on camera before the beer went  missing wf her remains were  
found 455 yards away. it would take a particularly  strong predator 
to grab her and  carry her that distance.    

0:27 3/18/16 11:10p Environment 

and mountain lion p-22 has  been spotted prowling around the los 
angeles zoo just a week  after the cat likely killed a  koala there. 
now, the zoo just confirmed that p-22 was in fact spotted early  this 
morning very close to the  zoo grill.  

0:15 3/30/16 11:16p environment 
and a close call in redondo beach. a whale calf drew a loin of 
spectators. that calf has been spotted all week long very close to 
shore.  

0:22 3/31/16 11:18p environment 
many say they are out to stop aerial spraying. at least 1300 people 
signed a petition asking vector control not to spray this year.  

0:28 1/1/16 11:16p foreign news 

our first look inside part  of that skyscraper that caught  fire 
yesterday in dubai. take a look. this is the lobby area of the  63-
story luxury hotel and  apartment building. there are still hot spots in  
other parts of the building that  fire crews are still trying to  douse.  
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0:24 1/4/16 11:17p foreign news 

a  dramatic rescue at sea, caught  off the coast of norway on  
camera. five crew members were aboard  this fishing boat when it  
capsized the coast guard  captured the moments after the  rescuers 
pulled the men out of  the icy waters  

0:38 1/5/16 11:06p foreign news 

and developing right now. the u.s. government is  investigating 
claim north korea  tested a hydrogen bomb. an quaek was 
measured near the  test site a few hours ago. they said the quake 
was in fact  manmade. if that is true, north korea is  one step closer 
developing  nuclear weapon that's can pose a  threat to the united 
states.  

0:24 1/7/16 11:15p foreign news 

shanghai's composite index  closed up less than 24 hours  after 
shutting down and causing  plunging prices all around the  world. 
trading on china's stock market  was automatically suspended  
yesterday after trading closed  to its lowest level in almost  five 
years. 

2:01 1/8/16 11:00p foreign news 

breaking news. a kingpin captured, "el chapo"  paraded in public. 
now back inside the same prison  from where he escaped. we're 
learning tonight it was  the drug lord's hollywood dreams  that led to 
his final moments of  freedom. mexican authorities  recaptured "el 
chapo" in a  bloody raid. some of the images you're about  to see 
are graphic.  reporter: tonight the mexican  government making sure 
the world  knows they have their man. military guards deliberately  
turning "el chapo's" head to the  cameras. he was cleaned up, a 
sharp  contrast to the first pictures  released of the billionaire drug  
lord in a filthy t-shirt after  his arrest.  

0:30 1/11/16 11:09p foreign news 

we have new video and new  details tonight of the capture  of one of 
the world's most  wanted men. joaquin "el chapo" guzman. this raid 
by the mexican marines ultimately led to the capture of guzman. five 
people were killed. six others arrested.  

0:33 1/12/16 11:11p foreign news 

ten american sailors  captured in iran will be free to continue their 
journey. the sailors may be from southern california. the sailors 
were on a training  mission in the persian gulf when one of the 
boats had mechanical  failure and drifted into iranian waters near 
farsi island.  

0:54 1/14/16 11:05p foreign news 
isis strikes the capital and  now a warning from the united  states 
embassy in jakarta. it is the first attack that isis  claimed 
responsibility for in  that country. indonesia battles militancy.  

0:41 1/15/16 11:14p foreign news 

a news producer is at the  center of a tropical vacation  mystery 
after she was murdered  on a trip to belize. 39-year-old anne 
swaney from  chicago left her hotel for a  yoga session yesterday. 
after a resort worker found her  belongings along the river,  police 
started to search.  

0:44 1/19/16 11:16p foreign news 
4 1/2 years in captivity in  iran, and tonight a former u.s.  marine 
credits his milt training  for keeping him sane. amir hack maddy and 
three other  americans were released as part  of a swap with iran.  

0:23 1/19/16 11:17p foreign news 

right now, some breaking  news. a deadly standoff with armed  
militants in pakistan as gunmen  storm a university located in  the 
northern region of that  country. six people, we understand, are  
dead, including a professor and  a student. no one so far is claiming  
responsibility for this attack. 

0:44 2/2/16 11:14p foreign news 

tonight investigators are  trying to figure out if  terrorists set off a 
bomb on a  passenger jet 11,000 feet in the  air on a flight over 
somalia. this video was taken as the jet  was still airborne with 74  
passengers and crew members.  
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0:25 2/2/16 11:15p foreign news 
a drug tunnel discovered in  tijuana before it could be used. these 
pictures show the tunnel  still under construction at a  home in the 
border town there.  

0:28 2/3/16 11:05p foreign news 

wikileaks founder said he is  willing to surrender to british  police on 
a sex assault charge  if the united nations rules  against him. he is 
posting this message to  the twitter page tonight saying  he will turn 
himself in on  friday should the united nations  reject his case 
against the uk  and sweden.  

2:11 2/5/16 11:06p foreign news 

the  death toll from a powerful 6.4  earthquake in taiwan is now up  
to five including a 10-day-old  baby. 318 are hospitalized. the 
biggest concern two crumpled  high-rise buildings. the search for 
survivors here  has been non-stop. robert kovacik is in the  
newsroom now with the latest on  the search efforts.  reporter: we're 
continuing to  monitor the efforts as we speak. let show you a feed 
from  taiwan's national television  network.  

0:21 2/8/16 11:18p foreign news 
a video of a leopard  attacking a man on campus. the cat goes after 
a man near a  swimming pool. four people were hurt trying to  catch 
the leopard.  

0:22 2/19/16 11:16p foreign news 
a woman riding her electric  bicycle collides with a  three-wheeled 
car in china. that car bursts into flames. there was a group of people  
nearby and they rescued the  woman right in the nick of time.  

0:33 3/18/16 11:08p foreign news 

and with one of the main  suspects in the paris terror  attacks now in 
custody,  investigators are hoping to get  more information about 
what led  to that deadly day of terror. salah abdeslam was shot in 
the  leg during that raid that led to his arrest today in brussels.  

3:25 3/22/16 11:00p foreign news 

terror manhunt. minutes before back to back  explosions. chilling 
video captures three  men wheeling bombs. tonight the search for 
the one  who got away and the new threat  prompting new alerts for  
americans.   right now the sun is rising  on an overcast morning in  
brussels this is a live picture  of the airport that will remain  closed. a 
bomb ripping through the  departure terminal. 31 killed in two 
separate  attacks. robert kovacik has new details  developing. and 
the discovery made  overnight.  reporter: there are reports  just into 
the newsroom isis is  not only taking credit for the  brussels terrorist 
strike but is  celebrating what the jihadist  did by handing out candy 
in  syria.  

0:35 3/22/16 11:05p foreign news 

a lot of people took to  social media moments after the  attacks 
including an american  who documented his survivor on  facebook. 
he was nearly knocked off his  feet by won it have explosions.   the 
explosion was like a  boom. the concussion was so great that  i was 
stumbling.  

0:23 3/22/16 11:06p foreign news 
many of the world's famous  landmarks are lit in the colors  of the 
belgian flag. the eiffel tower, and the one  world trade center and 
the  parthanon.   

0:28 3/22/16 11:13p foreign news 

it's wednesday morning,  belgian police continue their  hunt for a 
terrorist seen with  two suicide bombers following  the attacks in 
brussels. more than 200 were injured  including a basketball player  
whose father lives in san  clemente.  

0:40 3/22/16 11:14p foreign news 

and a man says this is a  long day of anxiety as he tried  to reach 
his family in brussels,  belgium.   five months ago something  
happens in france and now it's  in belgium. i'm scared it's not the 
last  one.  he owns brussels bistro in  laguna beach and moved him 
from  brussels in 2005.  
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2:23 3/24/16 11:03p foreign news 

late tonight, we have new  information on one of the  bombers in 
brussels, it comes  from his brother, he said that  officials came 
looking for his  brother just after the paris  attacks. you are about 
hear from him,  he does not speak english. he said that his brother 
gave no warning signs that he was  radicalized but suddenly cut off 
all contact. we are learning more about the  plot, the plotters and 
who may  have been the targets. 

0:19 3/24/16 11:05p foreign news 
we are getting new video  tonight from a raid in paris in  a suburb 
there where police  foiled another attack. a french national who was 
in the advance said stages of a plot is in custody. 

0:21 3/24/16 11:33p foreign news 

we have just learned that  the airport in brussels will  remain closed 
longer than  expected, now through sunday. the forensic 
investigation is  taking longer than expected and  it has access to 
the airport  blocked off.  

0:32 3/25/16 11:08p foreign news 

raids across europe could be  coming in the next few days as  
security forces step up the  pressure on terrorist cells  before they 
have the chance to  strike again. we're getting new information  now 
about this cell phone video  now as a man took a little girl  hostage.  

0:23 3/25/16 11:09p foreign news 

tonight we're getting some  new details about a special  forces 
operation against isis,  killing the terrorist  organization's second in 
command  and top financial officer. sources with counter terrorism  
tell nbc news troops landed in  syria yesterday.  

0:37 3/28/16 11:24p foreign news 

egypt officials say an egypt  air plane has been hijacked  headed to 
cypress. the bbc says that the plane has  landed in cypress at this 
point. our nbc news foreign desk is  working on the situation to  
effort more information. we will update you as we get it. according to 
the a.p. an egypt  air plain has been hijacked. it has now landed, 
according to  the bbc in cypress. mario?  

0:38 3/28/16 11:33p foreign news 

we have more information on  that breaking story. egypt air jet 
diverted to  cypress according to egyptian  officials. it has now 
landed on cypress. even though is it an island,  close to syria and 
turkey.   the flight had 62 passengers  on board and they suspect 
there  may be a bomb on the plane. it was en route from alexandra  
egyptian to cairo.   we will have details on the  nbc l.a. app and on 
today in  l.a.  

0:23 3/30/16 11:16p foreign news 
a lion attack after escaping from a popular kenyan tourist spot. this 
video shows the lion running from workers at nairobi national park 
after the lion got loose.  

0:29 3/31/16 11:08p foreign news 

developing news, north korea" fired what is believed to be a ballistic 
missile off its coast. the news agency reports an unidentified military 
official claims the missile flew into the waters off the northeast coast 
tonight.  

0:45 1/22/16 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

family and friend remembered a  teenager, 13, killed with two  friend 
in a rollover crash. hundred took part in a  candlelight vigil in hemet. 
the three boys died saturday  morning when the car they were  
traveling in crashed on  winchester road.  

0:44 2/16/16 11:07p 
funerals and 
memorials 

tonight a community is  remembering an l.a. county judge  hit and 
killed by a car crossing  the street. the judge was walking across the  
a street in peko robinson when  he was hit. he served as a top 
adviser to  the fcc and in his spare time he  performed as a stanup 
comedian.  

0:30 3/2/16 11:07p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a vigil held tonight for a  newborn infant found dead in an  alley in 
long beach. community members gathered in of the same spot 
where school  children found the baby's body  last month. police say 
that body was badly  decomposed.  
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0:31 3/3/16 11:33p 
funerals and 
memorials 

25 years after a video  camera showed lapd officers  beating rodney 
king, the impact  is still felt today. the grainy footage shot on march  
3rd, 1991, became the first  police beating to go viral when  a jury 
did not convict four lapd  officers, the city erupted into  deadly riots.  

0:36 1/1/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

sky riders also wanted to  get in on the show over pasadena  by 
writing a controversial  political message in the sky. sky writing 
planes wrote out  america is great. trump is disgusting and anybody  
but trump.  

0:25 1/4/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

after months on  the sideline, jerry brown is  getting involved in the 
natural  gas well that has been leaking  for months near porter 
ranch. the governor meeting with  members of the neighborhood  
council in a home in porter  ranch.  

0:19 1/4/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

anti-government activists  opened a wild life reserve. the fbi is 
monitoring the  situation as it moves in to the  fourth day. so far, no 
attempts to retake  the preserves headquarters.  

0:21 1/4/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

an executive order is to be  passed tomorrow. it will require licenses 
and  background checks to be done. the president said that the  
changes will be consistent with  the right to bear arms and keep  
guns out of the hands of  criminals.  

0:33 1/6/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

our governor jerry brown has  declared a state of emergency in  
porter ranch where thousands of  residents have been displaced  all 
because of the ongoing  natural gas leak. a town hall meeting was 
as you  can see, pack.  

0:17 1/12/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of carson is  accepting defeat graciously in  its bid to get an 
nfl team. the mayor saying the stadium  process put the city on the 
map  nationally. the land set aside for a new  stadium along the 405 
will now  likely be sold.  

2:19 1/12/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

a lot of attention tonight  about the nfl moving back to  l.a. but the 
city hosted a state of  the union watch party tonight. president 
obama delivered his  last state of the union address, calling for 
better politics. the president laid out an  optimistic vision for 
america's  future and admitted his own  failure to bridge the partisan  
divide. we have all of the highlights,  now, and the republican  
response. 

0:24 1/13/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

here in southern california,  cost of rent might be going up. the l.a. 
city council said the  cost of retro fitting for quakes  should be 
shared. they must shoulder the financial  burden and they want to 
start  implementing the biggest seismic  laws in the country. 

0:44 1/14/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump and ted cruz  went at each other and they  dominated 
the first gop debate  of the year in south carolina. cruz attacked 
trump for having  so-called new york values.  

0:28 1/18/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

more national guard troops is moving into flint, myrrh again, to ease 
the crisis there. the new wave of 70 will hand out bottled water, 
filters, and testing kits to 100,000 residents. that contamination 
reportedly started nearly two years ago when the city started 
pumping water from the flint river in order to save money.  

0:49 1/19/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

former alaska governor and  former vice presidential  candidate 
sarah palin will hit  the trail with gop front-runner,  donald trump. this 
is a woman that from day  one, i said if i ever do this, i  have to get 
her support. she feels it. she understands it better than  anybody.  

0:46 1/20/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump and sarah palin  fired up the crowd in tulsa,  
oklahoma. palin raised a few eyebrows  however when she linked 
her  son's domestic violence arrest  to ptsd and president obama.   
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0:24 1/20/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

apparently the california  gas tax is not bringing in  enough money 
to fix the road so  caltran is looking for something  new, 5,000 
volunteers for a  program based on mileage.  

1:01 1/25/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

we are one week from the  iowa caucuses and democratic  
candidates began the push to  convince voters they deserve the  
vote. 

0:29 1/25/16 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

l.a.'s bid for the 2024  summer olympic games is taking a  turn. 
organizers planned to build an  olympic village near downtown  but 
that would have cost more  than $2 billion. today, a change of 
course. why build when you have ucla.  

0:39 1/26/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

there will be one last  candidate at thursday's  republican debate in 
iowa,  donald trump who is leading in  the polls says he's not going 
to  take part. his reason, he doesn't want  anchor megyn kelly 
asking the  questions.   

0:20 1/26/16 11:19p 
Government and 

Politics 

chewing tobacco is out. the city counsel voting to ban  it at locations 
including  dodger's stadium. the city counsel says the ban is  am 
aimed at promoting good  health and setting a good  example for 
kids. 

0:29 1/27/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump is refusing to  reconsider joining tomorrow's  
republican debate in iowa,  tonight, he did not hold back in a 
identifiry interview on fox  news.  

1:59 1/28/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight in iowa, a republican  debate with all of the  candidates 
except the  front-runner, donald trump. trump says that fox news 
made a  last-minute apology, but it was  too late. nbc 4's beverly 
white has the  gop duel that unfolded on two  stages.  

0:30 1/29/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

only three days from the iowa caucuses and hillary clinton is making 
more news for her e-mails than her campaign. the obama 
administration confirms that clintons server contained closely 
guarded government secrets. some including material including a 
top secret classification.  

0:48 1/29/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

high land park community as parking problems escalate into a fight 
to clean up a neighborhood. rvs are parked there day and night and 
the neighbors say it is turning into a haven for the homeless. 
recently someone was shot and killed, a homeless teen out there 
and one man says their community is becoming a health and safety 
hazard 

2:47 2/1/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

too close to call. hillary clinton and bernie  sanders still neck in neck 
in  iowa tonight, separated by fewer  than five delegates. conan 
nolan is live for news  iowa tonight where it's already  tomorrow. 
democrats are still trying to  determine a winner there. conan?  
that's right, chuck. for iowa standards, it was a  large turnout and a 
lot of new  voters. we're told that 89% of the  voters under the age 
of 29 voted  for u.s. senator bernie sanders,  which is why he and 
former  secretary of state hillary  clinton have split pretty evenly  the 
99 counties of iowa. on the republican ticket, it was  faith-based 
voters who came out  big for ted cruz. on the democratic side with 
the  race still too close to call,  both candidates declared a moral  
victory.   

0:52 2/1/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

high speed rail slated to go  through the antelope valley has  one 
man going to extreme lengths  to keep the train from becoming  a 
reality. he created a fake cemetery. an nbc 4 viewer alerted us  
through facebook. dale viby says he got the real  tombstones from 
the whittier  historical museum which they had  from an abandoned 
cemetery.  
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0:53 2/2/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the race for the white house  is now focused on new hampshire  
and although many are still  talking about clinton's luck in  the flip of 
a coin. she won six consecutive coin  tosses to decide who got the  
vote. the two will meet in a town hall  tomorrow night.  

0:51 2/3/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump is accuseding  ted cruz of stealing the iowa  
caucuses. they insinuated that ben carson  might be dropping out 
and they  called that voter fraud.  the most disgusting thing. they 
said he was quitting the  race and to vote for him.  his insuls are 
more and more  hysterical. trump is calling for a new  election. 

0:24 2/3/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

if you are one of those who  tried and couldn't file  electronically, the 
irs is  having a computer problem. repairs are under way, but  
systems are not going to be  fixed until tomorrow. you can work on 
your tax return  and you can't commit it  electronically until the 
problem  is fixed. 

1:37 2/4/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and then they were two,  hillary clinton and bernie  sanders had the 
debate stage to  themselves tonight.   much of the debate focused 
on  who would be more committed at  regulating the financial  
industry.   create an economy that works  for all.   hillary clinton 
argued that  assistance assistance called for  free college tuition 
and single  parent health care are  unrealistic.   i fight for people 
who cannot  wait for those changes.  

2:15 2/8/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

talk about eye popping  comments in new hampshire. donald 
trump's final rally turns  raunchy when the rowdy crowd  started 
hurling insults. conan nolan joins us live where  the results are 
coming in.   a tiny community in the  northern part of the state, they  
have been the first to cast  ballots in the new hampshire  primary. 
they cast them at midnight and  count them. 

2:39 2/9/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

the ground  still shaking in new hampshire. donald trump and bernie 
sanders  winning easily, in fact, both by  double digits. for the 
democrats, bernie  sanders the winner with 90% of  the votes 
counted. he has 60% of the votes. hillary clinton, 38%. and on the 
republican side,  donald trump is ahead with 35%. john kasich in 
second place with  16%. nbc 4's conan nolan live in  manchester, 
new hampshire with  the latest there tonight.   that's right. i can 
guarantee you when this  process started known in the  democratic 
or republican party  establishment thought this was  possible. they 
certainly didn't anticipate  the first primary of the 2016  presidential 
season would be won  by two renegade candidates.  

0:23 2/10/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

the california coastal  commission fires executive  lester, who 
manages development  along the california coast. they voted 7-5 to 
dismiss  lester. 

1:00 2/11/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

without the typical cordial  greeting on stage at tonight's  
presidential debate, hillary  clinton and bernie sanders  hammered 
each other on several  fronts and the future.  once i'll in the white 
house,  we will have enough political  capital.  secretary clinton, 
you're not  in the white house yet.  the democratic hopefuls  
attacking each other in  milwaukee two days after sanders  
commanding win in the new  hampshire primary. 

0:26 2/11/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama is in  southern california raising  money for the 
democrats. this is a look at his motorcade  earlier. several streets 
were closed off  in the hancock park area where  the president 
attended the  fund-raisers.  
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0:28 2/16/16 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

jeb bush getting an assist  from his brother, former  president bush 
and going viral  with fire power on twitter. the g.o.p. presidential 
hopeful  tweeted this picture of a  handgun with his name inscribed  
on it along with a caption that  simply reads america.  

0:42 2/17/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

apple is getting support not  to help the fbi unlock the phone  of one 
of the san bernardino  terrorists. dozens of protesters stood in  
support after the tech giant  refused the order to help unlock  the 
phone of syed farook.  

4:33 2/17/16 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

a city counsel meeting,  candidates, town hall, protests,  these 
political events rely on  public input but what if those  concerned 
citizens were not for  the cause but there for cash? tonight, the nbc 
4 i-team for  the first time uncovers the real  political theater.   the 
bottom line is --   reporter: in the small town.   i think the city needs 
a  shakeup.   reporter: citizens aren't shy  about expressing their 
opinion  but one chilly wednesday night  in december.    

0:31 2/18/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

the fbi wants apple to pull  out all the stops in helping  them unlock 
the iphone of san  bernardino shooter syed farook. apple is being 
offered more time  to consider whether to help  unlock the phone.  

0:55 2/18/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

the pope is blasting donald  trump's plan to build a wall  along the 
border.   i'm strong on border security  and we have to have a 
boarder in  this country and we certainly  don't have one right now.  
trump says he believes the  pope has heard only one side of  the 
story from the mexican  government and isn't aware of  the 
problems trump claims is  caused by a porous border.  

0:16 2/18/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary clinton vowed to  make immigration reform a top  priority 
during her presidency. bernie sanders appeared  separately. the 
town hall comes two days  before the democratic caucus in  
nevada.  

0:43 2/19/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump appears to be  gaining support for his threat  to 
boycott apple. the call to action receiving  more than 7,000 likes. the 
presidential candidate wants  to force apple into cooperating  with 
the feds and to unlock the  iphone of the san bernardino  killer, syed 
farook. the phone was issued to farook  by the city during his  
employment there.    

0:21 2/19/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

trump and the rest of the  hopefuls are less than 24 hours  away in 
the next round in the  race for delegates. ted cruz is closing the gap  
before the primary in south  carolina for the republicans and  
democrats will caucus in nevada  tomorrow.  

1:16 2/23/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

breaking news, trump wins in  the west. gop candidate crushing  
competition and promising a long  celebration tonight. trump 
receiving nearly double  the votes of his closest  competitor.  they 
are still counting  votes. the outcome tonight is clear. donald trump 
commanding a 47%  lead. marco rubio with 24% and ted  cruz in 
third.  

0:41 2/23/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

rallying for apple. voicing support for apple in the  fight against the 
fbi tonight. about a dozen supporters held  signs and phones in 
santa monica  joining other rallies. they back apple's decision not  to 
help the fbi unlock the phone  of san bernardino killers syed  farook.  

0:15 2/23/16 11:34p 
Government and 

Politics 

state attorney general  pamela harris will file her  official paperwork 
to become a  senator. she entered the race for senator  barbara 
boxer's seat last  january.   

0:19 2/24/16 11:34p 
Government and 

Politics 

and mitt romney is looking  at donald trump's tax returns,  tonight, 
trump is responding  saying that romney's tax returns  made him 
look like a fool and  now mitt romney is trying to act  like a tough 
guy.  
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2:16 2/25/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

a texas-style showdown, the  top three candidates lock horns. five 
on stage but three stole  the show tonight. marco rubio and ted cruz  
tag-teamed donald trump.   the final gop debate turned  into a brawl 
with the line of  the night coming from a  candidate who barely said 
a  word.   robert kovacik has more.  reporter: call it the  equivalent of 
a political street fight. ted cruz and marco rubio closest in the 
delegate count and the  polls taking swings at donald  trump while 
the front runner  himself looked to deliver a  knockout punch.    

0:36 2/26/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

stunning surprise and major  boost for the trump campaign. chris 
christie calls trump the  best gop candidate.  it's my honor and my  
privilege to introduce the next  president of the united states,  
governor trump.  christie says trump is the  best candidate to lead 
the  country and beat the democrat,  hillary clinton.  

0:16 2/26/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

men time hillary clinton and  bernie sanders are pressing  
democrats ahead for their votes. the latest poll shows clinton  
maintains large lead over  sanders going into the south  carolina 
primary.  

0:46 2/29/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

we are now less than one  hour away from super tuesday,  the day 
that could essentially  decide the presidential  nominations. it is the 
biggest one day prize  of delegates, a coast to coast  battle in at 
least a dozen  states and one u.s. territory.  

0:44 2/29/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

a lot of people talking  about this one, a secret service  agent throws 
a photographer to  the ground at a trump rally in  virginia. here's the 
video. this was a time magazine  photographer. his name is chris 
morris. he stepped out of the designated  press area to get a shot of  
protesters.  

0:47 2/29/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

now for the first time  tonight l.a. will consider  whether or not to 
control the  sale of butane. that follows a year-long nbc 4  
investigation into an explosive  drug epidemic, honey oil or bho,  a 
super strength form of  marijuana fuelled by butane.   one canister 
can destroy an  entire home.  

0:28 2/29/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a victory for apple. a new york judge ruling that the  justice 
department cannot force  apple to unlock a phone found in  a 
terrorism case. apple and the fbi will be  meeting before congress  
tomorrow.  

1:08 3/1/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

what a super tuesday!  clinton and trump win big.  once we get all of 
this  finished. i'm going after one person,  hillary clinton.  the 
showdown is not over.  on the republican side, there  was a winner, 
a survivor, and a  struggle to eke out a single  win.  hillary clinton 
dominated the  democratic contest, becoming her  party's clear 
front-runner. she took seven states sweeping  the south and picking 
up her  first victory in new england  winning massachusetts. her 
rival, bernie sanders won  the remaining four states. 

2:08 3/1/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

we're still waiting on alaska  but it is clear, this was a  night of math. 
in terms of delegates and  momentum. most of which belonged to 
just  two candidates who took a major  step toward their party's  
nomination.  with seven primary and caucus  victories apiece, 
donald trump  and hillary clinton turn their  sights on each other.  
instead of building walls,  we're going to break down  barriers. we 
have to make america whole.  she want to make america  whole 
again. what is that all about? 

0:29 3/2/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

get ready to pay more. the city council has tentatively given the 
utility the okay to  raise rates. water rates would increase on  
average $3 a month, while the  average power bill is increasing by 
$12 a month for the next five years.  
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2:16 3/3/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

insults fly during tonight's  republican debate in detroit. donald trump 
under attack. marco rubio and ted cruz teaming  up for a takedown.  
conan nolan is here with the  battle raging inside the gop  over how 
to stop trump.  reporter: the day started  with mitt romney saying 
donald  trump was unfit to be the  republican nominee. a theme 
picked up by two of his  three rivals tonight in a debate  that was 
less than uplifting.  

1:15 3/4/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

primary voters will weigh in  on their choice for president  tomorrow. 
but donald trump got an earful  from black lives matter  protesters 
today.  we have a protest. i hope so. is there a protester? get him 
out of here.   the rally turned into a wild  night. dozens of protesters 
crashed the  event inside and outside a  massive hangar in new 
orleans  and interrupted trump's speech. 

0:47 3/7/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

first lady michelle obama will attend nancy reagan's funeral on 
friday.  she died yesterday of congestive heart failure in bel-air. 
there will be a private service in simi valley on friday. she will be 
buried on the grounds next to her husband.  

0:25 3/8/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

a big upset tonight in  decision 2016, bernie sanders  edging out 
hillary clinton in  michigan despite a considerable  lead she had in 
the polls. in hawaii, the race is too early  to call on the republican 
side. the polls closed an hour ago. donald trump is leading 

1:50 3/8/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

ted cruz projected to win in  idaho. nbc 4's conan nolan is here now  
with more.   a big win for bernie sanders  in michigan which ol 
though he  didn't make up much ground in  delegates he claimed a 
victory  in the rust belt where anti  trade sentiments run deep.  
reporter: hillary clinton  with a victory in mississippi  and took aim at 
the republicans.   every time you think it can't  get ugly her they find 
a way.  reporter: but there is still  a race in her own party despite  
every poll that had him losing  michigan, bernie sanders pulled  out 
a close but surprising  victory.    

0:20 3/8/16 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump  picks up yet another state  tonight. he is the projected 
winner in  hawaii. the percentage, 45, 31 over ted  cruz. marco rubio 
trailing behind.  

0:43 3/9/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

thousands of people are  converging in the next couple of days to 
honor and remember  former first lady, nancy reagen. some people 
waited hours to  visit her casket at the ronald  reagen presidential 
library. 

0:42 3/9/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

once again the stakes are  high with the party's nomination 
languaging -- party's nomination hanging in the balance. bernie 
sanders and hilary  clanton battled it out.  the undocumented people  
living in our country, i do not  want to see them deported.  

0:35 3/9/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

six days before the next round  of primaries.  and donald trump 
issued a  call for party unit while the  polls are showing him with a  
commanding 23 point lead in  tuesday's win or take all  primary in 
florida. 

0:30 3/9/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

american's are divided over  the feud between apple and the  fbi. 
the issue, should apple go ahead and develop software to unlock  
an iphone used by one of the san bernardino shooters? and an nbc 
news poll shows that  47% believe apple should not  cooperate and 
42% says they  should. 

0:31 3/10/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

final preparations are under way for the funeral of nancy  reagan. 
people have visited the reagan  library to pay their respects. former 
secretary of state james  baker and michelle obama and  hillary 
clinton will attend 
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0:41 3/10/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight we saw a dramatic  difference for republican  presidential 
contender. we saw a kinder debate focussed  mostly on the issues.   
we're going to end sanctuary  cities.   i would take 125 federal  
education programs, but them in  four buckets and send them back  
to the states.   we have to take a strong good hard look and come 
up with plans in a work.    

0:21 3/10/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

as for the democrats it's a  fierce battle for the nomination following 
that upset by bernie  sanders in michigan this week  hillary clinton 
still the  front-runner. she campaigned across three  states starting 
with florida and north carolina and ending in  illinois.  

0:32 3/10/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

it is almost a done deal  with a signature from the  california 
governor. the state will raise the legal  smoking age from 18 to 21. 
state lawmakers are cracking  down on tobacco use. legislators say 
it will keep  teens from becoming adikted and  save billions in health 
care  costs while some republicans say the legislation infringes on  
personal choices.  

2:12 3/11/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

now at 11:00, tensions over  donald trump explode and the  
candidate is responding after  cancelling his rally. nbc 4 monitoring 
documents in  the newsroom. donald trump saying he didn't  want to 
see anyone get hurt. tensions surrounded event before  it began. 
our nbc station in chicago said  50,000 had signed a petition  
demanding its cancellation. chicago police said they had no  in 
stopping the rally that  erupted in angry confrontations  and physical 
altercations. a divided country, a violent  night. clashing on the 
streets of  chicago. trump supporters and opponents.  

1:38 3/11/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

it was everything that you  wanted to know about enduring  love and 
just as former first  lady nancy reagan planned it. both touching and 
humorous, it  was a tribute to the loyal  protector of ronald reagan's  
legacy. you saw it here live earlier  today. some of the biggest 
names from  washington to hollywood were  among the thousands 
of invited  guests at the ronald reagan  presidential library in simi  
value. the loving relationship she  shared was highlighted by  
canadian prime minister brian  mull rooney who read from a  letter 
from period reagan during  their first christmas at the  white house.  

0:26 3/14/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

g.o.p. presidential front  runner donald trump will not  face charges 
of inciting a riot  for the violence at a north  carolina rally. this video 
of a supporter  punching a protester last week  has become an 
image of the  campaign. trump has not met the criteria  to face 
charges.  

0:19 3/14/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

trump's campaign is looking into  paying for me gras's legal fees. 
there is a big day of primaries  tomorrow including florida and  ohio. 
the latest nbc wall street  journal poll has trump leading  in florida 
but coming in second  to ohio governor john kasich in  kasich's 
home state.  

0:14 3/14/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary clinton could take a  major step toward securing the  
democratic nomination in those  same states. and according to the 
poll,  clinton is leading bernie  sanders in florida, illinois,  and ohio.    

0:38 3/14/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

sarah palin forced to cancel  campaigning for donald trump. his 
father says the crash  happened during a trip when he  hit a tree 
stump.   just one of those things that  happened.  
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2:39 3/15/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

we are moving closer to  secure the democratic party  nomination 
and winning this  election in november.  we are going to go all the  
way to cleveland and secure the  republican nomination.  mega 
wins on mega tuesday. hillary clinton and donald trump  continue 
while john kasich gets  a win in his home state.  some of the states 
so close,  the winners just now decided.  hillary clinton added to her  
delegate lead with a clean sweep  taking all five states up for  
grabs. the republican field now shenks  to three with marco rubio  
dropping out.  conan nolan joins us with the  number and the 
ramifications.  let's start with donald  trump. he did knock out one of 
his  rivals but he was not able to  seal the deal. the gop nomination 
is still in  flux.  

0:43 3/16/16 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

water wasters in l.a. could  face fines up to $40,000. the proposal 
would raise the max fine for repeat offenders from  $300 to roughly 
$1,200. but if someone's watering use is extreme and the drop gets 
much  worse, the fine could go as high as $40,000 a month.  

0:28 3/16/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the president announcing  today merrick garland is his  choice to fill 
the seat left by  antonin scalia. garland served 19 years on the  
united states court of appeals  for the district of columbia.  

0:42 3/17/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

victory tonight for a  southern california filmmaker at  the center of a 
drone battle  with the city of l.a. today the city decided to  dismiss 
charges. we told you last month the city  accused this man of flying 
his  drone too close to the lapd air  sport division building. 

0:49 3/18/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

protesters and police clash outside a rally for donald trump in salt 
lake  city.  back up! back up!  and it was a wild scene  outside a 
venue where donald  trump was speaking tonight. police in riot gear 
worked to  keep the peace while hundreds of protesters chanted 
"shut it  down." so far no word of any arrests.  

0:33 3/18/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

some apple employees are  plotting their next move in a  very public 
fight between the  tech giant and the fbi. a federal judge will decide 
next week whether to make apple help  unlock the iphone of one of 
the  san bernardino terrorists.  

0:45 3/21/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

new developments in  apple's privacy battle with the  fbi. the feds 
say they may not need  apple's help to unlock the  iphone of syed 
farook. apple's ceo maintains his  company should not be required  
to help because it would open  the door to violation of  customer 
privacy. 

0:23 3/21/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump hopes to extend  his lead over the republican  field in 
a few hours as voters  in utah and arizona head to the  polls. but 
trump department spend much  time on the campaign trail. 

0:27 3/21/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

ahead of the primaries  tomorrow, the biggest prize is  arizona's 
winner take all  primary with 58 delegates. donald trump holds a 35 
to 28%  lead over ted cruz. utah's 40 delegates are awarded  
proportionally.  

0:24 3/22/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have been seeing images  all day but none like these. two 
women sitting on a bench at  the brussels airport one with a  bloody 
hand and one with a  bloody face. one woman lost her shoe and 
was  blouse was ripped to shreds. 

0:47 3/22/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

now to decision 2016 and  hillary clinton and donald trump  are 
early winners in three  western states. idaho for the democrats, 
arizona  and utah for both parties  tonight. arizona is the biggest 
prize  tonight. a winner take all state. clinton will add 85 delegates to  
her tally. donald trump picked up 58  delegates and bernie sanders  
winner of the utah democratic  caucus.  
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0:44 3/22/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

a secret city dump is  creating concern in glendale  because there 
are fears that a  mountain of garbage could soon  expand. the 
controversy started when  glendale introduced an  environmental 
report looking for  new ways to reduce solid waste  at a site to near 
zero by the  year 2030 

0:18 3/22/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

this just in, nbc news  projecting ted cruz the winner  of the gop 
caucuses in utah with  69% of the votes in right now. also just in, 
nbc news projects  bernie sanders as a winner of  the idaho 
democratic caucus.   

2:12 3/23/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

bernie sanders held a rally in  korea town and spoke to his  
empassioned supporters. it was a packed house.  yes, that is right. 
and even though it was a last  minute event. 2,000 people showed 
up. bernie sanders was supposed to  be in wyoming and because of 
a  snow storm, he decided to move  here to southern california. 
erupting in to chaers as bernie  sanders takes the stage.  

0:29 3/23/16 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

apple won't, but an israeli  company may be able to unlock  the 
phone. they will be working on the  iphone for the fbi and this is  
probably the third party company that the justice department was  
referring to on monday when they said that a company had come  
forward to unlock the phone. 

0:21 3/23/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

a state lawmaker is  unveiling two new bills to help  solve parking 
problems in  southern california. assembly man said that it  cancels 
a handicap plaque when a handicapped person dies.  

0:26 3/23/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

city officials are pushing  to make the city more bicycle  friendly. it's 
called dtla forward. it includes making bicycle lanes protected, by 
separating them. and the city has installed what  they term head 
start crosswalks. 

0:43 3/24/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

hilary  clinton is fundraising in santa  monica. we have video of her 
motorcade  leaving one place and going to  another, she was a 
guest at a  round table host had bid l.a.  mayor eric garsetti earlier  
today, clinton condemned the  devicive language.  

0:40 3/24/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

there's no let up in the  personal battle between trump  and cruz, 
and it's all about  their wives. the latest is trump showing the  
women side-by-side with a not so flattering photo of heidi cruz. 
there you see it here.  

0:38 3/25/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

war of word round two. the stakes are high in wisconsin  for ted 
cruz. the pressure is on following  allegations of infidelity but he  is 
not backing down, blaming  donald trump for planting a  story in the 
tabloids.   with this pattern, he should  not be surprised to see 
people  calling him sleazy donald.  

0:27 3/25/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

some of you no doubt are in  line for a tax refund from the  state of 
california. you may have to wait even longer  this year. electronically 
filed returns  will arrive within 12 business  days. those who file their 
returns on  paper could wait anywhere from  two to three months 
before they  see a check in the mail.  

0:26 3/28/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight, apple is  responding after the fbi  unlocked the iphone 
of the san  bernardino terrorist syed  farook. happening saying in a 
statement  tonight, the fbi should never  have tried to force apple to  
help in the first place.  
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1:49 3/29/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

big political news tonight. an about face from gop candidates 
reversing their promise to support the eventual republican nominee. 
we have the town hall from wisconsin.  that really was the major 
take away tonight that the gop race has turned so divisive the three 
candidates are now backing away from that pledge to support the 
eventual republican nominee. no one made that clearer than donald 
trump who said he can no longer make that promise. 

0:57 3/30/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

right now, presidential" hopeful ted cruz is here in southern 
california and he is going after donald trump for what trump said 
about abortion and punishment for women. being pro life means 
standing and defending the unborn. but it also means defending 
moms.  

0:30 3/30/16 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

things got ugly in a donald trump rally in wisconsin and the incident 
involved a teenager. there was a confrontation. someone pepper 
sprayed a 15-year-old girl. the commotion was caught on cell phone 
video yesterday. 

0:21 3/30/16 11:20p 
Government and 

Politics 

new night, state department" is apologizing for suggesting that 
americans are ugly. the tweet sent from the at travel.gov account 
was a warning to americans traveling overseas but in essence told 
americans they are not as good looking as they think 

0:33 3/31/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

new details tonight on a 15-year-old girl seen in this video pepper 
sprayed at a wisconsin rally for donald trump. he is facing disorderly 
conduct charges.  

0:27 1/21/16 11:13p 
Health and 

Medical 

we have a warning about  morphine in cough syrup. master herbs is 
recalling their  licorice cough syrup sold at  chinese grocery stores. 
the company says morphine was  not listed as one of the  
ingredients  

0:33 1/22/16 11:17p 
Health and 

Medical 

as the brain damaging  zika virus continues to spread  throughout 
south, central  america into the caribbean  scientists say it may be  
connected to yet another virus  that can leave a person unable  to 
move. zika is linked to severe brain  damage the birth.  

0:46 1/26/16 11:08p 
Health and 

Medical 

it was bound to happen and  now los angeles county has the  first 
confirmed case of the  virus carried by mosquitos and  can cause 
neurological damage to  newborns. a teenage girl was infected in  
november while traveling in el  salvador and since recovered 

0:32 2/1/16 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's a bad situation, and  it's official now. the zika virus is a global  
emergency according to the world  health organization. the 
mosquito-borne virus is  spreading far and it's spreading  fast. the 
agency predicts up to 4  million people could be infected  this year.  

0:22 2/2/16 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

it is the first case of the  zika virus in the united states  and may with 
the first  transmitted by sexual contact. the patient had sexual 
contact  with someone who went to  venezuela and returned with 
the  virus.  

0:24 2/5/16 11:32p 
Health and 

Medical 

the cdc or centers for  disease control is expanding its  guidelines 
related to pregnancy  and the zika virus. it is advising men to use  
condoms or abstain from sex if  they have traveled to places  
carrying the zika virus. 

0:26 2/9/16 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

blame the rain, warm weather  and wind for triggering allergy  
symptoms. not only is there more pollen,  sometimes over the 
counter  antihistamines and eye drops can  do the trick.  
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3:11 2/10/16 11:14p 
Health and 

Medical 

more americans  are dying from drug overdoses  than car 
accidents. heroine is cheaper and even  easier to hide. the 
epidemic now a crisis on  local streets. tonight nbc4 unmasks the  
addiction.   reporter: devastated families  living with addiction.  they 
are afraid that at the  end of the day, what you're  doing, you're 
going to end up in  a box.   reporter: you are watching an  
intervention. rick is here with his family and  an addiction expert 
desperately  trying to get clean. what do you want, this, or a  needle 
in your arm? what do you want?  reporter: harry has been  treating 
addicts for over 30  years. 

0:24 2/10/16 11:17p 
Health and 

Medical 

tennessee mother says she  intends to sue after a doctor  where 
she gave birth mistakenly  operated on her newborn. the doctor 
spoke with the mother  on the phone and he says he  admitted to a 
mix-up and  performed a tongue-tie procedure  on the young baby.  

0:25 2/25/16 11:33p 
Health and 

Medical 

12 million children will get it, leaving parents scratching  their head 
over super lice. research shows that the super  lice outbreak is now 
in 25  states, including california and this is resistant to most over  
the counter treatments.  

0:18 3/10/16 11:16p 
Health and 

Medical 

there is a confirmed case of the zika virus. the man has recovered. 
as of tonight there have been  eight cases of the zika virus  here in 
california.   

0:29 2/8/16 11:08p housing 

controversy surrounding  finding temporary homes for the  
homeless. these are tiny homes built on  wheels the size of a 
parking  spot. but a l.a. city councilman says  that they are an 
eyesore and  block walk ways and don't offer  necessities like 
electricity and  running water.  

0:27 1/1/16 11:09p lifestyle 

how about this for a wake-up  call in pasadena. the roar of a b-2 
spirit bomber  soaring high over the parade  crowds early this 
morning. this particular stealth bomber  can reach speeds of up to 
628  miles per hour.  

0:19 1/1/16 11:09p lifestyle 

would like to get a  closer look at the workmanship  of those floats, 
they'll be  parked long sierra madre and  washington boulevards 
throughout  this weekend. you can also learn more about  what 
went into making each  float. tickets are $10 per person. check 
them out until 4:00  tomorrow afternoon and sunday.  

0:20 1/1/16 11:32p lifestyle 
a couple's new year's gift  arrived just after midnight. 9 pounds and 
2 ounces. we're told the baby may very  well be the first baby born 
in  the l.a. area this year.  

0:22 1/1/16 11:32p lifestyle 

twins born in different  years. that's right. it happened last night at a  
kaiser permanente hospital in  san diego. marybel and her husband 
luis  welcomed a baby girl jalene at  one minute before midnight. 
her twin brother luis jr. came  three minutes later after the  new year 
arrived.  

0:27 1/5/16 11:33p lifestyle 

it will all cost money,  right? did you get your powerball  ticket yet? 
another large jackpot is coming  up tomorrow evening. that means 
people are lining up  at blue bird liquor in hawthorne  where they've 
seen a lot of  winners. 

0:11 1/6/16 11:18p lifestyle 
here's an interesting piece  of video at ocean beach. you need a 
pad tol get around. mark yancey caught this man  paddling on 
flooded streets. 
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2:09 1/8/16 11:03p lifestyle 

right now, powerball mania. record jackpot. $800 million up for 
grabs. people standing in long lines  for their chance to strike it  rich. 
nbc 4's jane yamamoto live  inside bluebird liquor in  hawthorne, 
where we understand  it was a busy night, jane? reporter: colleen, it 
would  not be a powerball frenzy story  if we were not here at 
bluebird  liquor store. this is considered one of the  most lucky 
locations in  california.  

0:19 1/8/16 11:33p lifestyle 
some of the biggest stars of  disneyland's big thunder ranch  petting 
zoo are getting a new  home. the zoo will be shut down for  good on 
monday, so all the goats  are being adopted by a farm in  murrieta.  

0:34 1/11/16 11:33p lifestyle 

the promise of striking it  rich has millions of americans  choosing to 
go in on lottery  tickets together or in office  pools. but keep in mind 
a joint  purchase carries some risks. previous groups of lotto 
winners have seen their feelings of  victory evolve into disputes  that 
ended up in court for  years.  

0:28 1/12/16 11:33p lifestyle 

a los angeles clothing store is cashing in on el chapo. the owner of 
barabus posted  photos online showing photos of  el chapo wearing 
two shirts that may have come from that store. one of them was 
worn in this  failous photo with actor sean  penn. 

0:26 1/12/16 11:33p lifestyle 
that's what it sounds like  when you think you've won the  powerball. 
these restaurant workers when  the numbers matched all of the  
winning numbers. it was the wrong ticket. 

2:42 1/13/16 11:00p lifestyle 

jackpot. the winning power ball tickets  sold right here in chino hills  
giving everyone a billion  reasons to celebrate. beverly white from 
the middle  of all that madness outside the  7-11 in chino hills where  
california's one winning ticket  was sold. beverly? reporter: that's 
right,  robert. we are talking about very  energetic crowds in chino 
hills  where power ball hopefuls have  flocked. they are excited to 
know that  one of the fellow lottery ticket  purchasers resulted in 
extreme  good luck.  

0:43 1/13/16 11:03p lifestyle 

would it be something if the  big winner was hiding out in the  crowd 
here tonight celebrating. at least one lucky person will  get to collect 
a decent amount  of cash in pacoima. tickets sold add eden rock  
liquor store on van nuys  boulevard.  

0:35 1/13/16 11:04p lifestyle 

let's look at the crowd from  chino hills as people pour in  where the 
winning ticket was  sold. many have been chanting chino  hills, 
chino hills and here's  what it looks like right now on  the ground. a 
lot of people at that store,  taking pride in the fact that  the ticket 
was sold in their  city and hoping that the winner  will show up.  

0:42 1/13/16 11:13p lifestyle 

right now power ball madness  in chino hills. krous still gathering at 
the  7-11 store in chino hills  parkway where a winning jackpot  
ticket was sold. the winner was announced this  evening. there at 
least two other jackpot  winners we know of. one in the state of 
florida and  the other in the state of  tennessee.  

0:35 1/13/16 11:32p lifestyle 

take you back out live. this is another live look at  7-11 in chino hills 
where the  crowd is overjoyed. a very lucky person performed  the 
winning ticket worth $1.5  billion. you have to share the prize with  
two winners. 

0:39 1/13/16 11:33p lifestyle 
this is the place many  consider to be the lucky spot to  buy lotto 
tickets. the line out the door at blue  bird liquor in hawthorne. the 
time ran out and store  closed.  

2:30 1/14/16 11:01p lifestyle 

the billion dollar mystery  continues. who has the winning power ball  
ticket that was sold in chino  hills. the california lottery takes  this 
very seriously. there is a vetting process used  by the commission 
to find and  confirm the real winner. nbc 4's gotti schwartz is live. 
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0:30 1/14/16 11:04p lifestyle 
he didn't hit the jackpot, but a  pacoima man is taking home a big  
check. he is of 12 californians to  match five of the six numbers. he 
wins more than $638,000. 

0:20 1/14/16 11:33p lifestyle 
you might say things are  changing on the streets of  austin after 
david bowie died. someone changed the sign for  bowie street to 
david bowie  street.  

1:08 1/15/16 11:10p lifestyle 

we're now hearing from the  very first powerball winners to  come 
forward. i have a big favor to ask. i need you to watch the "today"  
show, and i won't be in today. lisa and john robinson from  the small 
tennessee town of  munford are the first big  winners to say they 
have the  winning ticket, making an  appearance on the "today" 
show  this morning to show that ticket  off.  

2:02 1/20/16 11:12p lifestyle 

good samaritan spots a run  away dog in ontario and unlock  as true 
mystery nearly 2,000  miles away in arkansas. nbc4's beverly white 
is live  with this story new at 11:00. beverly. reporter: chuck, their  
reunion is in the works with  that missing husky mechanics and  the 
family from arkansas that  gave him up for lost 16 months  ago.   

0:39 1/20/16 11:17p lifestyle 

can you imagine the feeling? this is what it looks like when  you're 
caught in the middle of  an avalanche? a snowboarder at lake 
tahoe's  sugar bowl resort learned the  hard way, snow started 
roaring  around him all around him going  down the slopes, side by 
side  video.  

0:25 1/22/16 11:33p lifestyle 

chula vista fire fighter   turned into a reptile wrangler  during a 
unique rescue. cell phone video. 5-foot long boa constrictor. the fire 
fighter has no problem  handling the snake. while some extinguisher  
chemicals off the snake. 

0:28 1/25/16 11:33p lifestyle 
next time you let your pet  run out for a potty break don't  let them 
run ahead of the  marathon. this is interesting, this is  alabama, the 
race started, the  dog took off.  

0:30 1/27/16 11:17p lifestyle 

now, recent el nino storms  washed away sand, unearthing the ship 
wreck. it emerged on the beach  saturday. the gambling casino 
washed  ashore where it has remained  every since. there's a rumor 
that there's  100,000 silver dollars buried  inside.  

0:23 2/2/16 11:32p lifestyle 

new tonight, check out this  17-foot albino python found in a  trash 
dump in riverside county  today. officials think it may have died  of 
natural causes and now they  are trying to track down its  possible 
owner.  

0:22 2/3/16 11:17p lifestyle 

a family including a baby boy  survives a terrifying crash. it flips over 
and skids across a  highway upside down. moments later it slams 
into  another car and everybody  survived including the baby who  
was found hanging upside down  still strapped in his car seat.  

0:32 2/5/16 11:33p lifestyle 

a pair of library books  returned to the l.a. public  library after being 
overdue for  33 years.   not bad.   both books were checked out  in 
1983 and returned on  wednesday, the 3rd during a fine  
forgiveness campaign hosted by  the library.  

0:20 2/9/16 11:33p lifestyle 
how about seeing lightning  strikes 250 miles above earth. the 
flashes you see are  lightning strikes from several  storms over 
africa. 

2:13 2/11/16 11:03p lifestyle 

here he is. the humble hero standing his wife. 79 years old. the 
somehow he bald on a tiny  ledge, he balanced on a tiny  ledge to 
save a girl who was on  a freeway overpass. it could have had such 
a  different outcome. for the first time, hetty chang  after talking with 
him in long  beach.  reporter: talk about being at  the right place at 
the right  time. we can't say why that girl ended  up on that 
overpass.  
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0:42 2/12/16 11:33p lifestyle 

a family in burbank has a  purple heart earned by an army  hero in 
world war i. the group presented the woman  with her grandfather's 
medal. he was injured in combat. his medal was lost over the  years 
but that foundation was  able to get a replacement medal. 

0:43 2/18/16 11:19p lifestyle 

and now to a mystery, a  high-pitch sound that has an  oregon town 
stumped. residents recorded this  shrieking to prove it's really  
happening and then they posted  it on social media. so take a listen. 
[ shrieking ].   that is difficult to hear.  

0:36 2/25/16 11:33p lifestyle 

the term chasing unicorns  took on a new meaning. the officers 
reined in the run  away animal. it's a pony outfitted with a  horn. the 
animal escaped from a kid's  birthday party and started  roaming 
around a busy freeway.   

0:54 3/10/16 11:33p lifestyle 

A wedding is a time laughter and celebration.  And sometimes 
weddings can be bittersweet like what happened in an Iowa hospital 
room on Monday.  Her planned June wedding was moved to her 
terminally ill father’s hospital room so he could share in the 
ceremony. 

0:23 3/11/16 11:33p lifestyle 

what do you name a rare  lobster with four claws? claudette. that's 
the name the seafood  company gave to the lobster. it has a regular 
claw and three  smaller claws on the other legs. it has to be a 
genetic mutation.  

0:24 3/15/16 11:17p lifestyle 
in the dash cam video, you  can see the 19-month-old girl  lying 
motionless as her  grandmother paces back and forth  in agony. 
officers administered the  heimlich maneuver.  

0:42 3/16/16 11:17p lifestyle 

she disappeared for five  weeks, lost at sea, and presumed dead. 
today a blue eyed puppy named  luna was reunited with her  family 
in san diego. the german shepherd/husky mix  fell overboard. she 
somehow managed to swim to  shore. naval officers found her on 
the  side of the road.  

2:02 3/17/16 11:13p lifestyle 

if dogs are indeed man's  best friend, tonight meet a  doberman who 
has more friends  than you can possibly count. hundreds upon 
hundreds of people  from as far away as australia  and london 
turning to our nbcla  facebook page, asking us to tell  the story of 
the dog who has  stolen their heart. a dog named romeo.   

0:32 3/18/16 11:33p lifestyle 
dominos debuting its new  pizza delivery robot in new  zealand and 
says it could be  coming to your house soon. domino's calls it drew 
for  domino's robotic unit. this is the company's  promotional video  

0:11 3/22/16 11:34p lifestyle 
thanks, fritz. as we leave you tonight we want  to look at the u.s. 
bank tower  in downtown los angeles it is  glowing red, yellow and 
black to  honor victims of the brussels  terrorist attack. 

0:29 3/28/16 11:18p lifestyle 

this clumsy criminal is in  australia. the guy tied a rope to his shoes  
so he could drop in through the  ceiling of a computer store but  
wound up face planting on the  store. he gets up and winds up 
stealing  nothing.  

0:31 3/29/16 11:16p lifestyle 

and now as if you need it "here is a really, really good" reason not to 
fall asleep on the subway. a rat crawls on this sleeping man's face 
in manhattan. when the rat hits his neck the man wakes up horrified 
and with good reason he was horrified.  

0:17 3/29/16 11:33p lifestyle 
ducklings fell into a storm drain in pomona. the worried mama duck 
could not reach the babies. the firefighters pulled out the ducklings 
and reunited them with their mom. 
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0:41 3/30/16 11:07p lifestyle 

money can never replace loved ones but can help in a time of neat. 
there is a relief fund for the terror attack in san bernardino. several 
organizations raised a total of $2.4 million for the 14 people killed 
and the 20 injured at the inland regional center and their families 

0:30 3/30/16 11:33p lifestyle 

this is a great picture "here, huntington beach police" officer took a 
break from fighting crime to play hopscotch with a little girl. take a 
look. department posted this video on its facebook page. officers 
were checking out reports after suspicious vehicle only to find a 
mother and her 11-year-old daughter living inside the car. 

0:52 3/31/16 11:33p lifestyle 

caught on camera, a sky" diver's mid-air collision knocks him 
unconscious as he free-falls toward the ground. you're watching a 
camera on sebastian leal. he is spinning out of control after he 
collided with another sky diver seconds into his jump. 

0:16 3/31/16 11:34p lifestyle 
caught on camera, this is in" "new mexico, this is a dust devil" 
kicking up dust and debris along the freeway..  

0:42 2/9/16 11:17p poverty 

aggressive panhandlers are  being met with aggressive  
homeowners tonight. a group of residents wants  drivers to stop 
giving the  panhandlers money. the group is raising donations  to 
put up a billboard.  

0:28 1/18/16 11:33p religion 

bending the arc and breaking barriers, southern christian leadership 
con froens tonight celebrating african-american leaders here in 
southern california. hundreds attended the king legacy awards and 
benefit gala in westchester.  

1:14 2/12/16 11:01p religion 

the pope was going off  script tonight reached out and  spoke with 
the masses in mexico  tonight. we are there to cover this trip.  
reporter: the waiting is over  and the pope is here and the  people 
are feeling his presence  in mexico city. this is the second largest  
catholic population in the  world. like a rock star he passed by  
instantly turned warm by the  faithful. 

0:36 2/17/16 11:12p religion 

tonight pope francis is on  his way back to the vatican  after the 
most poignant moment. in the shadow of the u.s. border  with 
mexico the pope appealed  for open hearts to the human  tragedy 
that is forced  migration.  

0:25 1/5/16 11:16p safety 
a warning for beachgoers  about the thousand tugs of  debris and 
trash and chemicals  all mixed up in the runoff  making its way to 
the beach and  it can make you very sick.  

0:25 1/7/16 11:33p safety 

you already know about  sharks at the beach and snakes  on a 
plane. how about snakes on the beach. ventura tweeted out this 
photo  of a rattlesnake on ventura  beach today. probably got there 
with the  additional storms this week. 

0:30 1/8/16 11:09p safety 

a new plan from so cal gas  aimed at containing the porter  ranch 
gas leak that will be  reviewed by air quality  regulators. the south 
coast air quality  management district hearing  board will meet in 
granada hills  tomorrow to consider the order,  which would require 
the gas  company to minimize, capture,  and dispose of leaking gas. 

0:40 1/8/16 11:16p safety 

several zoo employees working  with elephants ended up getting  
tuberculosis. three elephants at an oregon zoo  were infected. the 
centers for disease control  said staff members got a  nonactive 
form of tb in 2014.  

0:25 1/13/16 11:17p safety 

new tonight, a warning over  children's cough syrup sold in  several 
major stores. the company is recalling two  flavors. grape and 
cherry of the  children's liquid cough medicine  because of a risk of 
overdose. the company said there is a  defect with the dosage cups. 
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0:39 1/14/16 11:16p safety 

new details reveal the health  risks from the massive natural  gas 
leak in porter ranch are  worse than originally thought. southern 
california gas says it  understated the levels of a  cancer-causing 
chemical,  benzine. 14 samples collected over a  nine-day president 
contain at  least twice the level of benzine  that regulators consider 
normal.  

2:21 1/15/16 11:02p safety 

fumes seeping into the  community for months because of  this gas 
leak. tonight the people of porter  ranch are demanding answers 
and  hoping to find out what is being  done to keep their families  
safe. nbc 4's jane yamamoto is live  tonight where a meeting just  
wrapped up with state and local  officials. jane. reporter: colleen, the  
meeting held here at the  shepherd of the hills church, a  place large 
enough to  accommodate hundreds of people,  many from the 
porter ranch area,  anxious for answers.  

1:34 1/18/16 11:02p safety 

a plan to stop the massive gas leak that has forced thousands of 
people from their homes. nbc4 has details now and how soon the 
gas company could plug the leak. gadi. the fix is now a late february 
but residents are still very keptic thele. it's because of video like this. 
here is why. i'm going to kneel down here and show you.  

0:40 1/18/16 11:16p safety 

homeowners in porter ranch are reporting that i are not the only one 
suffering with rashes, nosebleed, and vomiting from the massive 
gas leak. their pets have the same sink  symptoms. one veterinarian 
says he believes their problems are linked to the gas leak.  

0:34 1/20/16 11:06p safety 

new information tonight  about the porter ranch gas leak. air quality 
officials are  pushing back a decision the  issue an enforcement 
order to  fix problems surrounding that  atlantic. they want to give 
people more  time to testify so it scheduled  another public hearing 
in  woodland hills on saturday. 

1:06 1/21/16 11:02p safety 

community in crisis people  living in the porter ranch area  learning 
tonight they could be  paying for that massive gas leak  that forced 
them out of their  homes. so scud many others who don't  live in the 
neighborhood. live with the demanding answers. robert kovacik. 
reporter: many spoke of not  wanting to go home afraid for  their 
health. if that's not enough. they could soon be picking up  the tab. 
and we seem to have some  problems with the package.  

1:56 1/21/16 11:15p safety 

all right. we want to go back now to nbc 4s  robert kovacik in 
granada hills  and the porter ranch gas leak. reporter: this was an  
important meeting allowing  porter ranch residents. displaced, to 
voice their  concerns. but it was two elected officials  who tell nbc 4 
tonight.  

0:30 1/21/16 11:33p safety 

you heard the stories. now consumer product safety  commission 
stepping up the  warning about hover boards. videos of fires like this 
one in  l.a. last month have gone viral. sparking fears that hover 
boards  can explode. 

0:27 1/22/16 11:18p safety 
dole is recalling premade  salads after linked to listeria  across six 
states. the cdc reports one died, 12  sick so far. the salads come 
from  springfield, ohio plant.  

0:26 1/25/16 11:15p safety 

southern california gas  company has started the final  face to seal 
that gas leak in  porter ranch. the company says the final phase  
requires precision and accuracy  but didn't say how long it is  going 
to take.  
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2:05 1/26/16 11:02p safety 

breaking news tonight, a  southern california gas is  accused of 
negligence. the agency in charge of  regulating the air quality filed  
a lawsuit against the company. robert has the allegations and  what 
it means for the community,  robert? reporter: since we got ahold  of 
the lawsuit, we reached out  to reaction and we'll start with  mike 
who tells us this is a game  changer because it means state  
regulators are finally getting  serious about fixing the  problem. this 
is a problem that started  on october 24th of last year.  

0:20 1/27/16 11:14p safety 

another warning for parents,  doctors believe that two  teenagers 
died drinking soda  spiked with racing fuel. the toxic drink is called  
dew-shine, it's a combination of mountain due -- mountain dew and 
racing fuel.   

0:22 2/1/16 11:33p safety 

el nino not only bringing  rough weather to southern  california, it's 
also helping to  grow poisonous mushrooms that  could kill your 
pets. botanists say the rains from el  nino are helping to grow two  
deadly types of mushroom.  

0:55 2/2/16 11:05p safety 

criminal charges filed  against socal gas about the gas  leak in the 
porter ranch area. socal officials say they are  reviewing the 
charges and plan  to defend themselves vigorously. if found guilty 
the company  could be fined for every day  they waited to notify the 
state.    

0:30 2/4/16 11:06p safety 

the porter ranch gas leak  could be capped in a week. the final 
phase should start on  monday and another five days to  
permanently seal the well. now southern california gas has  set a 
deadline for the 900  families to run home.  

4:13 2/4/16 11:13p safety 

freeway firestorm unlike  anything we have seen before. thousands 
of drivers trapped on  the freeway in the cajon pass. a wall of 
intense flames closing  in on them. tonight for the first time, nbc  4's 
hetty chang has the 911  calls that reveal the chaos and  a life-
saving lesson.  we don't know what to do.   it's getting closer.   oh, 
my god.   it is a hot, windy, and  crowded friday afternoon when in  
an inferno erupts on the cajon  pass.  it caught us off guard.   for the 
first time you are  hearing the frantic 911 calls as  the crisis 
unfolded.  

1:45 2/10/16 11:05p safety 

new video for the first time  tonight from a community in  crisis. take 
a look. this infrared footage shows gas  still leaking in the porter  
ranch area. it also highlights something  else that changed in that  
neighborhood.   reporter: four days after a  massive methane leak, 
you're  seeing time-lapsed video showing  gas is still spewing in 
porter  ranch.   when you saw it where, it  completely filled that 
hillside. 

0:31 2/11/16 11:09p safety 
it is time for dozens of  families to move back home. a permanent fix 
is just days  away. once state regulators secure it,  those living in 
hotels will  return home.  

0:22 2/12/16 11:08p safety 
in porter ranch infrared  video shows moments before and  after 
socal gas sealed the gas  leak yesterday morning. crews at the gas 
storage  facility are using concrete to  seal that well.  

0:25 2/24/16 11:09p safety 

attorneys want to give  porter ranch more time to move  back home 
30 days beyond the  deadline. a lot of homeowners moved out  
because of the gas leak, socal  has paid for their housing, but  now 
that the leak is sealed they  will be able to move back in. 

0:45 3/4/16 11:06p safety 
the fallout for the gas leak  in the porter ranch area is not  over yet 
although millions of  dollars of reimbursement have  been made. 
some are saying that is not  enough.  
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0:25 3/7/16 11:16p safety 
concern is growing after reports show a superbug is surviving in 
sewage treatment plants. they are not supposed to survive but the 
bacteria is growing stronger in them.  

0:23 3/7/16 11:16p safety 
certain breakfast sandwiches are being recalled. they may contain 
traces of listeria bacteria. if you traveled to arkansas, texas, or 
oklahoma you may be at risk.  

0:27 3/10/16 11:14p safety 
a salmon ella outbreak is  linked to pistacihio is linked  to trader joe. 
the cdc says that 11 people in  nine states, not including  california 
have reported getting sick.   

0:25 3/11/16 11:09p safety 

los angeles county health  officials will be back in the  porter ranch 
area tomorrow,  saturday, as they go  door-to-door to talk about the  
aliso canyon gas leak and they  are talking after getting more  than 
300 complaints about health  issues after the leak was  capped. 

0:29 3/14/16 11:17p safety 
a warning for people in old  torrance tonight, please be on  the 
lookout for coyotes. a pet was attacked at a home. some people in 
the area have  reported several coyote  sightings.  

0:45 3/17/16 11:16p safety 

a family is blaming the  massive porter ranch gas leak  for the death 
of an 82-year-old  grandmother. tonight that family says they're  
planning to sue. the family is claiming they  couldn't find a hotel to  
accommodate the woman's needs. she was a double amputee and  
needs a hospital-style bed. 

1:53 3/22/16 11:04p safety 

late tonight the state  department issued a travel alert  for europe. 
as the fear and the sadness from  these attacks seems to be part  
of our new normal. hetty chang is live for us at  l.a.x. tonight where 
dogs are  searching vehicles coming to the  airport as loved ones 
wait for  word about victims in the  attack.  reporter: the heightened  
security here is evident. that is a source of comfort for  some 
travellers, a sobering  reminder for others.  

0:26 3/22/16 11:07p safety 
and fans at staples center  is reassured that the law  enforcement is 
monitoring soft  targets. the arenas and malls are  unprotected and 
soft targets. 

0:19 3/25/16 11:33p safety 
trader joe's is recalling  snacks. it found milk in the chocolate   
raspberry sticks 

0:20 3/29/16 11:15p safety 

general motors recalling police cars after a problem with power 
steering. that affects 6300 chevy capris from 2014 to 2016. the 
power steering connector can corrode and increase the risk of an 
accident.  

0:15 3/30/16 11:16p safety 

high surf and rip current warning in huntington beach. beach goers 
are told to be cautious the next few days. they are worried about 
people on vacation. people in dangerous conditions out there. 
waves are expected to be 4 to 7 feet high.  

2:41 1/4/16 11:06p severe weather 

happening right now the rain is moving in, the nbc 4 weather  team 
has been warning us about  the storm, it is now here. it is the 
second chopper flying  over orange county tonight,  where we are 
beginning to see  the affects of el nino, we are  live in santa monica, 
where we  can expect to see more rain  overnight. robert?  

1:52 1/5/16 11:01p severe weather 

here's what we know for sure. fortunately, no one was injured. 
whatever happen here today in  vernon left eight buildings with  
significant damage and now three  of them have been red tagged. 
tonight what's left of a  family's sofa manufacturing  company that 
has been soaked. during today's storm, something  so strong ripped 
the roof of the  business right off.  
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0:48 1/5/16 11:02p severe weather 

the video is inconclusive. a couple of things to look at. the national 
weather service  will go there tomorrow morning  and see the 
direction of the  damage, if it was circular or a  tornado. i'm looking 
at the radar image  when this occurred at 2:00. there is no wind 
shear.  

1:39 1/5/16 11:03p severe weather 

happening right now, nonstop  rain and more on the way as  
anthony joe said. that has a lot of people very,  very nervous. gadi 
schwartz shows us a silver  lake neighborhood where you can  see 
the impact of the storms  already. reporter: this used to be a  
sidewalk. it is hard to tell right now. someone was walking along this  
side walk. the debris kept coming down the  hillside.  

0:18 1/5/16 11:05p severe weather 

a big smash-up here. a five-car collision in  hollywood sending four 
people to  the hospital. this happen near barham and lake  forest 
drive around 9:15  tonight. four people including two  teenagers, 
ages 13 and 15, were  rushed to the hospital in  critical and fair 
condition.  

0:19 1/5/16 11:05p severe weather 
nearly 4,000 people had their  power knocked out in el monty  after 
a power pole fell on a 99  cent store. sparks then triggered a fire  
near garvey avenue. there are no report of injuries.  

0:39 1/5/16 11:15p severe weather 

take a look at this video. one by one by one. drivers in flooded cars 
all  rescued by an off road jeep when  the roadway turned into a 
river  out there. those drivers were caught by  surprise when they 
turned on to  balboa avenue in san diego  today.  

0:12 1/5/16 11:16p severe weather 
this wasn't the only problem  here. the roof of the courtyard  marriott 
in old town collapsed  at the check-in area. and the underground 
garage  flooded as well.  

0:11 1/5/16 11:17p severe weather 

heavy snow still coming down  in our local mountains. this video is 
up near big bear  along highway 18. there is been so much snow 
the  driving conditions have been a  real challenge on the road  
tonight. and it is only expected to get  worse. 

0:18 1/6/16 11:03p severe weather 
just in, more rain causing a  new mud slide in orange county. crews 
are working to clear the  road near silverado county. the area is one 
of the most  vulnerable after the hillside  last year.  

0:13 1/6/16 11:03p severe weather 
you can certainly hear it and  you can see it. the rain is still 
pounding  neighborhoods. this video from costa mesa a  short time 
ago. the roads there, extremely wet.  

0:20 1/6/16 11:04p severe weather 

hours of nonstop rain  stranded people on the 5. can you believe 
this is the 5  freeway? it pushed homeowners to higher  ground. the 
meteorologist is tracking  the next storm. gadi schwartz with drivers 
who  all of a sudden found themselves  surrounded by high water.  

2:02 1/6/16 11:04p severe weather 

first, beverly white live in  newhall with that new mud slide  threat.   
we're talking about a  situation where there are no  injuries and no 
major damage to  report. just plenty of rattled nerves. a trailer 
community of some 80  homes. tonight they're off in the  danger 
zone.  

2:26 1/6/16 11:06p severe weather 

at times there was so much  rain coming down so quickly, the  
water had nowhere to go. in sun valley, drivers had to  drastically 
slow down to  navigate through four feet of  water. gadi schwartz is 
live with us at  the freeway. reporter: you can see the  rain is falling 
steadily again. traffic is still moving about 60  miles an hour on the 5 
freeway. 

0:14 1/6/16 11:08p severe weather 

here's a live picture from  news chopper 4 over the down los  
angeles area. and this picture shows what  we've been looking at. 
and anthony will explain more of  it. the rain is coming back right  
now. we'll get a lot more tonight.  
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0:45 1/6/16 11:09p severe weather 

as a result of that, one  family in pasadena will not be  getting a lot 
of sleep tonight. all of because of this and the  rain. heavy floods 
triggered a mud  slide in the hill behind them. for more than a 
decade, today  ground gave way at a neighbor's  home sent some 
mud sliding into  his backyard.  

0:20 1/6/16 11:09p severe weather 

high powered water pumps  and sacks of sand bags are on  stand 
by. in santa ana, the water lifted  this garage door ruining what  was 
inside. on the outside, the backyard of  this home actually looked 
more  like a pond.  

0:20 1/6/16 11:10p severe weather 

and the city of glendora  continues to hand out san bags. water has 
been trickling down  this hillside for a couple days. while the san 
bags ask the  k-rails are helping, some mud  and rocks seem to be 
seeping  through. 

0:43 1/6/16 11:18p severe weather 
back now to the weather and  fallout from the storm. that storm 
knocked down this  100-foot tree. it crushed a car. trapped the 
driver inside. the man was on his way to work. 

0:47 1/7/16 11:16p severe weather 

massive pothole in a very  busy intersection sent some cars  
airborne. almost two dozen drivers ended  up with flat tires and had 
to be  towed. this was in baldwin hills. vehicles lined up along the 
side  of the road this, drivers we  spoke to say this pothole was  
deep enough to cause a lot of  damage.   

0:33 1/7/16 11:16p severe weather 

the cleanup isn't over yet  after a mudslide moved through a  mobile 
home park in newhall,  they are back home tonight and  dreading 
the possibility of a  flooding since last june when a  fire destroyed 
vegetation around  them. a 13-year-old sounded the alarm.   

0:23 1/7/16 11:17p severe weather 
look at this. giant waves slamming the surf  and gusty winds. didn't 
stop surfers from trying  to catch the waves as high as 15  feet in 
malibu. it was pounding into the homes  on the waterfront. 

0:43 1/8/16 11:17p severe weather 

and amazing video to show  you. a california driver in the path  of a 
flash flood barely escapes. tonight we hear from the man who  was 
behind the wheel. mark chagaris says it was a  routine trip to 
fillmore along  state route 23 when the massive  debris came right 
at him.  

0:26 1/8/16 11:17p severe weather 

department of  public works crews are working  to clear a playa del 
rey bike  path damaged by high surf. the 140-foot section of path  
that runs through dockweiler  state beach is closed after high  surf 
conditions nearly left the  path completely covered in sand.  

0:46 1/14/16 11:17p severe weather 

el nino has many people on  the northern california coast  nervous 
after some started to  notice a huge difference in the  shoreline. 
when dan keller bought bought it  property, the ocean was not  quite 
so close.  

0:10 1/14/16 11:17p severe weather 
fresh snow is starting to  fall in the sierra tonight. this is the blue 
canyon area. nearly two feet of snow built up  in elevations above 
7,000 feet.  

0:29 1/19/16 11:33p severe weather 
just in, this video shows  foggy conditions that have  forced at least 
one lane closure  tonight up along the cajon pass. some drivers 
pulling over, and  others powering through the  dense fog.  

0:34 1/20/16 11:06p severe weather 

snow making a mess of  things. the monster storm promising to  hit 
the east coast the next few  days, already very dangerous. the 
presidential motorcade  you're looking at here slipped  on snow 
covered roads and hit  the curb once or twice.  

0:29 1/21/16 11:06p severe weather 
2,000 flights canceled ahead of the east coast blizzard. no flights at 
lax were affected. that could easily change  tomorrow. tens of 
millions of americans  are bracing for a monster  blizzard.  
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0:32 1/22/16 11:09p severe weather 

what a mess, and this is what  it looks like tonight in  philadelphia. 
winter blizzard that is now  blamed for at least ten deaths  there. 85 
million people and some 15  states on the east coast have  been 
impacted by this storm.  

0:32 1/25/16 11:16p severe weather 

millions of the east coast  are digging out from that  monstrous 
blizzard that resulted  in the death of at least 41  people. from the 
gulf coast to new  england collapsed roofs and  impassable roads 
were pretty  much the norm. 

0:24 1/25/16 11:17p severe weather 
eroding a cliffside  neighborhood in the bay area. the pacifica city 
council  aprooved an emergency  declaration to free up state  
money to repair a damaged  seawall there and other  destruction. 

0:28 1/29/16 11:17p severe weather 

here is the view of a large sinkhole on the 101 in oregon and it is 
getting larger all the time shutting down a large section of the road. 
a drone flew over the hole which is now two holes. one of them is 
60 feet deep.  

0:47 2/1/16 11:18p severe weather 

two crushed cars left in the  aftermath of a very strong storm  over 
the weekend in long beach. this damage all caused by this  one tree 
right here, this giant  tree that was blown down by the  winds out 
there. chris mckinney noticed the tree  swaying as he left a 
mcdonald's  in his van. in a split second, the tree  started to fall.  

0:14 2/1/16 11:18p severe weather 

still not clear if the wind  caused all the traffic lights to  go out in long 
beach tonight. but take a look at this. this was downtown long 
beach. ocean avenue, several blocks of  traffic lights flashing red. 
so a lot still going on out  there. 

0:12 2/8/16 11:06p severe weather 
a fire on woolsly canyon  road. neighbors were concerned that  the 
winds and temperatures could  spread 

1:39 2/17/16 11:01p severe weather 

that storm soaked  neighborhoods from san  bernardino to 
pasadena. umbrellas pulled out for the  first time in a few weeks. 
beverly white live downtown  where the timing of this caused  quite 
a mess for commuters  tonight. beverly?  reporter: that's right. that 
storm system got our  attention tonight leaving the  12-day heat 
wave in the rearview  mirror. 

0:15 2/23/16 11:09p severe weather 

tonight, three people are  dead. at least 30 more injured after a  
dangerous storm system that  spawned tornadoes in the south. 
death and severe damage in  louisiana and mississippi  prompting 
state of emergency  declarations from the governors  of those two 
states. 

0:12 2/23/16 11:09p severe weather 
meantime in florida, a pensacola  apartment build, thousands of  
people without power, the storm  is expected to hit the east  coast 
tonight and into tomorrow.   

0:28 2/24/16 11:16p severe weather 
and a path of destruction  through virginia and carolina. three 
people killed including a  2-year-old boy when the tornado  
devastated the town of waverly,  georgia.  

1:16 3/7/16 11:04p severe weather 

you can certainly feel that blast of winter right now, the 
temperatures dipping and snow levels are dropping. hetty chang is 
near the grapevine for us where there is an advisory about the 
dangerous conditions.  reporter: we are a few miles south of the 
start of the grapevine. it is 30 degrees and wind gusts of 25 miles 
an hour and you can see the snow flurries.  

1:30 3/11/16 11:04p severe weather 

a line of power poles toppled  in minutes. some broken in half as 
our fast  and fierce storm blew through. live in riverside where there 
is  a big mess as crews work to get  the lights back on. quite the 
mess here on pierce  street. we have seen several people  bypass 
and this and they could  not see this. downed power poles brought 
down  by 50 mile per hour wind gusts. it split power poles in half  
toppling them like dominos.  
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1:46 3/29/16 11:00p severe weather 

a hailstorm.  so we got a little bit of hailstorm going on.  lightning. 
snow.  it's so cold.  it is. it's awesome.  a cold spring blast through 
neighborhoods tonight and it's not over yet.  nbc 4's beverly white 
live in riverside where the brunt of the spring storm hit today. " that's 
right, plenty of" reason to keep your head to the sky today. we saw 
rainbows today. tonight they are drying out from "the cold drizzle 
and tonight, a" lot of daytime issues that they "had, puddles behind 
us but" mostly over for now. with snow on cars and lawns tonight it 
looks like winter is making a comeback.  

0:37 3/30/16 11:05p severe weather 

thousands" of people spending the night in basements and shelters 
and you're looking at the big reason why. a tornado touching down 
tonight "in tulsa, oklahoma." you can hear the sigh lens in the 
background. see a flash of lightning right there on the right of your 
screen.  

0:26 1/1/16 11:16p technology 
new york city is turning old  payphone booths into wifi hot  spots. 
crews installed the first of  7500 hot spots this week. the goal is to 
bring superfast  and spree wifi service to new  york city.  

0:45 1/5/16 11:32p technology 
tonight, a glimpse into the  future. technology that can blow your  
mind and simplify your life will  be unveiled tomorrow at the  
consumer electronic show in las  vegas.  

0:21 1/29/16 11:16p technology 

facebook is banning private gun sales for users. the site announced 
that peer to pear gun sales will no longer be allowed on facebook or 
instagram which is also owned by that company. facebook will allow 
sales and advertisements from licensed gun retailers and stores 

0:23 2/2/16 11:34p technology 
maybe apple wants to reverse  the trend. a small change may be 
coming to  one of apple's devices. the company will reveal a  
smaller iphone in an effort to  jump start sales.  

0:19 2/25/16 11:13p technology 
want to show this to you  happening right now, news  chopper 4 just 
captured a rocket launch from vandenberg air force base. 

2:27 3/1/16 11:14p technology 

his face  really says it all. astronaut scott kelly, all  smiles because 
he's back on  earth landing in kazakhstan. just imagine what gravity 
must  feel like for him after he was  weightless for nearly aier. now 
more on the long-awaited  homecoming.   

0:32 3/4/16 11:16p technology 

the fifth time is the charm  for space x with a successful  rocket 
launch from florida  tonight. it blasted off around sunset  from cape 
canaveral. this is the fifth launch attempt  in the last week and a 
half.  

0:21 3/8/16 11:17p technology 
a beautiful total eclipse. it happens about once a year. you could not 
see it in southern  california but people in asia  could. the next 
eclipse we will see is  august 21st next year.  

0:45 1/5/16 11:15p Transportation 
a san diego couple was  questioning whether it was  necessary and 
appropriate for a  tsa agent to pat down a  10-year-old girl for nearly 
ten  minutes.  

0:24 1/7/16 11:14p Transportation 

the flight crew realized  they needed to get the plane on  the ground 
and once a woman was  restrained they made an  emergency 
landing in detroit. a passenger shot this video  showing them 
carrying the woman  off the plane with her hands and  feet bound 
and say she may have  been suffering from some sort of  medical 
condition.  

0:27 1/8/16 11:15p Transportation 

all is quiet at lax tonight. a live look out there, the  airport. that 
certainly was not the case  just a few hours ago. a bomb threat 
triggered  evacuations at terminal 1. police and bomb-sniffing dogs  
checked the ticket counter area  and the baggage claim.  
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0:24 1/8/16 11:16p Transportation 
frontier airlines adding  more than 40 new routes here in  the u.s. 
this all starts in mid-april. the airline is offering an  introductory sale. 
some fares as low as $39 one  way.  

0:21 1/14/16 11:16p Transportation 

jet blue is trying to figure  out what caused a power outage  that 
caused flight delays and  cancellations across the  country. the 
outage took out the main  website and prevented customers  from 
checking in.  

0:29 1/19/16 11:33p Transportation 
if you've got some  flexibility, the next few weeks  may offer up 
some of the best  airfares in years. with oil trading below $30 a  
barrel, jet fuel prices have  pushed airfares to three-year  lows.  

0:50 1/20/16 11:14p Transportation 

we keep hearing about oil  prices going down and gas prices  keep 
falling around the country. not here not in california. in michigan, 
gas is a stunning  low 47 cents a gallon at one  station there, 
meantime, this is  what it looks like for us,  paying almost $3 a 
gallon in  southern california.  

0:21 1/20/16 11:33p Transportation 

starting tomorrow you can  continue riding with uber that  joins at 
5:00 tomorrow morning. uber joins lyft to offer the  pickups, 
passengers must catch  their ride on the designated  departure level 
and a $4 service  charge.  

0:35 1/21/16 11:03p Transportation 

a pilot accused of flying, flew  two flights. from portland to john 
wayne  orange county. a random drug test after landing  showed a 
blood alcohol level  between 0.134 and 0.142. according to the 
complaint. he said he just got out of  hospital and was taking  
antibiotics. 

0:14 1/22/16 11:09p Transportation 
the blizzard is having a  worldwide impact on air travel. according to 
flightaware.com. 7,500 flights canceled or  delayed through 
saturday. including more than 160 flights  in and out of l.a.x.  

0:26 1/25/16 11:32p Transportation 

the sixth street bridge in  downtown l.a. will be dmom  demolished 
next week. it is be torn down because the  age concrete is an 
earthquake  hazard. there will be detours using the  10 and 710 
freeways.  

0:51 1/26/16 11:32p Transportation 

cars tested on california  freeways and while they could  offer your 
convenience, the cars  raise questions about liability.  all right. 
brake. whoa! okay. that little hiccup happened when  randy tried to 
take control back  from the self-driving car.  

1:29 1/27/16 11:01p Transportation 
a mystery  illness. forces a los angeles bound  flight to turn around 
mid  flight. passengers panic as flight  attendants and others 
become  sick. what happened inside the  american airlines plane.  

0:49 1/27/16 11:16p Transportation 

many saying farewell to the  sixth street bridge. crews will demolish 
it and build a new one. it was built in 1932, closed the traffic today. 
workers will gear up to tear  down the bridge, that will be  shut down 
and it will shut down  as well a section of the 101  freeway in the 
downtown area for at least 40 hours.  

0:28 1/28/16 11:33p Transportation 

the three biggest u.s.  airline carriers will allow some  customers to 
cancel or postpone  their trips to areas affected by  the zika virus. 
the move comes as concern about  the virus escalates. united 
airlines policy includes  travel to all areas mentioned by  the cdc.  

0:24 2/3/16 11:33p Transportation 
you heard of car ma get on,  it will be the 101 slow jam. a 2 1/2 
smile stretch of the 101  freeway will be closed in the  downtown 
area so that crews can  demolish the 6th street bridge.  

0:28 2/4/16 11:07p Transportation 

all lanes on the 10 freeway  reopened nine hours after a big  rig 
crash in fontana. it triggered this gridlock  during the evening 
commute. that backed up all the way to  east l.a. crews worked to 
clean up the  spill out there.  
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2:44 2/5/16 11:02p Transportation 

get ready for a tough  weekend. more than two miles of the 101  
freeway are closed right now  close to the downtown area as  the 
crews begin to work to  replace a large section of the  sixth street 
bridge. beverly white joins us live in  the boyle heights where the 
slow  jam is officially underway.  reporter: you're right. we're talking 
about the 10:00  p.m. shutdown of the 101 freeway  that makes 
room for the tear  down of the sixth street bridge.  

0:28 2/9/16 11:07p Transportation 

an alaska airlines flight is  diverted to denver after a drunk  
passenger began making threats. the passenger apparently 
became  irritated and unruly and started  threatening members of 
the  flight crew.  

1:16 2/10/16 11:12p Transportation 

happening now, a nightmare  at sea ends for thousands of  
passengers. about half of the 6,000  passengers and crew 
members from  royal caribbean back on solid  ground tonight. 
others still aboard waiting for  help after what some are calling  the 
cruise from help. hurricane fife force winds,  30-foot waves, 
prompting royal  caribbean to cut short the trib. take a look at some 
images  passengers took.  

0:21 2/10/16 11:33p Transportation 

southwest airlines is now  planning to begin flights out of  long 
beach airport. the airline submitted an  application to begin daily  
service from less crowded long  beach after the airport  announced 
it would add nine new  slots. 

0:33 2/19/16 11:04p Transportation 

all lanes of the 91 freeway are  shut down in corona. the 55-hour 
closure is part of a  freeway expansion project as  crews will be 
installing the  support beams for a new maple  street onramp which 
should ease  congestion on the side streets.   i like to go on the 
weekends  and we can't do that now. 

5:37 2/22/16 11:13p Transportation 

tonight, a grieving mother  questions whether the safety  equipment 
meant to protect  drivers on our freeways is the  very same thing 
that killed her  son. nbc 4's robert kovacik explains  the concern 
over crash tested  guardrails and for the first  time, pinpoints what 
some claim  is a hidden hazard.  all i remember is he was  saying 
i'm sorry, there is  nothing i could do for him.  reporter: maria weeps 
over  the death of her 23-year-old  son.  

0:29 2/25/16 11:05p Transportation 

there is no way to make this easy, gasoline prices in  southern 
california are about to take a hefty jump this weekend,  possibly as 
much as 30 cents a  gallon as the refineries make  the switch from 
winter to summer blends with fuels that don't  evaporate as quickly.  

0:55 2/25/16 11:17p Transportation 

a 7-year-old boy traveling with  his father who has terminal  stage 
four cancer are removed  from a plane. tonight a call from a child for  
just a little courtesy. he was having an allergic  reaction to a dog in 
their row. the boy got so itchy that the  departure was delayed and 
the  flight attendants removed the  boy and his family.  

0:43 2/26/16 11:04p Transportation 

right now it's a rush to top  off the tank. this weekend gasoline 
prices in  southern california are expected  to jump by as much as 
37 cents a  gallon. this is what we found at a  costco station in 
burbank.  

0:27 3/9/16 11:15p Transportation 

what a mess, more than 50  planes waiting to take off in  new york 
after a section of the  runway was blown out. it meant delays in the 
other  major airports. departing flights were backed up for ocean 
hour and arriving  flight this is to circle for a  half hour or more. 

0:29 3/10/16 11:15p Transportation 
tonight the fbi is  investigating if any federal  laws were broken 
during this all out brawl among five women on an airlines flight. the 
fight broke out after the  plane landed at lax last night.  
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0:27 3/16/16 11:05p Transportation 

we just learned the line is  back up and running after a  power 
outage that shut it down  in culver city. that left a lot of people  
stranded for hours. the power went out just before  5:00 keeping 
trains from running between jefferson and culver  city stations. 

0:40 3/17/16 11:15p Transportation 

a scare in the air when a plane  was struck by lightning. the 
american airlines flight  from raleigh was forced to  divert from jfk. 
the plane hit turbulence. this happened on a flight last  night. one 
passenger took these photos  just moments before she saw and  
more importantly felt the  lightning hit the plane. 

2:31 3/18/16 11:04p Transportation 

and a close call on what had to be a frightening situation  for the 
pilots in the cockpit. a jumbo jet comes dangerously  close to a 
drone over the  downtown area as that plane was  getting ready to 
land at l.a.x.  this afternoon. nbc 4's kate larsen live there  tonight 
where the search is on  now for the operator of that  drone. kate.  
reporter: colleen, that's  right. lapd and the sheriff's  department are 
aware of the  incident. but the problem when people  violate drone 
laws is it's hard  to track them down, especially  when they're flying 
drones  thousands of feet higher than  they should be.  

0:20 3/18/16 11:08p Transportation 

you're going to want to  avoid parts of the 710 freeway  this 
weekend. only one southbound lane will be open in the monterey 
park area. construction crews will be  making pavement repairs all  
weekend long.  

0:16 3/23/16 11:04p Transportation 

a massive back-up on the freeway in flint ridge, only one lane is 
open, ever after two semitrucks  crashed, it's not clear if  anyone 
was hurt here but the  impact to traffic has been  massive. you can 
see it is backed up for  miles.   

0:25 3/24/16 11:10p Transportation 

the search is on for a man  prosecutors think helped the jet blue 
flight attendant caught in  a cocaine bust at lax, she  appeared in 
federal court, and  investigators think her  co-conspirator may be 
trying to  leave the county.  
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 

career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 
 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 12/28/15 Tue 12/29/15 Wed 12/30/15 Thu 12/31/15 Fri 1/1/16 Sat 1/2/16 Sun 1/3/16
start 
time

5:00a
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program) 
Murad Rlr V1 (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a On the Money [#1736] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a Tournament of Roses Parade Nina's World 8:00a

8:30a Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:30a

9:00a Astroblast
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201601]
9:00a

9:30a
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

10:00a
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a
Soccer Premier League 

Goal Zone 
11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p Going Roggin 1:00p

1:30p
The Meredith Vieira Show 

jip [MV010116] 
Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 

Program) 
1:30p

2:00p
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
2:00p

2:30p Clangers org sch 1/2 [#001] 2:30p

3:00p
Earth to Luna org sch 1/2 

[#101] 
On the Money [#1736] 3:00p

3:30p Lazytown org sch 1/2 [#141] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p 4:00p

4:30p 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#22097] Extra [#22098] Extra [#22099] Extra [#22100] Extra [#22101] Open House [#5306] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#5036] Access Hollywood [#5037] Access Hollywood [#5038] Access Hollywood [#5039] Access Hollywood [#5040]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Korea [3284R] 7:30p

8:00p Superstore 8:00p

8:30p Telenovela 8:30p

9:00p Superstore The Challenge (8:56p) 9:00p

9:30p Telenovela NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Korea [3284R]  (1:02a)
1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5318] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(2:32a)
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 

Program) 
Pic Pn22 $1K Cb 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC (The Secret 
Life of a Soccer Mom) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22102]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Action Sports Nitro 
Circus 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Minnesota 

Vikings @ Green Bay 
Packers  (5:20p)

Saturday Night Live    
(Ryan Gosling & Leon 

Bridges) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1008] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Extra Weekend 
[#22102]

NBC Sports Special 
National Pro Grid 

League 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1008]

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The Secrets of 

Cottonwood Creek) 

Saturday Night Live    

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV010116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4072R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC Sports Special 
Incredible Dog Challenge 

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Connection) 

NBC4 News at 11p

National Hockey 
League Winter 

Classic - Montreal @ 
Boston 

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1385R]

Steve Harvey [4042R]

Ellen [13022R]

The Tonight Show 
Starring Jimmy Fallon

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (1:32a)

Steve Harvey [4071R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Tournament of Roses 
Parade 127th 

NBC News Special A 
Toast to 2015 

NBC's New Year's Eve Game 
Night with Andy Cohen

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1384R]

Steve Harvey [4041R]

Ellen [13038R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV123015] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4069R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV123115]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV123015]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1383R]

Steve Harvey [4051R]

Ellen [13012R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV122915] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4070R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1382R]

Steve Harvey [4027R]

Ellen [13061R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

Chicago Med

Steve Harvey [4073R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV122815] (2:07a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV122815]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1381R]

Steve Harvey [#4201]

Ellen [13030R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Page 1 of 14
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/4/16 Tue 1/5/16 Wed 1/6/16 Thu 1/7/16 Fri 1/8/16 Sat 1/9/16 Sun 1/10/16
start 
time

Mbp $29.95 Bogo (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1737] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Nina's World 8:00a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:30a

Astroblast 9:00a

Today Show (9:22a) Clangers 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

Talk Stoop Golden Globes 
Special

1:30p

LXTV: First Look Hollywood's 
Biggest Night [#3289] 

2:00p

NBC Nightly News 2:30p

Steve Harvey [#4075] Going Roggin 3:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit [#4075]  (3:42p)

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22103] Extra [#22104] Extra [#22105] Extra [#22106] Extra [#22107] Open House [#5319] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5041] Access Hollywood [#5042] Access Hollywood [#5043] Access Hollywood [#5044] Access Hollywood [#5045]
LXTV: First Look Hollywood's 

Biggest Night [#3289] 7:30p

Superstore Undateable 8:00p

Telenovela Superstore 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

Going Roggin (12:12a) 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Hollywood's 
Biggest Night [#3289]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5297] 1:30a

2:00a

Hdam1228Lans (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p 
(11:15p)

Extra Weekend jip 
[#22108]  (12:43a)

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Golden Globe Awards

Golden Globe Awards 
encore presentation  

(8:08p)

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Seattle 

Seahawks @ 
Minnesota Vikings 

1st Look: Live on the 
Red Carpet

Golden Globe Awards 
Red Carpet Special

Shades of Blue (The 
Shadow) 

Saturday Night Live     (Tina 
Fey  &  Amy Poehler & Bruce 

Springsteen  &  E Street) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1009] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

Golf Hyundai 
Tournament of 

Champions 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1009]

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The Shadow) 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV010816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [2077R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

U.S. Army All-
American Football

Dateline NBC (Mystery 
in Big Sky Country) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1390]

Steve Harvey [#4079]

Ellen [#13077]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV010716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3076R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV010816]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV010716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1389]

Steve Harvey [#4077]

Ellen [#13076]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV010616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [1073R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1388]

Steve Harvey [#4076]

Ellen [#13075]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Steve Harvey [3074R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show jip  (7:10a)

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV010616]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Chicago Fire

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV010516] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1387]

Steve Harvey [#4078]

Ellen [#13074]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV010416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [2075R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

NBC News Special Report 
President Obama Gun 

Actions  (8:38a)

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV010516]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV010416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1386]

Ellen [13016R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/11/16 Tue 1/12/16 Wed 1/13/16 Thu 1/14/16 Fri 1/15/16 Sat 1/16/16 Sun 1/17/16
start 
time

Murad V514 (Paid Program) 
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

On the Money [#1738] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Nina's World 8:00a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:30a

Astroblast
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201603]
9:00a

Standard 30 Fre (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program) 

10:00a

Clangers org sch 1/16 [#003] 10:30a

Earth to Luna org sch 1/16 
[#103] 

11:00a

Lazytown org sch 1/16 [#147] 11:30a

Earth to Luna org sch 1/9 
[#102] 12:00p

Lazytown org sch 1/9 [#143] 12:30p

NBC News Special Report Navy 
Boats Captured  (1:14p)

Piyo (Original) (Paid 
Program) 

1:00p

Days of Our Lives (1:16p)
Golf PGA Tour: Season 

Reset [#VALUE!] 
1:30p

Going Roggin 2:00p

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program) 

2:30p

Turbo Ten (Paid Program) 3:00p

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

NBC Nightly News Open House [#5320] 4:00p

Football Night in America On the Money [#1738] 4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22109] Extra [#22111] Extra [#22112] Extra [#22113] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5046] Access Hollywood [#5048] Access Hollywood [#5049] Access Hollywood [#5050] 7:30p

Superstore Undateable 8:00p

Telenovela (8:31p) Superstore 8:30p

Extra [#22110] NBC4 News (8:51p) 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5047]
Extra Weekend jip [#22114]  

(9:16p)
9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Winter 
Getaways [#3290]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5304] 1:30a

2:00a

1/16 Losangls B (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Arthro 7 V.1B (Paid 

Program) 
Cp 2 V. 3 /Newd (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC News Special 
Democratic Debate 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Where the 
Heart Is) 

Dateline NBC (Do No 
Harm) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22114]

Dateline NBC (Secrets on 
Shalimar Way) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Adam Driver & Chris 

Stapleton) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1010] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Figure Skating U.S. Figure 
Skating Preview 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1010]

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 
Packers @ Arizona 

Cardinals 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV011516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4042R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC Sports Special 
Together We Make Football 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) USSA: Men's 

Downhill 

Dateline NBC (Plot 
Twist) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1395]

Steve Harvey [#4085]

Ellen [#13082]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV011416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4041R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV011516]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV011416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1394]

Steve Harvey [#4083]

Ellen [#13081]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV011316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4051R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1393]

Steve Harvey [#4064]

Ellen [#13080]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Steve Harvey [4027R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV011316]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Hollywood Game Night

Dateline NBC (The Devil 
in Disguise) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV011216] (2:07a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV011216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1392]

Steve Harvey [#4049]

Ellen [#13079]

State of the Union 
Address

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV011116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4201R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#13078]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV011116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1391]

Steve Harvey [#4068]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/18/16 Tue 1/19/16 Wed 1/20/16 Thu 1/21/16 Fri 1/22/16 Sat 1/23/16 Sun 1/24/16
start 
time

Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 
Program) 

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1739] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Nina's World 8:00a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:30a

Astroblast
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201604]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cize (Original) (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Clangers org sch 1/23 [#004] 
Cize (Original) (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Earth to Luna org sch 1/23 
[#104] 

Open House [#5321] 4:00p

Lazytown org sch 1/23 [#301] On the Money [#1739] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22115] Extra [#22116] Extra [#22117] Extra [#22118] Extra [#22119] Open House [#5321] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5051] Access Hollywood [#5052] Access Hollywood [#5053] Access Hollywood [#5054] Access Hollywood [#5055]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Charleston [#3291] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Telenovela 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Charleston [#3291]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5306] 1:30a

2:00a

Hdam1228Lans (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
1/16 Losangls B (Paid 

Program) 
1/16 Losangls B (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#22120]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Movie of the 
Week Bridesmaids 

NBC4 News at 11p

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) Grand Prix 

(Snowboard Halfpipe) 

Figure Skating U.S. 
Figure Skating 
Championships 

[#VALUE!] 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (A Bronx 
Tale) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Ronda Rousey & 

Selena Gomez) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1011] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Figure Skating U.S. 
Figure Skating 
Championships 

Figure Skating U.S. 
Figure Skating 
Championships 

NBC4 News

Figure Skating U.S. 
Figure Skating 
Championships 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV012216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4079R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Dateline NBC (Return 
to Game Night) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1400]

Steve Harvey [#4074]

Ellen [13074R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV012116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4077R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV012216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Heroes Reborn

The Blacklist

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1399]

Steve Harvey [#4086]

Ellen [#13086]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV012016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4076R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV012116]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV012016]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1398]

Steve Harvey [#4084]

Ellen [#13085]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV011916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4078R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#13084]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV011916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1397]

Steve Harvey [#4090]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV011816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4075R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1396]

Steve Harvey [#4088]

Ellen [#13083]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV011816]

NBC4 News at Noon
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/25/16 Tue 1/26/16 Wed 1/27/16 Thu 1/28/16 Fri 1/29/16 Sat 1/30/16 Sun 1/31/16
start 
time

Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1740] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Nina's World 8:00a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 8:30a

Astroblast
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201605]
9:00a

Clangers
Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Earth to Luna 10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Los Angeles Sol (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Lazytown org sch 1/30 [#302] 
Los Angeles Sol (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Open House [#5322] 4:00p

On the Money [#1740] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22121] Extra [#22122] Extra [#22123] Extra [#22124] Extra [#22125]
Music Life 5X29 (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5056] Access Hollywood [#5057] Access Hollywood [#5058] Access Hollywood [#5059] Access Hollywood [#5060] Open House [#5322] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Telenovela 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Winter 
Getaways [3290R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5319] 1:30a

2:00a

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Turbo Ten (Paid 

Program) 
Ic 1 V. 2A / Cr (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22126]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Figure Skating 
European Figure 

Skating Championships 
[#VALUE!] 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (The House 
on Badger Lane) 

America Ninja Warrior 
USA vs. The World 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Elizabeth Banks & 

Disclosure) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1012] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special Chris 
Collinsworth SNF Special 

NBC Sports Special 
Mechum Auto Auction 

NBC Sports Special 
International Auto Show 

Figure Skating U.S. 
Figure Skating Chmp 
Smuckers Skate Spec 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1012]

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Before Dawn) 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV012916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4085R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Action Sports Red 
Bull 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) Grand Prix (Ski 

Halfpipe) 

Undateable

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The State of 
Wisconsin vs. Steven A. 

Avery) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1405]

Steve Harvey [#4089]

Ellen [#13091]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV012816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4083R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV012916]

NBC4 News at 5p

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Blacklist

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV012816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1404]

Steve Harvey [#4087]

Ellen [#13090]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV012716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4064R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1403]

Steve Harvey [#4080]

Ellen [#13089]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Steve Harvey [4049R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV012716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV012616] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1402]

Steve Harvey [#4082]

Ellen [#13088]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV012516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4068R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV012616]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1401]

Steve Harvey [#4067]

Ellen [#13087]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV012516]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/1/16 Tue 2/2/16 Wed 2/3/16 Thu 2/4/16 Fri 2/5/16 Sat 2/6/16 Sun 2/7/16
start 
time

Nutribullet Rxv (Paid 
Program) 

2/16 La Fbs (Paid Program) 5:00a

On the Money [#1741] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Behind the Badge: 
Crystal Palace 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Astroblast org sch 2/6 [#106] 3:30p

Clangers org sch 2/6 [#006] 
Derm Excls Tlk  (Paid 

Program)  (4:05p)
4:00p

Lazytown org sch 2/6 [#310] 
On the Money jip [#1741]  

(4:35p)
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22127] Extra [#22128] Extra [#22129] Extra [#22130] Extra [#22131] Open House [#5323] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5061] Access Hollywood [#5062] Access Hollywood [#5063] Access Hollywood [#5064] Access Hollywood [#5065]
LXTV: First Look Time To 

Dance [#3292] 
7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Telenovela 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Time To 
Dance [#3292]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5320] 1:30a

2:00a

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Murad Rlr V2 (Paid 

Program) 
2/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22132]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (The 
Confession) 

NBC Movie of the 
Week Pitch Perfect 

National Hockey 
League Philadelphia 

@ Washington 

Golf Waste 
Management Phoenix 

Open [#VALUE!]  
(11:48a)

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Larry David & the 

1975) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1013] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Waste 
Management Phoenix 

Open 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The Comic 

Book Murder) 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV020516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4074R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Premier 
League Goal Zone 

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Tangled 
Web) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV020516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1410]

Steve Harvey [#4091]

Ellen [#13096]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV020416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4086R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1409]

Steve Harvey [#4081]

Ellen [#13095]

NBC4 News at 5p

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Blacklist

Steve Harvey [4084R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV020416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV020316] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1408]

Steve Harvey [#4092]

Ellen [#13094]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV020216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4090R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV020316]

NBC4 News at Noon

Hollywood Game Night

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1407]

Steve Harvey [#4095]

Ellen [#13093]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV020116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4088R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV020216]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV020116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1406]

Steve Harvey [#4094]

Ellen [#13092]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/8/16 Tue 2/9/16 Wed 2/10/16 Thu 2/11/16 Fri 2/12/16 Sat 2/13/16 Sun 2/14/16
start 
time

2/16 La Fbs (Paid Program) 5:00a

On the Money [#1742] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201607]
9:00a

Astroblast 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program)  (3:14p)
3:00p

Turbo Ten (Paid Program) 3:30p

Clangers org sch 2/13 [#007] 4:00p

Lazytown org sch 2/13 [#303] On the Money [#1742] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22133] Extra [#22134] Extra [#22135] Extra [#22136] Extra [#22137]
Life Connected Special in 

Celebration of Black History 
Month 

7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5066] Access Hollywood [#5067] Access Hollywood [#5068] Access Hollywood [#5069] Access Hollywood [#5070] Open House [#5324] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Telenovela 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Scotland  [#3293]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5321] 1:30a

2:00a

2/16 La Fbs (Paid Program)  
(2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
2/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
2/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#22138]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Dateline NBC (The 
Interrogation) 

NBC Specials An SNL 
Valentine 

NBC Specials The 
Tonight Show 

Valentine's Day Special 

NBC4 News at 11p

National Hockey 
League Boston @ 

Detroit 

2/16 La Fbs (Paid 
Program)  (3:44p)

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Melissa McCarthy & 

Kanye West) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1014] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special More 
than Gold: Jesse Owens 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) Grand Prix 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) VISA Freestyle 

Olympic Trials 
Marathon 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) Grand Prix 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) Fenway Big Air 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Deadly 

Valentine) 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV021216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4089R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The Face 
of Evil) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV021216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1415]

Steve Harvey [#4098]

Ellen [#13101]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV021116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4087R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1414]

Steve Harvey [#4093]

Ellen [#13100]

NBC4 News at 5p

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Blacklist

Steve Harvey [4080R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV021116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV021016] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1413]

Steve Harvey [#4106]

Ellen [#13099]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV020916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4082R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV021016]

NBC4 News at Noon

Hollywood Game Night

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1412]

Steve Harvey [#4097]

Ellen [#13098]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV020816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4067R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV020916]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV020816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1411]

Steve Harvey [#4099]

Ellen [#13097]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/15/16 Tue 2/16/16 Wed 2/17/16 Thu 2/18/16 Fri 2/19/16 Sat 2/20/16 Sun 2/21/16
start 
time

Turbo Ten (Paid Program) 5:00a

On the Money [#1743] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

Astroblast 9:30a

Clangers 10:00a

Lazytown 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News Conference  

(1:51p)
2:00p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1417] (2:34p)

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program) 

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program)  (3:20p)

3:30p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1015] (4:02p)

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)  (3:50p)

4:00p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1015] (4:32p)

On the Money [#1743] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22139] Extra [#22140] Extra [#22141] Extra [#22142] Extra [#22143]
Music Life 5X29 (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5071] Access Hollywood [#5072] Access Hollywood [#5073] Access Hollywood [#5074] Access Hollywood [#5075] Open House [#5325] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Telenovela 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Battle Royale 
[#3294]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:38a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5322] 1:30a

2:00a

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cize (Original) (Paid 

Program) 
Cize (Original) (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Meet the Press

NBC Specials Tribute 
to Jimmy Burrows 

Special 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22144]

Dateline NBC

National Hockey 
League Chicago @ 
Minnesota  (12:32p)

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (One 
Small Dose & The 

Collector) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1015] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Pittsburgh @ 

Buffalo 

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Footprint in 

the Dust) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Adam Driver & Chris 

Stapleton) 

Steve Harvey [4091R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Motor Sports Toyota 
Family of Racing 

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) FIS World Cup 

Figure Skating Four 
Continents 

Championship 

NBC4 News

Grimm

Dateline NBC (A Palce on 
the Sand) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV021916] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1420]

Steve Harvey [#4105]

Ellen [#13106]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV021816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4081R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV021916]

NBC4 News at Noon

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Blacklist

Shades of Blue 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:38a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1419]

Steve Harvey [#4101]

Ellen [#13105]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV021716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4092R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV021816]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV021716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1418]

Steve Harvey [#4100]

Ellen [#13104]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV021616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4095R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4103]

Ellen [#13103]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

Chicago Med

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV021516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4094R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV021616]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1416]

Steve Harvey [#4104]

Ellen [#13102]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV021516]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/22/16 Tue 2/23/16 Wed 2/24/16 Thu 2/25/16 Fri 2/26/16 Sat 2/27/16 Sun 2/28/16
start 
time

Murad Rlr V2B (Paid 
Program) 

Standard 30 Fre (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1744] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential Address 7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:34a) 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

Days of Our Lives (1:43p) 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Astroblast org sch 2/27 [#109] 
Solaris Infomer (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Clangers org sch 2/27 [#009] 
Standard 30 Fre (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Lazytown org sch 2/27 [#305] Open House [#5326] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News On the Money [#1744] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22145] Extra [#22146] Extra [#22147] Extra [#22148] Extra [#22149] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5076] Access Hollywood [#5077] Access Hollywood [#5078] Access Hollywood [#5079] Access Hollywood [#5080] 7:30p

Superstore 8:00p

Telenovela 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Charleston [3291R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5323] 1:30a

2:00a

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Turbo Ten (Paid 

Program) 
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Movie of the 
Week TED 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22150]

Golf The Honda 
Classic 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Game) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1016] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Washington 

@ Chicago 

NBC4 News (8:02p)

Extra Weekend 
[#22150]

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live    
(Ronda Rousey & 
Selena Gomez) 

Golf The Honda 
Classic 

National Hockey 
League Stadium 
Series Detroit @ 

Colorado 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV022616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4098R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Dateline NBC (Over the 
Edge) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV022616]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1425]

Steve Harvey [#4109]

Ellen [#13111]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Shades of Blue 
(10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV022516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4093R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1424]

Steve Harvey [#4113]

Ellen [#13110]

NBC4 News at 5p

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Blacklist

Steve Harvey [4106R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV022516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV022416] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1423]

Steve Harvey [#4114]

Ellen [#13109]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV022316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4097R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV022416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Hollywood Game Night

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1422]

Steve Harvey [#4108]

Ellen [#13108]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV022216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4099R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:49a)

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV022316]

Steve Harvey [#4110]

Ellen [#13107]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV022216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1421]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/29/16 Tue 3/1/16 Wed 3/2/16 Thu 3/3/16 Fri 3/4/16 Sat 3/5/16 Sun 3/6/16
start 
time

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1745] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

Astroblast 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1429]

2:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (2:38p)

2:30p

Going Roggin (3:02p)
Music Life 5X29 (Paid 

Program)  (3:14p)
3:00p

Ic 1 V. 2A / Cr (Paid 
Program) 

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program)  (3:44p)

3:30p

Clangers org sch 3/5 [#010] 
Open House jip [#5327]  

(4:14p)
4:00p

Lazytown org sch 3/5 [#306] On the Money [#1745] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22151] Extra [#22153] Extra [#22154] Extra [#22155]
Music Life 5X29 (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5081] Access Hollywood [#5083] Access Hollywood [#5084] Access Hollywood [#5085] Open House [#5327] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Fitness 
Fanatics  [#3295]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5324] 1:30a

2:00a

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
3/16 Los Angls  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22156]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

The Voice (The People 
vs. O.J. Simpson: What 
the Jury Never Heard) 

Dateline NBC (The People 
vs. O.J. Simpson: What 
the Jury Never Heard) 

Golf WGC-Cadillac 
Championship 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Jonah Hill & Future) 

new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1017] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC News Special Report 
Nancy Reagan Dies  (8:46a)

NBC Sports Special 
USA Sevens Rugby 

Golf WGC-Cadillac 
Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Strangers on 

a Train) 

Steve Harvey [4105R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
AT&T American Cup 

Gymnastics 

Grimm

Dateline NBC (The 
Deed) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV030416] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1430]

Steve Harvey [4074R]

Ellen [13077R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV030316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4101R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV030416]

NBC4 News at Noon

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

Blindspot

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV030316]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [4087R]

Ellen [#13115]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV030216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4100R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#13114]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV030216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1428]

Steve Harvey [#4116]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV030116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4103R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special Super 
Tuesday 

The Voice

NBC News Special Super 
Tuesday 

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV030116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1427]

Steve Harvey [#4117]

Ellen jip [#13113]  
(4:02p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Blindspot

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV022916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4104R]

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1426]

Steve Harvey [#4111]

Ellen [#13112]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV022916]

NBC4 News at Noon
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/7/16 Tue 3/8/16 Wed 3/9/16 Thu 3/10/16 Fri 3/11/16 Sat 3/12/16 Sun 3/13/16
start 
time

Tummy Tuck / Md (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

NBC4 News at Noon 
(12:37p)

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Astroblast org sch 3/12 [#111] 
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Clangers org sch 3/12 [#011] 
Cize (Original) (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

Lazytown org sch 3/12 [#308] On the Money [#1746] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22157] Extra [#22158] Extra [#22159] Extra [#22160] Extra [#22161]
Standard 30 Fre (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5086] Access Hollywood [#5087] Access Hollywood [#5088] Access Hollywood [#5089] Access Hollywood [#5090] Open House [#5328] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show 9:00p

The Carmichael Show 9:30p

The Carmichael Show 10:00p

The Carmichael Show 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Cool Jobs 
[#3296]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program)  (1:32a)

Open House [#5325] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

1st Look 3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
3/16 Los Angls  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Little Big Shots

Little Big Shots

Hollywood Game Night

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22162]

National Hockey 
League Pittsburgh @ 

NY Rangers 

Golf Valspar 
Championship  

(12:03p)

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live    
(Ariana Grande) new 

change to daylight 
savings time

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1018]

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf Valspar 
Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Burning 

Suspicion) 

Steve Harvey [4109R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Deadly 
Devotion) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV031116] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1435]

Steve Harvey [#4125]

Ellen [13079R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV031016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4113R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC News Special 
Report Nancy Reagan 

Funeral 

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1434]

Steve Harvey [4090R]

Ellen [#13119]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV030916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4114R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV031016]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV030916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1433]

Steve Harvey [4088R]

Ellen [#13118]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV030816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4108R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Little Big Shots

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV030816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1432]

Steve Harvey [4085R]

Ellen [#13117]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV030716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4110R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV030716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1431]

Steve Harvey [4086R]

Ellen [#13116]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/14/16 Tue 3/15/16 Wed 3/16/16 Thu 3/17/16 Fri 3/18/16 Sat 3/19/16 Sun 3/20/16
start 
time

Mbp $29.95 Bogo (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1747] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Supreme Court Nom Floogals 8:00a

Today Show (8:33a) Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

Astroblast 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:05a) 11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Steve Harvey [#4124] Going Roggin 3:00p

Steve Harvey [#4124] 
(3:35p)

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program) 

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program)  (3:19p)

3:30p

Clangers org sch 3/19 [#012] 
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program)  (3:50p)
4:00p

Lazytown org sch 3/19 [#309] 
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7508]
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22163] Extra [#22164] Extra [#22165] Extra [#22166] Extra [#22167] Open House [#5329] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5091] Access Hollywood [#5092] Access Hollywood [#5093] Access Hollywood [#5094] Access Hollywood [#5095]
LXTV: First Look Time To 

Dance [3292R] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

Crowded 10:00p

Crowded 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Time To 
Dance [3292R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5326] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22168]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Golf Arnold Palmer 
Invt'l Presented by 

Mastercard 

NBC4 News

Little Big Shots

Little Big Shots

Hollywood Game Night

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Night Live     
(Chris Hemsworth & 
Chance the Rapper) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1019] 

(1:32a)

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (2:32a)

Golf Arnold Palmer 
Invt'l Presented by 

Mastercard 

NBC4 News

NBC4 Movie 
Unfinished Song 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV031816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4074R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) FIS World Cup 

Final 

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

Dateline NBC (Smoke and 
Mirrors) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV031816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1440]

Steve Harvey [4083R]

Ellen [13044R]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV031716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4087R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#13123]

NBC4 News at 5p

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Blacklist

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV031716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1439]

Steve Harvey [#4127]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV031616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4116R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1438]

Ellen [#13122]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV031516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4117R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV031616]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV031516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1437]

Steve Harvey [#4118]

Ellen [#13121]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Blindspot (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV031416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4111R]

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1436]

Steve Harvey [#4115]

Ellen [#13120]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV031416]

NBC4 News at Noon
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/21/16 Tue 3/22/16 Wed 3/23/16 Thu 3/24/16 Fri 3/25/16 Sat 3/26/16 Sun 3/27/16
start 
time

Tummy Tuck / Md (Paid 
Program) 

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1748] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201613]
9:00a

Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program) 

10:00a

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7601]

10:30a

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032116]

Golf Golf Digest Equipment 
Special 

11:00a

NBC News Special Report 
President in Cuba  (11:18a)

Golf PGA Tour: Arnold 
Palmer Special 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Astroblast org sch 3/26 [#113] 3:30p

Clangers org sch 3/26 [#013] On the Money [#1748] 4:00p

Lazytown org sch 3/26 [#312] 
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7601]
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22169] NBC Nightly News Extra [#22171] Extra [#22172] Extra [#22173] Open House [#5308] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5096] Access Hollywood [#5097] Access Hollywood [#5098] Access Hollywood [#5099] Access Hollywood [#5100]
LXTV: First Look Battle 

Royale [3294R] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Battle Royale 
[3294R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5327] 1:30a

2:00a

Hybrid Proven L (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Murad V514 (Paid 

Program) 
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Little Big Shots

Hollywood Game Night

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22174]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Golf WGC-Dell Match 
Play Championship 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

Little Big Shots

Saturday Night Live    
(Melissa McCarthy & 

Kanye West) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1020] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Golf WGC-Dell Match 
Play Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Deadly House 

of Cards) 

Saturday Night Live    

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Ski & Snowboarding 
(USSA) U.S. Alpine 

Champ 

Dateline NBC (Secrets in 
Pleasant Grove) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4125R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1445]

Steve Harvey [4092R]

Ellen [13122R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

Steve Harvey [4090R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV032516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Blacklist

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032416] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1444]

Steve Harvey [#4134]

Ellen [#13127]

NBC4 News at 5p

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4088R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV032416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1443]

Steve Harvey [#4112]

Ellen [#13126]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4085R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV032316]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Heartbeat

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV032216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1442]

Steve Harvey [#4128]

Ellen [#13125]

NBC News Special Report 
Brussels Bombings 

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Blindspot (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC News Special 
Report Brussels 

Bombings  (1:26a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1441]

Steve Harvey [#4121]

Ellen [#13124]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 04/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/28/16 Tue 3/29/16 Wed 3/30/16 Thu 3/31/16
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22175] Extra [#22176] Extra [#22177] Extra [#22178] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5101] Access Hollywood [#5102] Access Hollywood [#5103] Access Hollywood [#5104] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Steve Harvey [4127R]

The Blacklist

Shades of Blue

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV033116] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1449R]

Steve Harvey [#4129]

Ellen [13099R]

NBC4 News at 5p

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV033016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4124R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV033116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Chicago P.D.

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1448R]

Steve Harvey [#4102]

Ellen [13097R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4118R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV033016]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV032916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1447R]

Steve Harvey [#4065]

Ellen [13085R]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4115R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Blindspot (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV032816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1446R]

Steve Harvey [#4119]

Ellen [13047R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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